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'..PREFACE

Most of the,,papers whichare 4ublished in Jyv'askyla Cross-Language

Studles 9 and 10 were presented at the Fifth International ConWence

on Contrastive Projects entitled "Cross- Language Analysis, and Second

Language Acquisitioh". The conference was held at Jyvaskyla on June 1-5,

1982.-A number of the conference. papers have been published in a special

issue on cross language' analysis and second language acquisition of

Applied Linguistics (Volume 4, Number 3) and in Finlance: the Finnish

Journal of Uanguage Learning and Language Teaching (Volum4 2). Both were

published in\1983.

Some of the papers included in the two volumes were not read at the

conference; l'hey come from various contexts, eg. Finnish Summer Schools

ofLinguistics,:,pr are based on research carried out in Jyvaskyla.

Jyvaskyla K.S.

November, 1983
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. PRESENT TRENDS IN CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS

Jacel(Fisiak

Adam Mipziovicz Unflowity
Poznah

;

Contrastive linguistic research has been going on for decades now,

with ups and'ns. incertiin parts of the world but steadily developing

in others. Although beset with numerous difficulties and prejudices

and some of its fundamental concepts still vague, it is far' from re-

treating from the linguistic scene',' On the contrary, three journals

recently founded and devoted.exclusively to contrastive studies (ie.

Papeu and Sudiea in COntiwtive Linguiatia published in Poland
.

(since 1973), Soplabstovitano ezykoznariie/Contkaativelingui4tin

Bulgaria (since 1975),,and Contu4 te.6 in France (since 1981), serial

publications of organized projects (eg: the Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian-

English and the Zagreb English-Serbo-Croatian Projects, Jyvaskyla -

Contrastive (since 1979 Cross-Language) Studies, PAKS reports (until .

4 1974), Rumanian-English Contrastive Project publications, Hungarian-

English Contrastive Project reports, publications of theinstitute fUr

Deutsche Sprache' in Mannheim-, etc.), numerous international contrastive

tconferences (since 1975 one in the U.S.A., one in Rumania, eight in

Poland, one in the Feeeral Republic of Germany and one in Finland, to

mention a few), sections on contrastive analysis at international cong-

resses, numerous papers ori-the subject at various linguistic meetings

and foremost a constantly growing body of publications (see biblio-

graphies by Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1975, 1981., 'Siegritt 1977, as well

as bibliographies.Of some pairs of languages published in various jour-

nals or collections of papers), all give but unambiguous evidence to a

dynamic development of contrastive linguistics, this dynamism, howe'ver,

can be observed more in Europe than in America, where much less of

importance for. contrastive linguistics has happene46since 1968-whep

several outstanding linguists presented their views on CL at the 19th

Annual Round Table on Linguistics at Georgetown University (Alatis 1968).

Some of theseviews were subsequently developed in Europe!but the contro-

versies which surfaced then have definitely overshadowed the positive

aspects of-CL and arrested its further dynamic.growth in the United

States. Although the Amedcan'scene has become less lively in the

field, the interest in CLhas not disappeared altogether." Cod%ses on
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CL have continued to.be taught at many universities until today and.a

fair number of,publications'by American contrastivists have appeared in

print in Europe and Anierica. Two important conferences, also attended

by, European scholars, were organized in Hawaii in 1971 (papers from the..

Iconferelice were published in (Uokking.Papem ,enLinguiztic4 3/4, Univer-

sity of Hawaii), .and-another one in Stanford in 1980. Yet it is Europe

that has taken over the leading.role in. promoting and expanding contras-
/
tive studies since the late sixties.

The major issues of contention which have been the source of various

misunderstanOings, often haMpered a more dynamic development of CL and

have added to its controversial. nature are the place of CL in linguistic

science (ie. 'pure' or 'applied' linguistics), its status, form and

methodology, s well as. such fundamental notions as equivalence and,

inseparably connected with' .'tertium comparationis'. In what follows

ws shall take up these issues, arguing in lceeping witit our earlier idea

(Fisiak 1971, 1975,-1980, 1981) that there are. two branches of CL, ie.

thvoketicat and apptied, which in turn may determine the treatment of

the other issues. The paper will be concluded with a brief survey of

selected areas of contrastive research currently under way.

In order to understand the nature of controversies surrounding CL_

nowadays, it seems necessary, however, to look back/in the history of

linguistics for possible roots of contrastive linguistics. Different

traditions:bf linguistics research indifferent parts of the world no

doubt have made a different impact on contemporary developments in CL.

As we have pointed out on severalOccasions, the roots of contras-

tive linguistics go back to the last quarter of the nineteenth century

(see Fisiak 1975, 1978, 1980), more precisely to comPaAtime 6ychunic

linguistic studies,.which could develop.pareicularly at the turn of the
..-

century due to'the work of Baudouin de Courtenay and Ae Saussure.
a

Baudouin de Courtenay in his comparative grammar of Slavic-languages

(1902) laid the foundations of contrastive liluistics, pointing.out

that comparative surveys of languagep are of three types', and one'pf '

them is such that "linguistic processes can be examined without regard

to linguistic kinship, in order-to'establish the degree of similarity

or difference between the structures of two languages (p. 319). As a

result of this kind'of comparison one can arrive at universal.linguistic

phenomena" (p:. 320).' In 1912 Baudouin de Courtenay published his compa-

rative study of POlish, Russian and Old Church Slavonic, a contrastive

t: grammar par excellence with an interesting and unique contrastive ana-

lysis of graphemics. Baudouin's tradition was continued.by the Prague
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school and individual scholars in the Slavic world, although Mathesius

himself stated in 1929 that his ideas concerning the subject derive, on

the one hand, from Humboldt, Steinthal, Misteli and Finck, and Strohmeyer,

Aronstein, Deutschbein and Jespersen, on the other (Vachek 1980:9).

The Prague School linguists recognized from the start the theoretical

importance of synchronic comparative studies 1 Mathesius saw it as early

as 1923 (Vachek 1980 :7), formulated it'in his Czech paper in 1927 and

presented it in.a modified form at the First International Congress:of

Linguists in the Hague in 1928 (published subsequently in 1929).. He,

terms the synchronic study of a language as Linguiztic-chakactenotogy.

The synthronic comparison of languages is referred to by him as allay-

tical compakizon. This is what he wrote: "Comparison of languages of

different types without any regard to their spnetic relations is. of

the greatest value for any work inconcrete linguistic characterology,

for it considerably furthers the right understanding of the real nature

and meaning of the analysed linguistic facts" (Mathesius1929 in Vachek
1964:59). .

The.same year Trnka (1929) presented the principles of the 'analy-

tical method oti companaon of languages )as opposed to diachunic anatoi4.

Two extensive qUotatiOns will best illustrate Tenka's standpoint, which

was also representative of the Prague School:

La grammaire analytique admet en outre poSsibilite de la comparaison
d'etats de langue entre langues apparentees de loin.seulement ou
pas. du tout apparentees, et permet Oinsi de constater des tendances
linguistiques et des caViegories grammaticales plus generales...,
(Trnka 1929:34).

On emploie la methode s}nchronique quand on compare des systemes
linguistitlues, que ceux4cp representent des stades suocessifs d'une
mime langue ou des stades'sle langues apparentees ou non, Ce faisant,
on se cdhiporte coMme quand;on compare deux ou plusieurs tableaux: on
note les,couleurs, les desSins, les rapports des parties au tout,
,releve les ressemblanceslet Its differences, et Von tend a.voir dans
les details qui se reprodui$ent la manifestation de tendances deter-
minees... La linguistique qui emploie la methode comparative
lytique vise S determinar es-relations reciproques des differents
elements d'un systemic d'expression -donne c'est-S-dire S constater
des relations mutuelles cyciTqUes.(Trnka 1'929:35-6).

In the following years Matheslbs. wrote a series of contrastive papers

on various aspects of English and Czech granilmar (see.references and Vachek .

1980)and in 1936 once again ascertained his *Mon concerning the

analytical comparison of languages and. made it even more categOrical,

saying that "a semantic analysis of any language can be achieved only on

a strictly synchronic basis and with theaid of analytical comparison,
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ie. comparison .of.languages of different types without any regard to.

their genetic relations. it is only in this way that we can arrive at

a right understanding of the given language as an organic. whole, and get, :

a sufficient insight into, the real' meanings and functions of the single

facts which constitute it" (1936:95).

Mathesius' works exerted a "strong influencejon his younger collea-

gues, collaborators and disciples who continued and developed his contras-
.

.tive ideas. Poldauf (1954a) contributed a theoretical paper on.'pnaly-

tical comptrison' and some partiCular grammatical problems in English

and Czech (1954b, 1964), Vachek wrote on the-expression of universal'

negation in English and Czech-(1947)as well as on the trend in the'use

of.nominal expressions in the two languages (1961), Firbas (1959, 1961;

'1962, 1964, 1968, 1976)'anaJyzed theword.order and the communicative

dynamism of the sentence in English, Czech and German; and Trnka (1953-5)

various aspects of English grammar in comparison with Czech. In the

area of Russian and Czech or Slovak the comparative tradition also goes
.

back to the thirties (Kopeckij 1934) and continues on a large scale

after 1945 (eg. Ilek 1950-1, 1954a, b; IsaCenko 1954-60, 1954, 1956;

Kollar 1954; Mrazek 1954; Bauer 1955, 1957; Kri/kova 1955, 1962a, b.;

Havrinek et al. 1956; Barg 1,956 and others). German and Czech studies.

are represented by E. Beneg, J. Povejgil, Z. Masai-ik and pthers.

At the start of the sixties the term 'confrontational linguistics/ ,

analysis' (Horalek 1962, Skali6ka 1962) begins to appear'next to 'com-,

parative'(and later 'contras%ivel) among Czech linguists. With the,.

numerous works whiCh appeged in the fifties

!

several problems of a

theoretical nature cropped up calling for a more precise redefinitipn

of the field (Schwanzer 1966, Beneg 1967). The term 'confrontational'

beg/Ors to be adopted also by the DDR, Soviet nd some Polish and West

German linguists. At the meeting in Mannheim in 1970 both Schwanzer -

(1970) and Beneg (1970) presented updated Czech views on 'confrontatio-

nal linguistics'. These views were the subject of discussion and

further refinementt (Zabrocki 1970 and Coseriu 1970).

Our discussion of the development of contrastive studies within

the Prague tradition would be incomplete without pointing out,thatthe

theoretical considerations of Prague'linguists found pedagogical appli-

cations from thp early days of the 'development of the 'analytical synch-

ronic comparison' of languages. Since the problem has been competently

presented by V.Fried (1965, 1968) let us Onk repeat briefly that tWo-

paths were followed parallely, ie. handbooks for teaching foiTignian- .

3

11
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guages based on Contrastiveprinciples werepublished from 1927 (Ttnka

and.Potter 1927, Kopeckij 19.4, Vachek 1946, Hais.1958, Bauer et al.

1960 and others) and a series of popular contrastive analyses of. Czech

and other languages was planned, of which two appeared befor0945

(Mathesius 1936, Nosil 1942). Thi's earlier tradition has.been continued

along the lineS,of 'linguistic confrontation' until today.

When one looks back to the turn of the 'last century, it is easy to

observe that the number of comparative synchrbnicstudies began to in
.

crease. This was due to the+growing opposition to the Neo-gra'mmarian

doctrine of'histoticism. The independent attempts of several linguists,

which in distant laces at the same time grew out of this dissatisfaction,

to establish a new approach and justify its scientific status was-Some-

thing more than natural. The works of Baudouin sle Coertenay, Mathesius,

or de Saussure, although of Considerable importance, were not always the
source of inspiration. For instance, Otto Jespersen 1 (1924) ii chapter

threb (Syntax) of his PhiLo4ophy o6 GAamma advocates independently a

synchronic comparative analysis similay to that of'Baudouin de Coartenay.

and the Prague SchoOl as can be seen from the last paragraph of the

book,. Hers is what he said:

.... we can obtain new and fruitful' points of view, and in fact
arrive at a new kind of-Comparative Syntax-by following the
method of this volume, ie. starting from C (notion or inner
meaning) and examining how each of the fundamental ideas common
to all mankind is expressed in various languages, thus prqpeeding
through B (function) to A (form). This comparison need not
be restricted to languageS belonging to the same family and
reptesenting various developments of one original common tongue,
but may take into consideration languages of the most diverse
type and ancestry. Jespersen (1924: 346-7).

,

It is 0.0 interesting to -note that phonetic and phonological-
contrastive wOrkS were more numerous'at the end of the nineteenth

century and the beginning of the.twentieth (eg. Grandgent 1892; Vieta

1894, 1903; Passy 1.901; .Soames 1908; Chlumsky 1914; Bogorodickij 1915)

than.syntactic or semantic ones. One of the reasons may have been the

problem of 'tertium comparations' far more difficult to solye for

syntax than for phonology.

Baudouin de Courtenay's tradition has been directly continued to

Russia and the Soviet Union (eg: Bogorodickij 1915 and 6erba 1937 for

Russian and French, English and German) and in Poland (eg. Kielski

1957-60 for Polish and Frericii). His tradition combined with that of

1

Nickel (1972:-9):drew my attention to 'Jespersen's work.

1
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the Prague, School was carried on inthe.fifties and the sixties in the

Soviet Union for Russian and German (eg..Gejn 1952, Kru§elnickaja 1961),

Ukrainian (eg. Krote,./i6 1949; Eiajmut et al. 1957), Azerbaijani (Ibragimor. s

1955, iralief and Diafarov 19547, Korean (Skalozub 1957), Kazakh

(kuridin 1957, Isangaleva 1959, 1961), Latvian (Bagajjubova 1957,

Semenova 1961), Uzbek (Sakirova 1962), Chuvash .(Rezjukov 1954), and

Ukrainian and Cnglish (fiuktenko 1960).

In early seventies the.Russian "comparative synchronic" linguistics

evolved into the "confrontational" type of contrastive linguistics.

Several dissertations on the theory .of contrastive linguistics were .

written under Professor Akhmanova in Moscow. Her own position and that

of most Soviet contrastivists ha$ been best summarized in 1977 by 0.

Akhmanova and D. Melerak in The.ftinciptea o6 1..4Atastic Conlixontatian:

There is an'ever growing interest for what is usually (or at any

rate has ban described until quite recently) as conticaztive

ti.nguistic4. It is assumed at present that this term(or this

.metalinguistic designation) unduly narrows the field or research..

We shall, therefore, speak of
"contrastive analysis" as only a

part of 'a much wider field which is more adequately devoted by

the term "linguistic confrontatio0", because the particular

applied aspects of contrastive linguistics, the way it is most

frequently approached, is only a fraction of the total problem.

"Contrast" implies diWkence, aOpoaitian. Before. we turn to

the diffgrences, we must confront or compare systematically and

;synchronically objects which maybe quite similar, or even "the

'same in quite a number of respects. Akhmanova and Melencuk 1977:

4: cf. Fisiak 1975).

Pedagogical applications of contrastive linguistics (ie. compara-
.

tive/confrontational) have not been neglected in the Soviet Union

either: Apart from early general treatment of the issue by Jarceva

(1960), some handbooks and numerous papers treating' ore specific areaS

of contrastive linguistics have appeared in the journal Innostnannyje

Jazyki v SkoZe and other local
serial.publications, proceedings of

conferences, collections of papers, etc. (eg. Roller 1950, PeCatnikov

'1950-51, MedovOkova 1958 to name a few).

The second source of contrastive linguistics, as has been mentioned

above, is de Saussure. As Wandruszka (1973:1) has pointed out "seit

der BegrUndung einer neuen.synchronischen
Linguistik durch Ferdinand

de Saussure is auch die Frage nach.der NotWendigkeit and den Mbglich-

keiten-einer neuen vergleichendeo
Sprachwissenschaft nich mehr ver-

stummt". The first to practice a significant work in this tradition

wasdCharles Bally (1932)4 who Analyzed the structure of FrenCh in

comparison with German. The.Other most important works following .Bally

13
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(whose study appeared in its 3rd ed. in 1950) are Vinay and_Darbernet.

(1958) on French and English, Malblanc (1961) on French and German

(both using the term 'comparative stylistics' 'for= 'contrastive linguis-

tics'), Barth (1961), and Darbernet (1963, 1971).on selected problems of

French and English or French, English and Spanish. This tradition of-

contrastive work has been developing mainly in France. and Canada; but ,

also in university French delotments 'in other countriesClas 1968).

The third source of-contrastive linguistics (indeed by some linguis-

tics eekneonsly'assumed as the only genuine source, cf. Rusiecki 1976:17

and his untenable argument on noncontinuity of the European tradition,

etc. in an otherwise valuable contribution) is the language teaching

philosophy developed in the early forties in the United States and

..summarized by Fries (1945), who postulated that-foreign la uagelsourses

edshould be bas on the comparison of the native and the forfign &guage
which will reveal differences between the languages the by ideKtifying

areas of difficulty for the .learner. Fries (1945:9) stressed that

"the most efficient materials are those that are based upon scientific

description of the.language to be learned, carefully compared with a

parallel description of the native language of the learner"; Such

parallel descriptions began to develop in Michigan and later in other

places, first under the label of compautive 444y or simply compaitizon

(eg. Sitachitta f955, Staub 1956, Lado 1956, Malick 1956 -57, Subjakto

1958 or Kleinjans 19577758) and since c. 1960 almost exclusively as

&onbcastive lotudia. The pronouncements of Fries were followed up by

works'of.Fries and Pike (1949), Weinrich (1953)'and Haugen (1953) on .

biling0aJism and.language cdntact. The latter two works doielopedthe

notion of intekkhente (studied earlier by Polivanov 1931 and going

back to the Prague School), sobcrucial for the prevailing foreign lan-

guage pedagogy and associated contrastive studies,

In 1954 Harris published an important theoretical paper on thanatien

gkammart., which he described, roughly speaking, as a device generating
.

utterances of one language from another. The notion exerted some in-

fluence on later contrastive work (a notable example is Borkowski and

Micklesen 1963) but'not to the extent to dominate the American scene.

k The turning point in the daelopment of contrastive linguistics in

the USA seems to be the publication of Lado's,LitiguAa:acA achoh4 Catukeh

in 1957, where earlier statements by Fries and others wer4g reasserted and

a detailed presentation of contrastive procedures was provided. In the

Preface lado'state5 his credo:in the-following words:

'14
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The plan of the book rests on the assumption that we can predict

and describe the patterns that will cause difficulty in learning,

and those that will not cause difficulty, by comparing systemati-

cally the language and cultureto be learned with the native lan-

guage and culture of the student, (Lado 1957:0i),

In 1959 the Center for Applied Linguistics began preparing a series

of contrastive analyses under the general editorship otC.rFergdson.

Two volumes appeared An 1962 (Moulton 1962 and Kufne. 1962), the other

four (Spanish and Italian) in 1965, and four (Russian and French),

have not been published. In the preface to Moulton's volume (1962:V)

Ferguson defined contrastive studies more broadly than Lado, ie. as

dealing both with "similarities and differences between English and

each of the. five foreign languages".

The contrastive studies produced in America were inseparably

connected with languagVeaching although on many occasions they were

simple, often oversimplified taxonomic treatMents.with no special

adjustment forleedagogical purposes (cf.. Fisiak 1981), which was to de,

one of the serious reasons of the failure and disillusion with contras-

tive linguistics in the States in particular in late sixties and early

seventies. It is worthwhile in this connectionto return to the now

venerable quotation by Fries (1945:9), which is immediately followed,

by a precise requirement concerning the format of the "parallel Compa-

rative description". According to Fries (1945:9>, "it is not enough

simply to have the results of such a thorough-going analysis; these

results must be organized into a satisfactory system for teaching and

implemented with adequate specific practice materials through which the-

learner may master the sound system, the structure and the most useful

lexical materials of the foreigndanguage". In practice, however, it

-was assumed too of/en that contrastive analyses could be immediately

applied to language pedagogy.

Although the understanding of the field was such that it was

immediately associated with language teaching, ie. applied linguistics,

Gleason (1961:207-8) in the second edition defines contrastive grammar

(or transfer grammar) as "descriptive grammars of two languages tied

together", which is, however, not a new venture and is most useful in

preparing teaching materials. This would suggest that Gleason recognized

contrastive grammar as valid descriptive work, one of its possible appli-
.

cations being pedagogical. But his voice represents the minority of

linguists. For the majority, contrastive linguistics deals with

differences (which is unrealistic, cf. Fisiak 1975; Akhmanov; and
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Melennk'1977) and is part of language pedagogy (Hall 1964:125). Here

is the classical American forMUlation of what contrastive linguistics
,

is as proposed by Lado (1964:2).
.

...contrastive linguistics...compares the structures of two lan-
guages to determine the.po* is here they differ. These.differen-
cesces are the chief source o i iculty... . The results of these
contrastive descriptions fo he basis for the preparation of
language texts and tests,"and for the. correction of students learn-
ing a language. . .

. 9
.

ft The reductivism in terms of the scope of contrastive linguisticS%

(differences only) and its. place in applied linguittics.alone together

with.the association with structural linguistics has brought about

criticism from vari.ous.quarters and disillusionment because, of unful-

filled promises.and expectations., The ferment in the area of contrastive

linguistics. in America culminated.with the 1868. Georgetown RoUnd:Table.

The disiliUsienment, however, affected the UnitedStates: basically

because CL was considered in totD part of foreign language. pedagogy,

ie. applied linguistics. Since the linguistic paradigm with which CL

,was' associated was declining, mutat-La mutandi6 was CL.

European scholars, who followed European traditions and were not

under a strong influence of America, dicfnot share in.the declarations

rejecting contrastive linguistics. As has 'already been pointed out

above, the continuity of earlier traditions has*reiulted in a dynamic

developMent of CL in Europe over the last decade althimgh not free from

other, controversies and discussions But it should be p6inted out that

the European 'synchronic comparative'.point of view was. recognized in

America by some linguists and language teaching experts, particularly

HO reference to theoretical values of CL and the distinction betwee

those and the practical use. Stockwell- (196Q:25) wrote this in the

conclusion of his Georgetown paper:

n

I think contrastive.studies are important and useful and that we
need more of them; ...I think that awhile error-counts are of some
use, the most hopeful basis for insightful contrastive study is
entinily thecotaicat (italics mine); I think thei the confused
state of contemporary theory is no proper basis for withdrawing
from the challenge of this kind Of comparative study; I think
that the notion that the primary audience for such studies is a
pedagogically oriented one is mistaken in part, that such studies
are viable objectives for their own sake, just as any good descrip-
tion is...

Wilga Rivers (1968:152) also pointed out the difference between

, pedagogically and linguistically oriented contrastive descriptions.
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A contrastive analysis of two languages when it is designed with

a sci ntific not a pedagogical intent is not in itself. a teaching

aid.. Since the linguist's aim must be to make the description

scie ifically elegant rather than,pedagogically applicable, the

analysis will not normally be directly transferable to teaching

materials and situations. Chomsky has already emphasized. the

difference between. a linguistic.gramear which is art account of'

competence and a pedagogic- grammar which attempts to provide the .

student with the ability to understand and produce sentences of'

a particular-language (1966:10). The same distinction may be

applied to types of-contrastive studies.

A pronouncement similar to Stockwell's was made by linguists; who

formulated recommendations of the 10th FIPLV Congress in Zagreb in 1968

(Filipovit 1912:XXf11-XXV), ie. (c) "The most hopeful basis for effec-

tive insightful contrastive study is entirely thebretical; therefore

it is recommended that such.studies. be regarded as viable projects for

their own sake, and not directed immediately to pedagogical purposes".

For another reason it is worth noting two other recommendation's which,

unfortunately, were not followed up immediately, ie.-

(e) "Contrastive studies should'be undertaken beyond the sentence level

in diseOurse structure:,' in semarltics, and on the socio-culturall

and psycholinguistic level.

(f) Contras,tive studies should be undertaken im the'study of stages of

native language development of children". 4.

The trend which could be observed in Zagreb as regards the dis-

tinction between theoretical and applied aspects of contrastivelinguis-

tics was echoed by the Mannheim conference in 1969 (published in 1970).

Contrastive linguistics under the term 'konfrontative Linguistik'is

defined as a synchronic comparative study which investigates both simi-

larlties add differences between languages (Coseriu 1970:29, L. Zabrocki.

1970:33, Schwanzer 1970:12, Beng 1970:107). Zabrocki and Coseriu also

made a clear distinction between theoretical and applied types of contras-

tive studies; calling the former 'confrontational' and the latter-'contras-

Live' (with more restricted.scope). s

At the Zagreb Conference on English Contrastive Projects in 1970

Fisiak (1971) likewise drew a sharp distinction between theoretical and

-applied contrastive linguistics. Tliis distinction has been followed by

the Polish-English contrastive project, which is theoretically biased

and has.produced a large number of monographs, dissertations and papers .

which have nothing in common with pedagogical or other appliCations (see

I

P
1 The commission under the chairmanship of J. Ala tis consisted of B.

'Carstensen, R. rilipovit, J. risiak, W. MartOn, K. Mildenberger and

G. Nickel,

17
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,

Pl'ocinska 1982 fpr bibliographical lefertnces. aswell as Fisiak 1982).

This brdad definition and.distinctiOn eriingA-freetly from theder'
European traditions have been accepted aldr0;n6mber of researches

.

and some projects in Europe (Wagner 1974:3713.730andrUszka 1973;
,

Jackson 1976; Sajavaara 1977i 1980;. 1lerman'i9 F4Aiirts 1982; KUhlwein in

press), although 'not by all Among others C'a*1ps"till places CL in

applied linguistics1 in the Phe6aci to James (1 5,y), saying that

"because of.its closeness, however, to language 14q 0itg andito the

more general concept of bilingualism, contrastive analysis has always

been regarded as a major branchlof applitd, rather thakpllre linguistics".

In viewof a large number of existing contrastive worki.,::Which have no

relevance to applied linguistics, Candlin's conclusion iS'.:.;no4 convincing

unless typological linguistics is to be considered also.apPli0 linguis-

tics.

/". /

James (198Q) himself'is inconsistent. He begins withAs'Ogning CL

to.applied linguistics for two reasons: "first, that it is different

from 'pure' linguistics in drawing on other scientific discipline; and,

'secondly, because linguistics. is the science it draws most heavilyVpn".

(Is historical linguistics in view of this also an applied branth,of,%\

linguistics?). On p.8; hoWever, James reiterates his'position

"The a nswer to the question is CA a form of 'pure' or of 'applied'

lingUistics? is - o6 both (italics are mine). But while .1pure'CA

analysis is only a peripheral enterprie in pure linguistics, it ts.a.

'central concern of applied linguistics." The qUestion that crops4s

how to measure the centrality and peripherality of CA? But to end 4ith

C. JaMes's opinions, who is 'undoubtedly one of the greatest authoritOs\,.

on the subject, I would like to point out that, on p.143, he finally ii,

recognizes the validity of our distinction into two types.of.CL,ie.

theoretical and applied.
. I.

In what follows we shall argue once again for this. distinction (iee

.. Fisiak 1971, 1975, 1978). The terms 'theoretical' and 'applied' shoul:d

not be treated as better vs. worse. As Sajavaara (1980:29) has rightly:

pointed out "the fundamental difference between theoretical and applied ,

CA lies in the basic motivation for such studies.. While theoretical

contrastive studies strive for generalizations in the description of the

structures of two or more languages, applied contrastive )tudies will
.

1T. Slama-Cazacu would also consider CL as part of applied linguistics
but for other reasons,
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have to start from the individual, his attitudes, motivations, and needs,

and all the communicative means which he applies to reach his goal".

The distinction between theoretical and.applied CA has been recently

most forcefully argued for by Jackson (1976). His arguments are still' ,

valid but for the lack of space will not be repeated here.

'tooking back at the development of CL and itspresat-situatiorr it

is possible to define the field as a systematic'comparative study

between two languages (or two language sub-systems) with the aim of .

revealing differences and similarities.. CL has two branches: theoutica.
4 ,

fiinguiatke6 (this is part of comparative synchronic linguistics together

with language typology) and applied (cf. Coseriu 1970, .Zabrocki 1970,

Jackson 1976, Berman 1978, Sajavaara 1977, 1980). What is still prob-

lematic is the exact nature of the relation between the two as also

noticed by James (1980). What we call, for want of a petter term,

theofixticat contitaztive .study is a contrastive analy5.1/s which take

into.account bairsimilarities and differences between two languages

$ and may have aevekat aimS,beginning with an eXhaustive comparative

description of two languages which maybe the end in itself, a valid

endeavour as any other description, and which in turn may help to verify 4

claims postulating universality of given rules or items of grammar or

which can contribute to a more insightful description of one of the

languages by allowing to arrive at some categories when data &Op ohe

language are insufficient (eg. Szwedek 1974a, b, 1976, on the Otegory

of definiteness in Polish or Zabrocki 1980a, b).
)

. The form of a theoretical contrastive study may be highly abstract

and oriented in the direction making it totally unsuitable for applica-

tion. There is nothing w ong about it as long as it is the case and no

claims concerning applic ions are made. The objection sometimes'raised

by linguists is*that this kind of contrastive work.is not really what `

one would expect from a science since it makes no predictions and after

all the verification of the claims mentioned above can be made by the

traditional method of cross-language checking which has been incorporated

eg. in TG from its inception. :This, however, is only partially true.

As'we see it, theoretical contrastive analysis is part of the comparative

synchronic linguistics together with language typology.jt is, however,

different from typology proper both as tolits aims and The cross -

languagelanguage verification.as employed by TG linguists and pological classi-

fications are usually based on single features, items
/

,o/ r configurations

of items, eg. word order in a number of languages. Contrastive studies,

on the other hand, include relations of a given ruleI r item to otherp

19.
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4 I
rules in one system vis-a-vis relations in another system, thus, pro-

..

viding deeper insights, which allow to reject or modify certain claims

wia the information otherwise not available* They support typological

irniestigations by.giving them more.depth. The purely descriptive function

of theoretical contrastive grammars, which may be compared to descrip-

tive grawars of the language, has not bten challenged. Such contras-

tive grammars may constitute the foundation for other theoretical and

descriptive endeavours. The status of theoretical contrastive studies

was discussed in detail in Zabrocki (1980a,b) and therefore we will not

dwell updn this issue here.

What has been said above should not imply that applied (ie. peda-

gogical) contrastive studies are less iwpoqant.',,NOt at all. They Ire

valid and suffer from some deficiencies of theoretical contrastive

studies as they have to be derived at least partially from them thoug

enriched with components which will convert them into pedagogically

useful. Their format will depend not only on the data provided by

theoretical contrastive studies but also on psycholinguistic theories o

language acquisition, sociolinguistic considerations, performance modell

and a variety of other factors.

It seems that the diitinction (not the isolation) between the two
. .

.

types of contrastive studies should guarantee the avoidance of some

unnecessary controversies. What should be envisaged as a task for the

future at this point is to construct the bridge between them. so that the

theoretical linguistic contrastive research will be fully utilized (as

much as it can and ought to be) in applied contrastive work,

One of the problems which has not been solved definitely until today

but which lies at the heart of contrastive studies and all 'comparative

work for that matter is the problem of comparability,' ie. the issue-of

teAtium compautioni4. One wonders how CL has achieved what it' has

without clearly handling one of its basic premises if not the basic one.

According to Krzeszowski (in .press), one of the reasons why CL is still

Ignored by many linguists is that its fundamental concept is hazy and

has'been by and large neglected in contrastive research. Different IC's

(tetaa comp.) are'used for phonology, lexiology and syntax. In Phono-

logy tile articulatory or acoustic parameters provide the substantial IC.

In lexical CAs "the external reality or strictly speaking its psychic

image in the minds of language users, provides the aubatamtint. TC as

items across languages are compared with respect to differences and simi-

larities concerning their references to various elements of the reality

in the world at large as .it is reflelted in the minds of language users"

20
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(Krzeszowzki; in press). Carl James (1980:166-78) has recently summarized

the present situation, with reference to TC's for the three levels of

language organization. As regards the syntactic level he has reviewed

the proposed 604maX (surface structure), AeMantic (deep structure) and

tAan,station equivalence'and ha's come to the conclusion that since there

are two levels of translation, ie. semantic and pragmatic, and that for

CA.we ought.to equate L1 and L2 forms, which no matter how they diverge

superficially, are semptically and pragmatically equivalent, the trans-
s

lation equivalence which includes both the pragmatic and semantic equi-

valence is the best TC for CA. The limitations of space and time prevent

us from going into detail but the .shortcomingof both formal and semantic

equWalence have been generally known, and the limitation of semantic

translations have been likewise discussed to some extent .(cf. Ivir 197;

RUlker 1973, Krzeszowski 1974 and Kopczynski 1980).

.Krzeszowski has taken 4p the-issue again being previously criticized

by I3outon (1976):for his Deep Structure and discussed his position as re-

yards TC for syntax. He rejects the translation'equivalence and proposes

-4ententiat.equivafence, combihing both "the semantic identity of sentences

which are the closest approximations to acceptable word-for-word trans-

lations and their synonymous paraphrases (if indeed such pa'aphrases

exist)" (Krzeszowski 1981a.:1e). He constrains his zehtemtiat equ.i.vatence

in two ways:.

(1) On the surface structurally and lexically by taking as the

.
primary data to.be.a.ssigned the status of equivalence "the

closest approximations to grammatical word-for-word trans-

lations and their synonymous paraphrases". .

(2) In the semantic structure by assuming the identity of de4P

structures whose surface manifestations are restricted to

cases delimited by (1).

Translation and semantic equivalence are two diffgrent things. The senten-

tial equivalence is semanto-syntactic, where the forma4 constraint seems

to be of paramount importance:

The sentential equivalence, according to Krzeszowski (in press),

also embraces the notions of System equivatence and lude equivatence as

"system equivalence'can be made explicit only'througH the examination of

.
constructions in which elementsof the compared systems appear, ie. via,

the notion of semalito-Syntactic equivalence. Likewise, any comparisoh

of rules cannot be.divorced from an implicit comparison of constructions

on which these rules opera,te. Therefore, the .semahto-syntactic equi-

21
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valepce of constructions is the central concept in syntactic CA's..."

Recently Krzeszowski (1981b, in press) has turned his attention to

quantitative aspects of CA. Following Becka (1978) he advocates

qui:tat:wive CA, which is statistical+in nature andcould possibly open

new vistas in contrastive research. QCA is text-bound. "QCA may but

does not have to use translation; as primary data. It is possible to

conduct QCA's on texts which are not translations and which are not

equivalent in any ofthe senses of the "equivalent". ...The texts

...used for QCA may be chosen for comparison nly on the grounds that

they represent the same regiiter, or the same style, or the same literary

genre, or on any platform or reference motivating the'comparison. Such

texts will probably exhibit atatistica eqtavatence by representing a

certain fixed pattern of frequencies of occurrences of various linguis-

tic forms characterizing,a particular register, style, genre, etc.

These patterns of frequencies characterize specific "styles" in parti-

941ar languages by following aprtain statistical norm. Deviations in

plus opminus from such a norm may be connected either with non-native

performance...or they 94y.be deliberate as parodies" (Krzeszowski 1981b:

103). QCA is opposed to all the other products of CL, termed Structural

Contrastive Analysis by Krzeszowski. To what extent QCA and with it the

notion of statistical equivalence is a valid and genuine propoSal remains

to be seen. It is definitely for the future contrastive work to continue

the research for adequate and more precisely defined TCs.

One of the issues which also has not received too much attention,

because the issue of TC has not been made explicit enough and

most of the contrastivists so far have used their intuition and the rule of

thUmb when juxtaposing primary data from two contrasted languages, is

the fOrmat of CAs. Is there a specific model for CA or is CA a simple

juxtaposition of two language systems or sub-systems? The q(estion has

been raised here and there over the past twenty-odd years. Hamp (1968)

did not see anything of a systematic contrastive grammar,in juxtaposed

descriptions of two languages available by then despite the claims made

,to the effect but only a set of contrastive observations about given two

languages. Krzeszowski (1974, 1977) and Lipinska-Grzegorek (1975 (1974))

likewise rejected the old "horisontal" model of contrastive grammar pro-

posing a new "vertical" grammar, deriving equivalent constructions in

two languages from a common universal semantic repreientation. These

derived constructions underwent diversification in different places.of

the lower levels of language structure (cf. Eisiak et al. 1978:15-16).

2
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Lipihska gave a very general outline of such grammar and used kection

`tut'c.s as diversifying devices. Krzeszdwski (1974 (reprinted 1979)). has

given a detailed algorithm of'derivation of. constructions step by step

down to the.final representation. Their works though followed by a

few contrastivists (Fisiak, forthcbming) in some respects, unfortnna-

tily, were not tested in detail he expectation being.Lipinska-
.

Grzegorek's critique of Krzeszowski (1977) and Chesterman's (1980)

discussion of some of Krzeszowski's ideas).. In his extensive and

critical review of Krzeszowski, van Buren (1976) recognized Krzeszowski's

work, pointing out that it is a new theory of contrastive grammar

combining with it a new theory of grammar per se. The area of the 1

format of CG with an underlying set of theoretical principles needs

further testing and elaboration in the Nture research and constitutes

. a.productive area for ong6ing investigations'. .

One or the trends in applied contrastive studies which occupiesa

central place is the format of a pedagogical CG. It has been dis-

cussvid by Marton (1972, 1981) and KUhlwein (in press), 'among others. .

,They&ivisage it as'a derivative of a general pedagogical grammar

where abstract ruleS are presented together with various pedagogical

devices (.such as mediators) helping learners to internalize and use

these rules (cf. Engels 1974, Sharwood Smith 1977). Merton's contras-

tive pedagogical grammar is unidirectorial in that it is more systema-

tic in the presentation of the grammatical system,of the target language

than the native one ."Yet at the same time it will never take metalin-

guistic knowledge of the native language for granted and will present

as much explicit information about the native language as will be

thought necessary for the teacher.and materials writer to grasp the full

scope of interlinguistic contrasts and similarities".(Marton 1981:148-9).

The present state of the pedagogical contrastive grammar is far from
r

being finally established. What we have at our disposal now is a number

of more or less detailed proposals, programmatic in nature, and a few

fragments of contrastive grammar samples. This area remains to be

developed in the future on the basis of what has 4een done so far troth

,in terms of the clarification of underlying principles as well as in

terms of Contrastive presentations of grammatical structures, of two

languages for pedagogical purposes.

Closing the *few remarks bn.the format of contrastive grammars it

seems unnecessary to deal at length with the problem of changing lin-

guistic theories and their impact on CL: The. changes, which according ,

9`1
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to many, are detrimental to the development fo comparative studies of

any sort and their pedagogical applications, will certainly find their

way into CL. New views on the nature of language and its structure

will be reflected in the rise of new concepts which ea 4.134g Will bdo

used in CA's.'" 130t this is the way things work 'in the world of changing

ideas and there is nothing we can do about it but to absorb what is

better and more powerful as a tool of explanation even if departing

markedly from what is familiar. Needless to say new ideas provided by

.psychology, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, etc. will shape the

format of pedagogical grammars.

One of the developments characteristic of the recent linguistic

scene is the expanding research interests beyond the sentence limits,

ie. text tingui..6-tica and di.acguitae antay.64..6. Papers in this area begin

to be more and movie numerous. Several projects on contrastive discourse

analysis (Jyasky)a, Bochum, Hamburg, Copenhagen) have been sig, up.

Contrastive text linguistics was subject of three major papers presented`

at the 1980 Conference of Contrastive Projects in Poland (Fisiak (ed.),.
,,in press). James (1980) has presented an excellent summary of problems

which should be investigated in the two vast fields of contrastive dis-

course analysis and contrastive text analysis. In the area of CTA such

problems can be studied OrOductively as eg. various devices for achieving

textual cohesion (eg. lexical devices, reference, ellipsis and the

funCtional sentence perspective, which as has been already pointed out

is in fact a product of the Prague School contrastive linguistics).

These devices may differ from one language to another, eg. there are

languages where ellipsis is not permissible or where FSP operates in

different way than in other languages. Enkvist (in press) in is inte-

resting overview of contrastive text linguistics presents four types of

'text models (ie. sentence based, predication-based, cognitive text

modeli..and interactional text models) and contrastive problems, which

can be studies with the help of these model's, suggesting that

(a) within the first one (sentence based) the information

structure of the Clause and the sentence can be best

handled;

(b) in the predication-based model - borders between clauses

and sentences, which is important in translated texts;

(c) cognitive models are needed when cognition is structured

differently by speakers of two languages (eg. the cate-

gorization of the world by speakers of two languages is

different and expressed in different ways by different.

.4 0 A
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lexemes, as ',sno w" in English and its numerous equivalents

in Eskimo); 4

(d). interactional models can best handle interactional patterns;

this last type of text would be discussed by some linguists

under the Leading of discourse analysis and pragmatics.

Numerous stOdies concerning word order aruj FSP in Polish and English

havelbeen publishedl.by Szwedek.(1974a,b:91976,in press) and can serve

as exemplification of one type of CTL. Stein (1979) has presented a

contrastive analysis of sentence connections. in English and German.

Contrastive discourse analysis deals wOth conversational inter-

action; two languages. In a recent excellent study Feerch and Kasper

(in press) analyzed linguistic devices (called gambits) main6ining and

regulating discourse in German and Danis6 h,. The discourse regulating

gambits include go-on, receipt and exclaim for the uptaking function,'

starter, receipt, exclaim (conjunction) for tunattking, etc. Their

analysis based on the Bochum role play corpus and the Danish Copenhagen

corpus collected by C. Faerch has inditated that there exists functional

equivalence between formally rela'ted gambit tokens and there were fewer

differences than one initially expected. Another CA of gambits worth

mentioning here is an earlier study by House (1980) on German and English.

Valuable contributions have also come from Jyvaskyla, eg. Sajavaara et

al. 1-1980) on the methodology and practice of contrastive discourse

analysis, Saario (1980) on interactional activities in discourse between

native and Finnish speakers of English, and VentOla (1980) on conversa-
,

tion management.

These studies should serve as a signpost for further investigations

of the kind.

CTA and CDA are relatively new fields with tremendous potentials,

which were noticed by Gleason as early as in 1968.

Recentyears have witnessed a growth of interest in pragmatics,

wh4h was parallel by the work in contrastive pragmatics (Zimmerman

1972, Riley 1979, Bublitz 1978, 1979; Oleksy 19,79, in press; Fillmore

1982, Kalisz 1981) The problem wish pragmatics, however, as pointed

out by Fillmore, is that "there is no characterization of linguistic

pragmatics on which. linguists are in agreement, nor is there, in fact,

a universally convincing case that such a.field exists ".. As has already

been pointed out, some phenomena which.are the subject of investigation

of pragmatics (if recognized as an independent field of research) are

often dealt with. under.the heading of text linguistics (cf. Enkvist, in
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press) or discourse analysis (cf. James 1980). The interest in contras-

tive pragmatics has centered so far usually op-speech acts and the per-

formative analysis. An.interesting Contribution lo the field of Otis

Fillmore's paper (in press) analyzingpragmatic:functions of formulae't

expressions. and Gerrhan pragiaticparticles withtheir English equivalents

(doch, 2a1,4, etwa, nOteich,ja, denn), Little contrastive work has been

done in this field in comparison with eg. various structural aspects of

CA. The field of CP also has a great potZntial and should be developed

alongside the two previously mentioned fields for the benefit of the °,

Aderttanding- of language use andlanguage usage. The importance,of

pedagogical applications of these fields can hardlybe overlooked.

Finally°I would like to mention the field of contrastive :v?O-

1Inguistics which has been promoted, among others by K. Janicki in

several of his writings (1977, 1979a,b,c), In his programmatic papers

he has identified several areas' of-research, some of which he has ,sub-

mitted to detailed scrutiny (eg, a contrastive.study.of styles in

English and Polish).

Concentrating, on some
.

gpneral. issues and macho4ngwatic problems

nothing has been said about the micutingwiaic works. This is for, the

reason of ooncentrating on areas which were, and by and large still are,

'controversial and on those fields which were seriously neglected until

recently, as well as for the reasdh of the lack of space. 'Since cdntras-.

tive research in the area of phonetics, phonology and grammar .has been
4

developing intensively, it-would take twice as much space to charatterize

but briefly the eurrent.trends in contrastive. microlinguistics. A.
.

cursory glance at contrastive bibliographies, journals, collections of

papers, programmes of linguistic congresses, etc. will provide best

evidence on the uninterrupted.development orthis area of contrastive
. 1

linguistics.

1

Current issues in theoretical contrastive phonology have Open presented
in the volume edited by S. Eliasson, Theot 1.64Ua in Contita4tive
Ptonotogy (Heidelberg: Groos, in press). oth phonolbgicel and syntac-
tic problems have been presented in severs papers in Fisiak (inpress).
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CONTRASTIVE.LINGUISTICSIN BULGARIA

Andrei Danchev,

Tnatitute dot Foreign Studenth,
Sofia

INTRODUCTION

The eatty.wokh. As in most countriest contrastive linguistics in
Bulgaria began to develop more syste4atically in the sixties and ex-

panifed rapidly in the seventies. Nevertheless, some contrastiveanalyses

appeared much earlie'r.

The Outstanding figUre among the pioneers was undoubtedly the late

Professor Ivan Lekov (1904-1978), former. Head of the Slavonic Philology

Department of Sofia University. As early as 1942 he published a paper
on phonologital oppositions in. which he madesome contrastive state -

ments about several SlaVonic languages.' The contrastive element is

even more conspicuous in 'Characteristics of the ComMon Features of

Bulgarian and the East-Slavonic Languiges' (in Bulgarian), also published
in 1942. After a pause of twelve years Lekov continued his.work with

numerous papers on a wide variety of grammatical, lexical and word-

formation features of Bulgarian in contrast with other Slavonic languages.

Most of these publications contain interesting observations, some of

which have not been fully used.yet by present-day linguists. Lekov dis-

tinguished aa.poatavitetno (contrastive) from anavaiteeno (comparative)

ezikoinanic.(linguistics), eg. in his paper 'Proekt za plan na kr tka

sravniteina i sapostavitelna storija na slavjanskite literaturni zici'

(Project for a Brief Comparative and Contrastive History of the Slavonic

Standard Languages), published in 1955. The contrastive research of

.Lekov was typologically oriented, aimed at throwing into relief the\ ,# :

features specific to -Bulgatian-vis-a-VW-theremaining Slavonic lanuages.
. n

This is why, in addition to particular: problems, he was also interested

in general questions of language typology and its connection with co-.

trastive and comparative linguistics (cf. eg.. Lekov 1978). Methodo-.
'logically his approach is connected mainlymith:the -Prague School (for

a more detailed discussion of Lekov's"publications see Iviaev 1979).

The work of Professor Lekov has been continued by Professor Sveto-

mir Ivadev, present Head of the Slavonic Philology Department of Sofia
.. University and editor-in-chief Of the Sapoistaimitetno ezikoznanie (Con, 1.,,

trattive Linguistics) journal. Ivaneev hasivritten.papers on a varietyr-.
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of grammatical and lexicological topics (cf. IVaneev 1978), but most

of his work has been in the area of contrastive aspectology, summed

-NL up in an important book (Ivaneev 1971). NumeroUS younger linguists

continue to work today along the lines of Lekov and Ivaneev.

. Woldzing gtoupt. Contrastive studies in Bulgaria have not been

sponsored by any particular institution or organitatiori, nor have

they 'followed a single unified methodology (incidentally, even the

contrastive projects in countries with more centralized guidance do

not seem to have.achieved this). The main centres of research have

been Sofia University, Veliko
Tarnovo University over the past ten or

fifteen years, and the Institute for Foreign Students in Sofia More

recently. ',
4#

Althotjgh there does not exist an administratively organized,con-

trastive project, there have been some efforts to coordinate research

.work. A working group including linguists representing a number of

languages (headed by Svetomir Ivandev) was established at Sofia

University in 1974. Over the following couple of years the members

of the group met occasionally to discuss various methodolog al and

theoretical problems. It functions more like a consultative body

than as a working group in the real sense of the word, where papers

are discussed and accepted or rejected (for a.more detailed account

of the' activities of the group see Batvarov 1976 and Go'eva 1977).

Another working group was star (under the guidance of Andrei

Danchev) at the Institute for Fore Students in Sofia in 1977. It

consists of the following two sections: (A) contrastive studies of

Bulgarian as native language with English, French and German (studied

by zdult Bulgarian learners in intensive language courses) and (B)

contrastive studies of Bulgarian as a foreign-language with the various

European,'Asian and African languages, spoken by the foreign students

who study BuTgaMitin.i In addition to theoretical papers, he ultimate

aim of this working.groupis to produce learning materials based on the

native languages of the. respective learners.' The identical purpose

of all the members of
this gro6p enables them to use more or less the

same,. 'expanded' analytical model, which combines contrastive linguistics

with error analysis and translation theory (cf. Danchev 1978a, 1980).4

Con6ekenge. There have.been a number of bilateral conferences

and sympdsia, eg. of Bulgarian with German, French, Polish, Wye167.
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russian, Roumanian and Greek. Some of these meetings are biennial

(eg. Bulgarian-Roumanian); others are held at three years intervals

(eg. Bulgarian4yelorussian). Most of the papers are published in

the 'Contrastive Linguistics' journal. Annual contrastive conferences

are held by the Institute for Foreign Students in Sofia and the

Uniyersity of Veliko Tarnovo. Four such conferences have been held

so far (the last,two were on semantic analysis and translation problems

in contrastive linguistics) and the special volume containing the

papers of the first one is available (Danchev et al. 1980). Despite

the relatively frequent bilateral meetings of one kind or another,

there has not been a bigger international conference yet involving a

larger number of languages.

PUlleicationa. The Saportavitetno ezOoznanie (ContAaatives iing-
.

uiatica) joaknat. Until 1976, when the 'Bulletin for the Contrastive

Study of Bulgarian with Other Languages' began to be publishedly

Sofia Uhiversity, contrastive papers appeared in various journals and

university yearbooks in Bulgaria and abroad, From 1978 the above

bulletin has continued as a regular bimonthly journal under the title

of Sapoitavitetno eeikoznanie (Contrastive Linguistics). Although

most of the Matehial published in it .has so far been in'Bulgarian,

the journal also accepts articles and reviews by foreign contributors

in. Russian, English, German and French; It carries articles of a

geheral theoretical nature, papers on'specific topics, reviews, biblio-

graphies, information on'conferences and contrastive projects in other.

countries and various personalia. Some contrastive studies appear also

occasionally in the Rucki i zapadni ezici (Russian and Western-Languages),

Batkanako ezikoznanie (Balkan linguistics), 8atgakakaja ActbiAtik

(Bulgarian Russian Studies) journals and in various other publications.

CpUtou.. :Courses in Contrastive-linguistiCs were started recently

for students at Sofia University and for post-graduate students and

teachers at the Institute for Foreign Students in Sofia.

LANGUAGES AND TOPICS

. A bibliography published 14 1976 (Danchev and Baevarov 1970

lists 412 contrastive publications of Bulgarian with twenty. other

.languages: Arabic, Byelorussian,.Czech, English, French, GerMan, Greek,

Italian, Kazah, Persian, Polish, Roumanian, Russian, Serbo- Croatian,-
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Slo'vene, Spanish, Swahili; Turkish, Ukrainian andietnamese. The

overall number of studies has more than doubled since then and,is.in

the vJcjinity of one thousand today, and some new languages, 6g. Finnish

M

a

and Hindi, have been .added tothe list. The largest number of studies

are with Russian, but in recent years there has been a marked increase.

in the number of studies of Bulgarian with English, French, German, .

Polish and some other languages.

Contrastive studies in Bulgaria Can be divided into the following

four types: (1) theoretical studies of a.genTral nature, (2) studies

of specific 'problems connected with languageteaching and/or acquisi-

tion, (3) typology, and .(4)-trahslation theory and practice.

As can be expected, most. of the work has been on grammar, followed

by phonetits (with phonology. and morphonology) and lexicology, and

there have also been "papers on phraseology and stylistics. The

interest in contrastive Aociolinguistics and psycholinguistics is

More recent, Despite certain disproportions, the thematic range can

thus be said to be fairly broad with a steady tendency towards further

broadening. As regards the theoretical and/or applmed status of the

studies concerned, All possible kinds are represented, ranging all

the way from the phrely theoretical to the purely applied, with numerous..

intermediat ypes.

Contra tive studies can obviously be classified in a varitey of

ways, eg. i4ito.topics (language levels and sublevels), theoretical

And applied, into languages, etc. It is the latter criterion that

emerges as the most convenient one. The grouping into languages is

indicated by th

the major Europ

various linguis

pective languag

fArthat the contrastive studies of Bulgarian with

an languages aremethodologically connected with the

is theories and methodologies developed in the res-

s and countries. Therefore., in addition to a section

dealing with general topics, the following language groups will be

considered: Slavonic, Germanic, Romance, Balkan, Other European Lang-

uages, African and Asian Languages.

GENERAL TOPICS

. A certain

methodological

of contrastive

'nature and use

1978, the role.

number of.papers have been devoted to theoretical and

problems of a more general nature, eg. the connection

linguistics with language,typology (Lekov 1978), the

of the tentium compallationiA (Danchev 1976, Petkov

of. translation (Petkov.1978,.Danchey 1978a) and of
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error analysis (Danchev 1980) in contrastive linguistics, the: 1

application to contrastive analysis of:Coseriu'sdistinctioniwtween

language,:speech and norm (Kagev 197) 4 and the contrastive analysis

of speech production :(.Petkov 1976, Jotov 1977). There have also hem

contributions by foreign authors, eg. on the use of a specific model

of analysis (Helbig 1977), therole of deep and surface structure

(ViljuMen and Soboleva 1979), and the connection of contrastiglinguis-

tics with neighbouring disclipines.(Sternemann 1978).

When speaking:of the Narious methodological approaches to contras-
.

tive analysis in Bulgaria, it is not possible to leave unmentioned

the work of Professor Miroslav Janakiev from,Sofia University (in
.

collaboration with N.V-. KotovafroM Moscow.University) on the quanti-

tative contrastive study of Bulgarian with the other Slavonic. anguages.

0 a couple of articles (Kotova and `Janakiev 1976, 1978) theSe two

authors have described the procedure of using a text as4a measurable

object of analysis. This is achieved through the excerption of samp-.

les which contain either an equal quantity of words frOm the textlor

., an equal. quantity of speech sounds. It may be added here that a

Whole number of the 'Contrastive Linguistics' journal (3, 1978) has

been devoted to quantitative contrastive studies.

Polemics have arisen over the use of translation in contrastive
_

analysis. It may be noted, however, that regardless of theoretical

considerationi of one kind or another, an increasing number of auth-

ors in recent years have used translationexamples for comparability

and verification. More specifically the problem of determining the

nature and size of a translation. corpus has been discussed in an

important article hylL'Lingorska (1978).

Terminological points have been raised too, especially concerning

the meaning. and use ofthe,term 'contrastive' as against 'confrontative'...

Although 'contrastive' may. not be a'very felicitous term indeed (cf-.

also Fisiak 1981), it must be admitted that it has acquired interne-
.

tional currency today.
f.

SLAVONIC LANGUAGES .

Ruaaldn. The first linguist to work systematically in the field

of bilateral Bulgarian-Russiah contrastive analysis was ProfessOl. G.
.

Tagamlicka (Sofia University and laterNeliko Tdrnovo University),

In 1950 she published d Tengthiarticle on the Bulgarian preposition

anew (against) and its.Russian counterparts; a few years later it
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was followed by a monograph on prepositional government in Bulgarian

and RusSian (Tagamlicka 1956),. Another early Bulgarian-Russian cOn-.

trastive linguist is Professor B. Blazev from Sofia University. His .

first publication is On state wordi in Russian and Bulgarian (1915) and

worth noting too is his dissertation on the adverbialization of word

phrases in Bulgarian and Russian (1956). Since then he has published

more than twenty papers on a variety :of topics. Other authors with
47-

important contributions to Bulgarian-Russian contrastive studies.are

N..Dilevski on the main features' of the common Slavonic vocabulary in

Bulgarian and Russian (1958), M. Leonidova on aspect and tense (1960,

1966), K. Popov on syntactic parallels in the two languages (1962), L.

Donceva on the direct object in negative sentences (1962), K. Babov

on the interdependence4of prefixes and prepositions in verbal phrases

in Russian and Bulgaril (1963), N. KovaCeva on pronouns (1967) andn

verbal suffixes (1970),\ I. Cervenkova in lexical contrasts (1968), R.

Pavlova on preposition0 phrases (f971), M. Georgieva on phonetics and

ophonology (1974) and nu erous other authors with a wide variety of

publications. : f

Most of the Bulgari n-Russian contrastive work is connected with

language teaching, butt ere are also studies dealing with various

translation problems. T most important work along these lines is

by the late Alexander Lju skanov (1926-1976), author of a well-known

book on human and machine ranslation (1967), which has been translated

into German, French and Po ish. There have also been numerous contri-

butions by I. Vaseva, summe up in a recent book on the problems of

translating from Russian in o Bulgarian and vice versa (1980), as well

as a book by S. Vlahov and S. Florin on the translation of realia and

phraseology (1981).
,

The survey of Bulgarian-Russian contrastive studies in Bulgariao

shows that work has been done on practically all language subsystems:

phonetics and phonology, morphology and syntax, lexicology and stylis-

tics.. Some authors, eg. K. BabOv, M. Leonidova, B. BlaYev,. K. Popov,

E. Gaeva, have also worked on native language interference and error

analysis. In recent, years the work on error analysis has become more

systematic and an extensive file of learners' errors has been gathered.

at the Russian Department Of Sofia University.

The methodology of the Bulgarian-RusSian contrastive studies is

varied and could loosely 'be described as belonging to structural-

systemic linguistics, connected with the work of the leading Russ' an



Czech,. Porish and other Slavonic linguists over the past several de-'

cades. ' Despite the relatively.large.quantity of Bulgarian-Russian

contrastive studies on all langUage.luels and sublevels, no bigger

contrastive grammar of the two languaggsAlas been written so far.

Potiah. The contrastive studies of Bulgarian with Polish have a

relatively long history, too. In additiOn to papers by. Lekov (whose

work has already been referred to, eg.,'On word length in the two

languages (1964), there are also studies by Ivadev on verbal word-

formation in Bul6arian and Polist(1976), B, Lingorska on verbal

Icaspect and tenses (1963; 1976),.I. Gugillanovagnophonology, morphonol.ogy

'and morphology (1973, 1974), E. Balevska-Stankulova on masculine

. pgentive nouns (1964), A. Popovaon some modal constructions in Polish

and their equivalents in Bulgarian (1976), I. Kucarov on the citational

verbal forms in Bulgarian and their Polish equivalents (1976). There

have also been contributioni'by V. Redeye, S. Redeye, T. .g:mraJ, L.

Selimski and others, and by the Polish authors.B. Bojar,' K. Herej-.

Szymanska, M. Korytkowska,'V. koseska- Toszewa, H. OrzechoWskat T.

Szymanski, and others (for details see the annual bibliographies in

the 'Contrastive'Linguistics' 'journal). So far there have been three

Bulgarian-Polish conferencet: in 1976 (cf. Bulletin 1976, 2),.1977.

(Szwierczek 1978), 1979 (Lingorska 1980).

Czech. Beside some work byLekov on interjections in the Itwo.

languages (1962) and'Ivan&V on pronouns (18), there have bee

papers by A. Konteva on the prefix.po.in theAwo.larguages (1972)

and by N. Caneva on the Czech and Bulgarian forms of the verb have

(1979). Worth noting.is also the extensive work of the Czech linguist

B. Havranek on. various topics, of Z. Kufnerova on the category ck;.

. definiteness & Bulgarian and Czech:,(1980) and Of L. UhliroVa on

functional sentence perspective (1980.). Compared to Polish, the

number of contrastive studies of Bulgarian with,OzeCh is rather limited.

Byettowaan. The earliest contribution, combining historical

and synchronic data, is again by LekOV and dealt with similarities

. between Byelorussian and:Bulgarian (1967): Common trological and

genetic features of the two languages were ex fined at the Bulgarian-.

Byelorussian sympOsium in 1976 (cf. Bul1011.976,-5),.eg,. the

'Contrastive analysis:of the-two languages Wfpin the.frameworkf their
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genetic rOationship (I. Lekov), new verbal. derivational types in the

two langidges (S. Ivanev), wordOrder'(J. BaCvarov), the functional

equivalents of the Bulgarian definite,article in Byelorussian (L.

Lakova and L. Kueva-Swierczek), expressively coloured suffixes in

the two languages (M. Karaangova). There have also been papers by

Bujukliev and I. Kucarov and by the Soviet linguists G. K. Venediktov,

A. E. Suprun, B. J. Norman, V. A. Karpov and others. Although some

language levels only have been investigated so far, it is interesting

to note the relatively high number-of Bulgarian-Byelorussian contras-

tive studies, higher for instance than those with Czech or some of

the other Slavonic languages. The papers of the. second Bulgarian-

Byelorussian conference'have been published in 'Contrastive linguistics'

(1979,2-3).

4
°then. Stavonic Languagea. Due to reasons that will become clearer

a little further on, the contrastive studies of Bulgarian with Serbo-.

.Croatian will be considered under the heading of Balkan languages

below.

There.exists one or two contrastive studies of Bulgarian with

Slovene (on predicative constructions by Dejanova in 1972) and Ukrain-

ian (the use of the. pluperfect. by Bojtjuk in 1981).

GERMANIC LANGUAGES

Engtah. A couple of articles with statements on differences and

similarities between'Bulgarianandinglish appeared as early as 1924

-(K. Stefanov) and 1943 (English-Bulgarian parallels by R. Rusev). There

is an interesting diachronic study of-the analytical trends in the two

languAgeS,(Minkov1957). .Worth noting too is an English - Bulgarian

school grammar (Rankova.et al. 1956) ' Contrastive.Statemints can, also

be found in M.-Minkov'S 'An Introduction to English; Phonetics' (1963).

However, 'the first linguist to work consistently in contrastive ling-

uistics is Professor J. Molhova from the Department of English of

Sofia University. Her firsircontrastive study is on'the predicate in

English and Bulgarian (1962), followed.by a contrastive grammar (Molhova

et al..1965), the examination of some'syntactic parallels (the English

infinitive and its Bulgarian equivalents in 1970), the nature and use

of the article in the'two'languages(1970), And a number of other pub-

lications connected with morphology,. syntax, word- .formation and lexi-

,colngy.
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A number of;relatively more recent contrastive analyses deal with

i verbal categories such as aspect and tense (Iliev1973, Danchev and .

Alexieva 1973, Danchev 1974); transitivity and intransitivity (MolhOva

1977),. reflexivity ( Stamenov 1977), the acti4-passiveuSe of verbs

(Alexieva 1980), impersonal constructions (Dfiakova 1974, Kovacevi1977,

Penceva and Savovi 1977,'Zlateva 1981). .other aspects of language

study include adverbial positions in the two languages (Rankova 1967),

the English infinitive-andits functionalequjyalents in Bulgarian
.

(Todeva 1980), prepositions (BenatoVa 1980), quanti and implicit

negation (Grozdanova 1980), the sequenc_ eses (Kmetova 1980),

modality (J. Konstantinov, M. Nenkova), pronoue'S (I. Piperkova).

Contrastive work on pponeticS and phonology has beert done by M. Ekiaova

(1972), A. 'Danchev (1978b), V. DespotoVa (-1978).\

.Translation problems have been considered in Danchev and Alexieva'

(1973) and in a number of subsequent.papers by Alexieva (most of them.

summed-up-in her dissertation on explicitness and impliciteess in.

English and Bulgarian,- Alexieva 1982). Some'contributions have al(sO

come from A. Karseva and M. Savova.

There are a certain number of paper's on language contact, inter-

ference and error analysis by J. Molhova, A. Danchev, H. Stamenov, N.

Alexieva, M." Moskovska, and others. A file of er.rorsof Bulgarian .

learners of English has recently been started at the Institute for

Foreign Students in Sofia, ,

0

Most of the.earlier publications bear the recognizable stamp of

Prague functionalist and American descriptivist structuralism. Pre -

dictably,. the later work has-been Influenced in varying degrees by
. .

generative grammar.,, However, the influence of the latter has been

rather conceptual only and relatively few people have attempted to

work wholly and consistently within a generative framework Ofone

kind or another. .This is du tp a variety of reasons. For one thing,

with the exception of a gener tiVe phonglogy *Afton 1975) and a few

isolated brief papers (eT.' Anc'aumiand Pkeicev 1978), there are prac-

tically no. generative bescriptipes of Bulgarian, which faces the

prospective Bulgarian-English generative 6ntrastivist with serious

problems. -Besides, the influence of Prague structuralism And its

later developments in Eastern'Europe is still 'rathersirong. Finally,

the fluctuations in:the developMeet of generative gramOar since 1965

years have not helpedjo.overcope a certain Scepticism

on the part of many linguists. \
. _



eMan. One of the pioneers iniulgarian-German and generalli, in

contrastive linguistics in Bulgaria is.Profestor Pavel Petkov fromthe

Department of German Philology of Sof4a University. His first publi-

cation- l-s--cm- the expresstorrof- SlavonriC-fBul gar la,n17-4erbal -aspect in

German (1964). Work has also.been'done for instance on conversion in

the two languages (144ckova-Atanasova )975), sentence syntax (Borisevit

1977), reflexivity (Slivkova 1977), verbal valency (Bueukovska 1973),

impersonal constructions (Kos4rkova 1977),\setphraseS (Vapordfiev

1977), negation (Meekova-AtenasOva 1978), temporal conjunctions (Kos -

tova- Dobreva 1981), definiteness (Grozeva 1980), and phonetics (Simeo-

'nova-1980). .

There have been several conferences. At the -1977 conference in

Leipzig papers were read on the citational form in Bulgarian and-its

equivalents in German (S. IvanCev, B.'8ajeev), modality (B. Fiedler

.
and-K. Kostov)i person (H. Walter), verbal prefixes (T: SUgareva), and .-

..other topics (for more details see Bueukovska 1978).: At the next.

-conference (1978) there were papers on the use of the present and future

tenses (P.Petkov)-, the syntax of complex sentences (K..Aer), attri-

butive sentences (R. Nicolova)', and word-formation and lexicologyOor

details seeNicolova 1979).

Translation problems have been-analysed in detail by-A. Lilova,

author of a book on the social functions of translation (1981). Va-

rious instances of langdage contact, especially the presence' of loan-

words of German origin in Bulgarian,.4ve been studied by B. Dionov

and B. Paragkevov. The methodology of the BulgarianGerman contrastive .

studiesis varied: in certain cases valency grammar :models have been

used.

\\ No significant contrastive analyses of Bulgarian with any of the

othei- Germanic languages seemto have been done so far.

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

. Fterih. The earliest and-one of the most prolific authors. is

Professor ;k. 5imeonov from the Departmen of Romance Philology of Sofia

University.\ His first -paper is on verbs aspect in:Frenchand Bulgarian

(1967). and hehas written ,a number, of pa ers on related topics.since.

then (for a .bibliography:Of, and extensive - comments on,,Simeonov'S work

see Mancev 1977\ . Other authors with contributions to the contrastive

study of verbal ategories in the two languages are N. Mihov (1977) and:

A; 6augev (1977). One of the most *portent contrastive publications

4.4\
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in Bulgaria is.on French-Bulgarian phonetics and phonology by PrOfessor

B. Nikolov (1971), Head of the Romance Philology Department o.f Sofia

University and at present Rector of the Institute for Foreign Students

in Sofia. . His study is based on both auditory and laboratory data and

covers the entire sound system of French in contrast. with Bulgarian.

This study has served as model to ieveral.contrastive phonetic studiei

of Bulgarian 'with other languages Extensive work'en intonation and

interrogative constructions-in t two languages has beenodone by M...

Nikov (1979). A number of'studi s 4n the field of word-formation

(verbal affixes), pronouns and v rious translation problems have been

published by-P. Hristov (1.979) rom,the University of Veliko Tarnovo.

There-has-also been research o verbal valency (6ukanova 1980), definite-

ness and. indefiniteness (Atana ova 1980),'negation (Gerganova 1980),
.

and adverbial modality (A. To va). I. .

In 1980 there.was aBulg rian-French .conference, at which some

contrastive papers by Bulgari n and.French authors were presented, eg.

on aspect in French and Bulg rian (kl Feuillet), generic determiners

°. (D. Paillard), verbal prefi es in-Butgarian and their analytical equi-

;
valents in French- (R. Beke a), nominal sentences-(Z. BojadZiev),

semantic relations in compl'x sentences (P. Hristov), typological

tparallels (S.IvanCev), di inutivity (B. Krastev), vowel nasality

(B. Nikolov), and consonan s (B. Simeonov). All the papers have been

published in'Contrastivelinguistics' (1982, 1 -2).. A second conference.

will be held soon.

Papers on loan-wofd and.language interference have been published

by P. Patev.

As might perhaps be expected, some of the contrastive Bulgarian- ;

French werk.in the area f grammar has been influenced by the psycho .

mechanics postulates of G. Guillaume.

Spaniah. The earl est publication is by P. Pashov on grammatical

gender in Spanish and B lgarian (1975), but_ the most active author so

farihas been I. KanCev with publications on object doubling in the two

languages (1972), existential verbs (1977), phonetics and phonology

(1978). There is work:inprogress on prepositions in the two languages

(M. Zaharieva).

athc4 Romance Languages. Apart from work on loan-words there do

not seem to exist any substantial contrastive studies of Bulgarian'with

Italian and Portuguese. There are quite a few studies of Bulgarian with

n.AQi
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Roumanian, which will be cons.idered in the next section.

BALKAN LANGUAGES ---- r

.A certain proportion of the contrastive studies in Bulgaria have

been slanted typologically with the purpose of outlining the specific

features of Bulgarian as both z Slavonic and a Balkan language. The

application of contrastive analysis to areal studies may perhaps seem:

unusual to linguists used to associating contrastive linguistics above

all with language'tea hing (and possibly with translation theory).

However, it should be ointed out that an increasing number of scholars.

nowadays apply contrastive analysis to the investigation of historical

.language contacts. The particular. emphasis on this kind of research

can perhaps.be regarded as one of the characteristic features of contras-

tive linguistics in Bulgaria., Studies of this type are becoming in-

creasingly important and obviously contribute to the widening of the

scope of contrastive linguistics. This kihd of contrastive analy_'1) s

is usually part of a complex approach which includes also history,

ethnography, folklore, mythology, etc. An interesting and instructive

parallel may be 'drawn here with the recent-world-wide tendency (cf.

eg. the.1982 Cross-Language Analysis Conference in Jyv'askyld, Finland)

towards widening the scope of language teaching (and acquisition)

oriented contrastive linguistics by including psycholinguisticS, socio-
.

linguistics, pragmatics, communication theory, etc.

The study of Bulgarian in contrast with.the other Balkan languages

has attracted the attention of numerous linguists, but the most signi-

ficant theoretical contribution has come from Academician Vladimir

Imo
Georgiev. In.a frequently quoted paper on he !Balkan Sprachbund'

(1966) he" reviews and discusses the main c n features resulting from

the partial historical4onvergence of the genetically only distantly

y. related Balkan languages. Georgiev's observations have been out
A.

in more detail by I. Duridanov (1977), P. Asenova (1971, 1980),A.

MinCeva (1981) and a number of.Bulgarian and foreign authors. Many of

the contrastive studies involving.the Balkan languages are multilateral,

but there are naturally a number of bilateral studies' of Bulgarian with

-the following languages.

Roumanian. Interest has centered on phonetics and phonology (B.

,Simeenov), morphology (Mladenov 1970) and, understandably,' more specific-

ally on the nature and use of the post-posited definite article in the

49
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two language),(GalabOv 1962, Vasilev 1968, Alexova 1979); morphosyntactic

'corresporidences.(I. Duridanov), syntax (0. Mladenova), pronouns (K.

Ilieva), etc. There have been two bilateral symposia so far, in .1978

('for details see Asenova 1979a) and .1980 (see MladenoVa7-1981)i at

which some contrastive papers by the authors mentioned above and also

by some Roumanian authors were presented.

- Guth. There'have been a tively few contrastive Bulgarian-.

Greek studies so far. Apart fro the multilateral studies of P.

Asenova on prepositions and syntax of the Balkan languages, there has

been some work on lexical parallels (M. Filipova-Bairova), on lexical

borrowing and on interference (I. Palavejska). There have been two

symposia so far, in 1978 (for details see Asenova 1979b):and.1980,'at

which some papers on language contact have been presented.

Seld4-Cdoatielin, Although Serbo-Croatian is not usually regarded

as a typically Balkan language, as is the case with Albanian, Bulgarian,

Greek, Roumanian and ArOumanian, it is often referred.to in the context

Of contrastive Balkan stimliee. The most active author has been M.

Dejanova, with papers on the modal use of the aorist in the two langua-

ges (1968), the auxiliary-less perfect (1970), the predicative, and

recently a book on the development'df the infinitive in Setbo-Croatian

and its ultimate loss/in Bulgarian.. There arealso analyses of-masculine

nomina agentis (P. Kovaeeva)i syntactic negation (L. Legkova), and

existential sentences (N. .Ivanova).

Alban an. No significant bilateral contrastive' studies of Bulgarian
.

with Albanian seem to.have been undertaken so far, although the consi-

deration of Albanian has been included in a number of multilateral:
.

studies.

Tukki4h. Although it is not a Balkan language proper, Turkish

is naturally often referredto in the work on the'Balkan languages.

There havelbeen several studies of language contact,.but no truly

contrastivelpdies seem to haVe been produced'yet.

OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUAGES

Finniah. There are tw Finnish-Bulgarian studies, of.,the Bulgarian

reflexive and its equivalenks in Finnish (Paraskevov.1976).and ofome

verbal nouns in the two languages (Lindstedt 1978).
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ASIAN AND AFRICAN LANGUAGES

"kThe interest in contrasting Bulgarian to various Asian and Afri-

can languages is fairly recent and stems from _the_fact that Bulgarian

is nowadays. taught to an increasing number. of Asian.and AfriCan students.

in.Bulgaria.

ArtabLc. Articles have been published on definiteness in Bulgarian

and Arabic (Mihailova 1980), phonetics and phonology (Gegov 1981) and

there is work in progress on various aspects of language structure by

P. Samsareva, R. Slavova, P. Bojanova, and N. Ibrigimova.

Viarone4e. The contrastive study of Bulgarian and Vietnamese is.

connected above a,1 with Le Kuang Thiem's work on polysemy and other

.
semantic problems (see eg. Thiem 1979), and there are also a couple

of studies by Z. Ivanova on syntactic parallels between the two. langua-

ges.

Hindi. Some work on:the infinitive and certain prepositional

phrases in Hindi and their equivalents in Bulgarian has. been done by

M. Stojanova.

Men Abidn and Aptican Languages. On some langIlages sUchlas

KaZah, Persian and Swahili there have been only isolated papers so far,

with no systematic work in progress for the time being. Neverthefiss,

the contrastive studies of Bulgarian with some Asian and African lan-

guages are likely to expand in coming years. Most of the contrastive

work along these lines is carried out at the Ihstitute'for Foreign

Students)n Sofia.

CONCLUSION

In a brief survey like this it is naturally impossible to cover

adequately all the aspects of"contrastive linguistics in Bulgaria.

Some authors and Studies have been touched upon but fleetingly and

others have not even been mentioned at all. Therefore, rather than

offerjng:a complete account, this survey is merely intended to provide

(it is hoped) certain guidelines to the prospective reader.who might

be interested in the. fairly vast subject.ocohtrastive linguistics
V
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in this country.

'The bibliography following below is thus inevitably selective:

not all the authors and publications mentioned in this survey have

53

been' tncluded. However, full bibliographical data can be found in

the 'Contrastive Linguistics' journal, especially in the sixth issue

of every year. In the present bibliography, all Bulgarian'and Russian

titles. of publications have been transcribed into the Latin alphabet

using the international bibliographical transcription system. The

translation (in bracket0 is in the language of the respective summary.

Where no summary, annotation or anything of the kind was available, an

English translatiOn has been provided.
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COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING:

A PROJECT REPORT

Gabriele Kasper.

. Univeuity Amhu6

GOALS

The following iSa-report about a research project into

"Communicative Competence as a Learqing Objective in Foreign Language

Teaching (FLT)", which was carried out at Ruhr-Universitft Bochum,

'Federal Aepublicpf-GerManY,between 1976 and 1981 Although the

project was motivated by the discussion about central issues in foreign-

language pedagogy in Western Germany, and involves foreign language

learners with German as their native language, I should think that the .

problems it set out to tackle, the methodology adopted as well.ai its

results might be of ihtereit to foreign language teachers and researchers

'in Northern Europe.

As. its title implies, the project's orientation was a fundamentally

pedagogic one, and was originally motivated by the shift from structurally

'based ob ettives and syllabi in FIT to course designs which are. based on

function 1, situational and interactional considerations_.

A5 subscribers to this new approach,.the project workers felt that
.

it unforitunately suffered from a serious. deficit in that information was

`lacking about two vital issues;

(.1. How do rMti%!e'speakers actually organize their verbal

interaction \n contexts which are potentially relevant

for the FL learner?.

(a). How do FL learners'who ha4e been taught according to a

structural syllabus behaVe linguistically in interaction

with native speakers? More specifically, in what respects'

does their communicOve behaviour in the FL differ from

1

The project workers were Willis Edmondson,'Juliane House, Gabriele
Kasper, John McKeowkand Brigitte Stemmer.:The project was financially
supported by the German Research Council. -This brief report can Ob.
viously only provide an.overview on the project's activities. The .

,.reader whols interested in more detailed information is referred to
the list of project publications. -For reasons of space, reference is .

made to project publications exclusively. An extensive discussion of
the relevant literature can be found in the publications referred to
under "AnalyticaFResults".
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native speakers? What is the communicative effect.of such

differenCes, and how can they be accounted for-in process

terms?'

If answers' t'll,those questions were found for some areas of prag-

matics and discourse`,...,it was hoped that these could serve as input to

the construction of FL.courses on a more principled basis.

EMPIRICAL DESIGN

In order to approach this task with respect to the teaching of

English to-German learners, empirical data was needed about the commu-

nicative behaviour of three groups of speakers: native speakers of

English, representing the target norm; native speakers of German, re-

presenting the learners' native communicative behaviour; and German

learners of English.

It was decided that the discourse type in which the verbal inter-

action of these groups of speakers was to be observed should be.dyadic

face-to-face conversations in everyday situations of some interactional

complexity, ie. involving some conflict, imposition Or obligation which

could not be handled in a totally prepatterned, or routinized, manner.

Undoubtedly it would have been most desirable to btain the relevant .

data from real-life encounters of members of each of the three groups.

However, observing conversations which both contained aspects of prag-

Matics and discourse which are relevant from a teaching perspective, and

which Were similar enough to allow for cross-linguistic comparison, did

not seem to be feAible. We therefore decided. to use role play as an

elicitation technique.

In constructing the individual role play tasks, the following

procedure was adopted:.On the basis of various typologies of speech

acts and speech functions, three such fundtions were selected, viz.

the regulatory, the attitudinal, and the argumentative function. These

functions were transposed into six abstract interactional base$,.viZ--

1. X wants Y do P

2. P needs to be done

3. Y did P - Pbad for X

4. Y did P P .good for. X

5. X did P - P bad fort

6. "Controversy"

In these interactional bases, the- X-role stands for a GerMan

.learner of English WhO was further characterized as'a male or female
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student b6tween 18 and 25 years of age; the Y-role stands for a native

speaker of .English. Furthermore, the role-rdlationship between the two
.

participants was specified according 'to the parameters " t'dominance"

and "
±

social distance ". Thus, two symmetrical and two aspmetrical

role constellations emerged, viz. 7
(a) X4=Y1- SD

(b) -! SD

(c) X nY 4-'SD

(d) XIV - SD

As the readfr-Will have noticed, neither the typology of inter.-

actional bases no the one of role constellations is complete: in. the

first,. the basit "X did P Plood for Y" is missing, and in-the- second,

there are no role relationships in which:X As-the dominant part. The

reason for-these gaps is practical 'rather than theoretical we simply

did not constder it likely for the learner of English to. be involved in

situations of those types.

By combining the six interactional bases with'the four types bf

role constellations, 24 situational patterns were obtained. They served

as the basis for constructing. 24 concrete situations, whereby the most,'

important criteria for selecting such ,Situations were the assumed co p-

nicative needs of a German learner of English in a British context a d

a fair amount of interactional compleXity.

For each of the situations this constructed, role'descriptions were

worked out for each participant, whAcil took their point of departdre in

interactions between a German learnerand a native speaker/of English
.

and were subsequentlymodified so/asIO serve as instructions for pairs

of native speakers of English ancyGerman, conversing in 'their native

language.

The role plays were enacted by native German and English students.:

The German learners were all first-year students of English, which implied

that most of them had had English for 9 years. Abrpt Wlearners of i

.English and 60 native speakers of English and German2yelunteered. as

subjects. . .4

As the 24'role plays were each enacted twice by the three-groups

of language users,corpus ofthreeiparallel sets of dialogues resulted,

each set comprising 48 conversations, which were audiotaped and trans:-

cribed. Subsequent to the role plays, subjects were.asked to listen to

their recording, comment on it and explain sequences which were ambigu,

or otherwise difficult to understand. In partitular for the analysit of
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the learners.' performance, this procedure yielded useful additional .

inforMation. Furthermore, some background information about the learners

experience in learning English was gathered via questionnaire. Finally,

videorecordtngs of various English lessbns served as.a supplementary

data source about interactional structures of the FL classroom. (For a

comprehensive description of the research design and methodology cf.

Edmondson et al. 1979).

RESULTS.

The outcome of the project can roughly be divided into two cate-

gories; which will be referred to as 'analytical results' and 'pedago-

gical products'.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The analytical results comprise investigations into four areas:

descriptions of pragmatics and discourse in the English

native speaker conversations, resulting in a model for the

analysis of spoken discourse;

contrastive discourse analyses of the English and German

native speakers conversations;

interlanguage analyses of.the conversations between learners\ .

and native.speak ts;

analyses of c ssroom discourse.

ANALYSES OF THE ENGLISH CONVERSATIONS

On the basis of the native,English conversations, WillisEdmondSon

developed a model for the analysis of .spoken discourse, described in

detail in Edmondson (1981e). The model consists of the following cate-

gories:

(1) An intekactionat structure whose elements are hierarchically

organized in terms of acts, moves, terms, exchanges and

phases of a conversation. The constituting elements at the

exchange level -are',the in.Wate, Aati.h6y, concha and .c.ountex.

An initiate initiates an exchange, and a satisfy produces

an outcome. By meanS.of a contra, a preceding move is re,-

jected, whereas a counter functions as an atten/igt by a speaker

to get his interlocutor to modify or withdraw as preceding'

move. These interactional elements can be illustrated by

6 b



r the following .exchange:1

A: .I think we should invite the whole family

B: Ohlod the kids are So lOalsh,

Oh onA they're not that bad

8: ielh per s you're right

but even so, I don't want to have to
.1-"A

cook for the Whole family I'll 'be exhausted

A: OW well A if you\feel likeiit about it A

let's forget the w le Osiness

(2)

Initiate Co nt r Contral Sat sfy Contra Satisfy

A I. . B A B A

(From Edmondson and House: 1981:41) .

Further components of the model are Woe navy acto,

by means of which the slots in the interactio 1 structure

are realized, and which roughly correspond to a peaker's

communicative intention, as in speech act theory.

(3) Moreover, the model contains conumationat atAategi46,

which refer to the ways in which speakers proceed-in order

to reach their conversational goals.

(4) These strategies are in partguided by a set of conveuationat

maximu, the most important of/which is the "Hearer -support"\

'maxim. Itconsists of three related formulations: "Support

your hearer's costs aild benefits! Suppress pip own! Give

benefits when you receive them!" The Hearer-support maxim

thereby takes account of participants' needs forface-saving

(Edmondson 1981c:25).

The following conventions are used in the transcliipts:

X . German learner of English
Y = English native speaker
RU= reconstrued utterance

. fall

rise
rise-fall

e%-"' a fall-rise
A = short pause
n^ longer pause

a primary stress

El ''' simultaneously spoken passage.

6
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(4) The model further includes some Categories of gambitz,

whose function is to "lubricate"'an 'ongoing discourse

without,.however, contributing to an outcome. Figure 1

shows how the various components interrelate in'the model:

SOCIAL CONSTRAINTS; CONVENTIONS, NORMS
-eg.

Conversational Maxims

TYPES OF

SITUATIONAL

CONTEXT

ILLOCU-.
TIONARY

ACTS

POSSIBLE

INTER-

ACTIONAL

STRUC-
TURES

I. GAMBITS

4,

STRATEGIC

POSSIBI-
LITIES

SPEECH

PRODUCTION

MECHANISM

SPOKEN

DISCOURSE

Figure,17:flie components of EdmOndSon's model for the analysis of,!::,"

spoken discOurse (from Edmondson and House )981:68).

Varioue aspects of pragmatics and discourse in the English conver-

sations were analyzed according to this model (eg. Edmondson 1979b,

1981a, 1981c, 1981d), and it was. used as an analytical famework for

some of the'cOntrastive and interlanguage studies as well as for the'

'descriptions of classrOom discourse and the pedagogitally oriented

products.

..CONTRASTIVE.DISCOURSE ANALYSES.

Comparison wasmadebetween the native English and German conver-

sations in the following areas:

the selection and realization of several illocutionary acts

with particular respect to speech act modality., le. the

degree to which the politeness function is accounted for

(cf. House 1979, House and.Kasper 1981a);

discourse opening and closing phases in terms of their

internatstructure, the interactional functions in these

structures and their linguistic realization (House 1982c);
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the' distribution and realization of gambits, or discourse

I
. . lubricants (House 1980, 1982a);

conversational strategies'whose function .is o support

a central moveand to anticipate a speaker's conversational

goal (House. 1982d).

As an overall result, the studies yielded strong similarities

between the .native English and 'German subjects' conversational, behaviour,

which is hardly surprising, given the close relatedness of the two.

speech communities. -However, more delicate analyses brought out inte-

resting differences in the selection, distribution and realilatiOn of

various pragmatic and discourse functions.

For insnce, German speakers were found to realize the speech

acts iteque,6t and compeaint more directly than the English native speakers,

and they also tend to use more upgrading, or aggravating& modality

markers. Furthermore, some speech acts and discourse functions, could

be shown' to vary cross-linguistically. in terms of their optionality:

for instance, after an act of thanking, an acknowledgement is obligatory

in German; compare the adjacency pair "danke-bitte"; whereaS no such

verbal response seems to be obligatory in English, where this act is

often realized non-verbally. The reverse tendency was found in a

phatic inriny as an opening exchange. The typical pattern in English

is:
r

A: hello John how are you

B: fine thanks how are you

A: okay

where the reciprocation of the inquiry by the second speaker is obli-

gatory. In German, it seems to be optional, as .can be inferred from

the fact that our subjects often do not recipro6te.

It was further found that certain, opening moves. such as' teArtitoky

invazon ("excuse me"), topic intitoduetion ("there ' s something I'd like
'to ask you) and husn7tipa ( "okay let's do, it that way then") are normally

realized by nowt-int tiolutudae by the native speakers of English, whereas

the Getman tubjects.prefer more lengthy, content-oriented, non-routinized

realilktions.

The analysis of gambits indicates that German.speakers.use more.

uptalaerta uhu) and appeatem (question-tag) than English inter-

, locutors, ie. as listeners, they signal more frequently to the present.

speaker that they are following, his speech activity, and as speakers,

1

they appeal. more frequently to iheir .interlocutor fOrconsent, or simply

r.
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uptaking, than their English counterparts. On the other hand, cajotexa

(you know,..I mean), ie. gambits which primarily operate on an interper-

'sonal level, are used by far. more frequently by the'native speakers of

English,

Finally, in'their choice of conversational strategies, the German

'subjects prefer strategies operating on a content level, such as the

expandek ("I've been invited to this party you know and Pin sure ft's

gonna be terrific and John's goingtoo-...1,- whereas the English parti-

'cipants tend to select strategies which are.more interpersonally oriented;

such as the daakmert ("I hate bothering you of all people John cos I

knoW you hatlending out your records but...")..

As a general tendency, which could only be discovered by a close

qualitative inspection of the,clata, one can observe that the German

subjects operate more on .a contact level; using Whatever linguistic

means they think fit.in a 'given situation, whereas. the .English subjects

prefer to focus at the interpersonal level, and exhibit more routinized

conversational behaviciur.

INTERLANGUAGE ANALYSES

Various aspects of the performance of .the German learners of English

were analyzed on both the product and the process.level\cf. the studies

by; Kasper and Stemmer in the list.of project publications). The function

of the product tokt descriptions was to identify and describe in terms

of their interactional implications pragmatic errors, ie.:communicitive

behaviour which would be assessed as inappropriate by native speakers,

and non-erroneous but learner-specific features, ie, communicative be-

haviour which is different from native lbeaker preferences but considered

pragmatically appropriate. The function of the pkoce44 tevet analyses

was to hypothetically explain the product level phenomenain-terms of

their underlying psycholinguistic.processes as well as in terms of the

learning and communication Context.

The following aspects were selected for pOOduct level description:

some initiating and responding speech acts
ry

gambits

discourse opening and closing phases

cohesion.

.

In these areas, the learners' performance was found to be charac-.

terized, among others-, by the following featUres:

70.
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The learners, have a 4matteh hange o6 tinguatie meow for

the realization of a particular pragmatic function at their

disposal than the native speakers. Example: The.learners

express appreciation in connection with the speech act of

thanking exclusively by formulae like thato4 vehy nice/kind
4

o6 you, but do not use alternatives such as that'', 4anta4tici

gtea4flou'hea.mate/heot 6hiend/ti0.4aveh, as are employed

by the English nitivespeakers._

(2) ;They prefer 44Auctukatty 4impte ways of realizing a pragmatic

function to a more complex one Example:. Complaints are most

frequently realized by means. of the structure' you did P,

whereas.more complex alternatives such as you could have done

tinstead oti P are avoided.

(3) .Routine 6o4mutac,.by means of whichnative speakers realize'

standardized and ritualized communicative functions, in

particular in and phases, are used inappro-

priately in two xespects:

.(a):.Instead of a routine fOrmula, learners use non-routinized

.linguistic means. ixampte::

(.1) Y: oh hello Peter how are yOU

X: oh :611 thinrI'm Very fine now

RU: fine thanks... .-

(b) In choosing a routine formula, the tear-tiers do not

observe contextual'Contthints.

UP% Example:
'A

(2) Y: okay I'll-See'yoo down theretonight yah

A's good -bye

.RU: alright cheerio.

(4) Syntax and intonation 'are'incompatibiy,combined, thus

producing a contradictory.ormunicativeeffect.

Example:' .

(3) X: perhaps I could er.phoneyou at aboOt twelve

todY

RU :. perhaps I could phone you around twelve

The learner0 responding acts often tack sufficient

dokehence to their interlocutor's preceding act. This

lack of coherence, or.nonheaponaive discourse behaviour,

is dueto.an inappropriate selection of speech act compo-

nents: of the proposittOnal act,.of the illocutionary' act,



or-seboth. The example illustrates a failure to'choose

an apPrcipriate illocutionary act,

Exampte:

(4) Y: you're drinking ..a beer there

X: yes

Y: erm er4well er I might erAif you were kind

enough,tO offer me one I probably.wouldn't
it .

say no

X: of course of courseoes(laughing)

(6) Learners' responding acts tend to be organized as comptete

4e6ponzez, ie. they explicitly repeat parts of the int6r-

locutor's preceding utterance instekof using preforms

and ellipsis. This weakens the cohuOn of the discourse,

Exampte: .A
(5) Y: so you'll phone up at.twelve o'clock

it ...71

X: I'll phone Op.at twelve o'cloc k and I'll see.

I can do and then we'll see er what we-NTT
can do

(7) Further, a learnerr.specific preference for establishing

,cohesion was found: the learners most frequently employ

conjunctions as cohesive devices, whereas the native

speakers make more extensive use of substittition, ellipsis,

_lexical cohesion, and reference.

The learners' realizations of speech acts and discourse

functions exhibit an inappkopkiate modat.ity: the relational,

or politeness function is marked in.a pragma.tically in-

adequate way. The learners seem to organize their communi-

cative behaviour according to two.learner-specific conversa-

tional maxims:

(a) For one thing, their speech act realizations are

. inconsistent with the Hearer-Support maxim. In-

herentlyface- threatening acts like kequeat, comptaint,:.

object and &eject tend to be performed directly:and

without mitigationias illustrated by example (6),.

whereas inherently. face- saving acts such as auggeat,

o66e4, invite, accept, pkomiae, 'apologize and thoink

tend to be realized more indirectly and with mitigation

(cf. example 7).
. / .

,t

(8)



(9)

Exampeet.

(6) (X wants to borrow some records from Y)

Y: I can look thrtugh erm I can look

through and find ermi was thinking
.

in terms of three or four I can think

of some old Stones and,Beatles:I assume

that's the sortsof'thing you want for

danCing and sciOln is thaOiait .

.41

. s but we cannot hear ermA the whole
11 4 d. V

eve ing Beatles and StOnCsA we need some

other muic as well

(7) Y: erm I've beenswriting a paper this evening

and I've got to 1.9h I see it in

a tutorial tomorkroWilovming soA could

you be a bit quiher do you.think

X: yes. we 'could do so

r(b) Secondly, the learners seem to organize their Per-

formance of speech acts and distourse functions

according,to what might be termed the principle

Of minima eamunieative tequikement4:'while they:'.

mostly realize the illocution and proposition or

speech acts in an adequate way, the* seem to assess

relational and expressive functionS as less important

and therefdre do frequently not.Mark their speech acts

for them. This-tendency manifests itself, among

others, n the striking underrepresentation of.the.

expressive and relational 'gambit categories exazon,

qajOwand apptatek..

.The learners' readiness to'take initiatives in the inter-

actions and thereby to actively prOmote the distourte is

largely. determined by the part they play. according to their,

role instructions. For instance, all the various functions

in diaeoutae opening phaae4 are actively realized by the

learners, most of them overtly erroneously: The learners

were simply forced.by the instructions they received to

perform these initiating acti,even though they were lacking

the necessary linguiStic meanS,to'db so:" In diacoutoe

diming phaaia, by.ontrait, the, learners leave the per,-.

formance of initiating\Moves to .the.. more cOmptent native.'



speaker and restrict/themselves to realizing reactive functions,

the error ratio of whiCh is consequently much loWer.(60%:27%).

The conclusion has to be drawn from these prOduct level

descriptions that learners who have received structurally

orientated FL instruction and little exposure to the FL in ..

non-educational contexts are largely incapable of realizing

pragmatic and discourse functions in an interacttonally appro-

prikte way.

.
On the pkocees tevet, a taxonomy -of psycholinguistic

processes and contextual factors was established in order

to account for. the learner-specific, features observed at the

product level. It comprised.variotis forms of Ll transfer,

generalisa ion,, functional reductionl inferencing,discourse

inducti' , and classroom induction." The last two categories

refer o the influence exerted by these two contexts on the

learn s' performance. The majorityerF-Tnimfttic errors

were a tribute' ypothetically to generalization, followed

by Ll.t nsf as the second most frequent error-cause. This

result is perfectly in line with studies of morphological

and syntactic aspect's in'interlanguage, which also indicate

that advanced L2 learners prefer to solve learning and commu-

nication problems by means of.tbeir interlanguage rather than

their Ll knowledge. Furthermore, it was-hypothesized that

about 1/3 of the learner-specificfiatureS were'influenced

by-the FL teaching the learners had-received, ie. by the

teaching materials and by the-specific communicative norms

whicq.govern classroom. discourse (cf. Kasper 1981, 1982).

These were more..closely explored in the fourth group of

-analytical studies. \

ANALYSES OF CLASSROOM DISCOURSE-

Some typical feaVres observed in videotaped English lessons were

the following (cf. Edmondson 1978b, 1979a, 1980, 1981b):

(1) In the basic interactional structure initiation-response-

feedback, the last. move is the decisive element in that it

determines the outcome, of the. whole sequence. It is due

to this function of the.teacherfts feedback, or evaluation,

that learners often give.their response'a rising intonation,

-4=
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which establishes alink to the following.feedback move

. rather than to the.preceding initiation; compare

L: what is the.capitalof Fi'n'ladAI:4arjet
-4

Pm:, Helsinki.

L: good

(?) The learners response frequently lacks any illocutionary.

value:he uty4 (or quotes) somethl'ng without doing. anything.

This is also reflected in the fact that

(3) the whole sequence is often a teaching strategy whereby the

. teacher gets the learner to say-something in the FL, but

the "communicative" act performed is a classroom specific

one which does not reflect any actional aspects of language

use in non-educational contexts. Compare a sequence like

!the following:

T: I'll give,you a sentence in the declarative, and yoU.

put it into the interrogative right John swims a.lot.

P does John swim a lot

T: goodA Mary can play thepiano

P2: can Mar4 play the piano.

T. hmA he it.Spanish

P is he Spinish

etc.

(From Edmonds*on et al. 1982:64f).

.

1

1

As a resume of the plastroom discourse analyses, the following

pedagogical.paradox,borroWed.from Labov's observer's paradox, was

formulated: We want to'te ch people how to talk when they ace not

being taught.".

PEDAGOGICAL PRODUCTS- .

Based on the results from the various analyses,. two directl eda-.

oogically Oriented books were produced, viz. a "pedagogic-interactional.

grammar" for teacheys of English at secondary school level by Edmondson

and House (1981), and a communication.course for future teachers.Of

English by Edmondson (1982).

In the pedagogic,-iAtmactOnatoamMak, an attempt is made at

describing the "grammar" underlying participants' conversational beha-

viour, to provide-.Categories and a terminology which can be used for

. analytical and metacommunicative purposes:in the classroom, and. to
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suggest forms of classroom activities. which allow for combining communi-

cative with eg. syntactic .learning objectiVes.

The communication coulL4e for university students of English aims.

at improving the.students' conversational skills, to raise their meta-

communicative awareness'of conversational rules as well as of their own

conversational behaviour in both English'andGerman, to reflect the

problems involved in the teaching of communicative abilitieS in an

institutional -context, and to increase the students' self-confidence

both as conversational partiCipants in English and as future teachers'

of English.
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.FROM TRADITIONAL\CONTROTIVE LINGUISTICS TOWARDS A COMMUNICATIVE APPROACH;

THEORY ;AND APPLI9ATIONS WITHIN THE TINNISKIENGLISH CROSSAANGUAGE..PROJECT

. paakko Lehtonen and Kari Sajavaara

Unium'ALty vb Jyudekytd

INTRODUCTION
;.

Contrastive linguistics has traditionally been describedas a;

discipline which is concerned with the juxtaposition of the structures

of mostlyttwo, in someccasts_ore than. two, languages. In the last few

leers, the scope of contrastive 'analysis ha$ been widened, in accordance

with the expansion of theinterestslinguistics, to cover areas other

than structures. In this way a shift has been seen to take place from

the comparison of structural descriptions of syntax and phonology.over

to semantics and pragmatics and-further to the analysis and comparison

of the interactive setting between individuals and culture. Simultat

neously, contrastive analysis has no longer been'seen'solely as a

confrontation of two parallel descriptions; instead, various aspects of

language in use have been integrated in this type of research. Moreover,

communication and the communicating individual have been put into relief

in addition to language and its structures. This has self-evidently

brought about simultaneous shift from declarative knowledge over to

procedural knowledge, whAch.means, inthe present context, dynamic

linguistic and communiAtive processes being seen as a central area'

subjected to analysis instead of static structures. of.grammer. At the

same time, a mere descriptive account of parallelisms'has been replaced

by causal analysis: in additionto asking what and how, the researcher

is also interested in inquiring why and with what consequences certain.

utterances have been produced by a certain speaker in a certain speech

situation.

An attempt to deal with cross-language problems encountered by

speaker-hearers when they use second or foreign languages, as against

their use of their nativelanguoges, requires a framework in which language

phenomena, ie. linguistiO.knowledge internaliZed by:an individual, cognitive

language procesSes taking place in the individual, and. language prodUcts.ban

indiVidual, are described ina-psychsiysociolinguistic- setting. In this.
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way,. several approaches are possible within what is called contrastive or,

preferably, cross-language analysis. Althooh-theoretical contrastive

linguistics may provide us with new insights into various problems of linguistics,

purely theoretical studies should not be blamed for not having immediate .

'applications. Applied contrastive linguistics should start frbm problems
. .

found in a second.language speaker's performance. This is the way to

avoid such methodological problems as have characterized the history ofd

contrastivelinguistics.

PROLEGOMENA TO THE THEORY

People do not speak to produce utterances but they speak to serve

a number of language-external functions. The linguist's attention has

traditionally been centred on elements of the linguistic code; however,

categories and phenomena abstracted for a linguistic analysis are not

necessarily elements which serve as the basis for an analysis of human

communication. Several reasons can easily be listed why theoretical

linguistic' models and descriptions are insufficient for the study of

cross - language. speech communication. Such descriptions normally present

languages as verbal codes without a link with the dynamismcof the speech

events in which thelanguages are used for communication and other purposes

(cf. Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1980). The processes which take place.in the

speaker and the hearer have usually been seen.as hierarchical linguistic

processes only. Yet speech production and speech reception aft dynamic

"processes: the interactants arrive at an agreement as to thecontent of

messages only par 'ally on'the basis of the rules and norms available

in each individua speech community to its members through the inter-

related process of socialization and language acquisition; in addition; .

various acquired negotiatiO procedures make it possible for the partici-

pants to apply ad hoc rules for eachpartiCular Sltuation .

The idea that linguistic elements have fixed and generally valid

'meamings' is rather cOmMon. 'Yet it is an illusion which is largely-

based on normative grammars or various methods of decontextualization

carried out by linguists. Representations of the 'established' features

can be misleading on a variety of ways.. Linguistic elements obtain their

meaning in communicative situations in a way which isdifferentfor a

naive language user from what it is for a linguist: the linguist abstracts-

a function for the:element-through an idealization process; this

80
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necessitates decontextual ization of some. sort and, in this way, replaces
fuzziness typical of language by rules and structures even where there
are none, while naive language users develop a 'feel' for What Constitutes.

I

the language without being able to state 'rules'. The linguist's system
and the naive language user's system need not overlap. The processes
of message production and message .reception cannot be approached without
referente to interaction, becao'se the processes are dependent. on exChanges
between interlocutors. Any model that neglects the influence of inter-
action on the processing'of speech is 'certainly defective.

c--- j- The representation's of language which have been available so far
..-.4 .

e ; are "partial and tentative attempts to map out part of the cognitive
configurations underlying verbal behavior" (Slobln 1979:30'. True per-
formatrce grammars, which -are based on natural language use and which rely
on the procesTes of speech production and reception., are yet to come. In
future work it is necessary at:any rate to make a distinction between a

.1 ingui stical ly oriented approach and a communicatively oriented. one (see
Sajavaara and LehtOnen 1980). The linguistic approach gives an explanation
'of ow a linguistic representation results in speech output, while the
conmunicative approach is concerned with the description of how the
spealcer implements his communicative intentions, how the hearer deciphers

.

the speaker's intentions, and how these two interact in dynamic situations
. of 1 nguage use.

.. The distinction kietween .1 ingui stics and communication impl ies a

.choil between a static view of language and a dynamic one (cf. Levelt
and Flores d'Arcais (eds.) 1977:xiv.). According to a static, structural

1

model,
4

languages are described as sets of rules abstracted and idealized
from language data, while for dynamic models grammatical rules function

'41 as constraints for possible- utterances, not as models for mental processes,
In real -communication, the Meaning, or the intended logical content of
the message, may also be conveyed through channels other than language,
eg. gestures, body movements, or paralanguage (cf. Knapp 1978:20-26,

Lehtonen and Hurme 1980, Lehtonen 1982). There may, ormay not, be a
concominant language utterance, either in accordance with, or ip contra-
diction to, the meaning of the non-verbal' message. As is well-known, the
1 istener normally relies.; in the latter case, on the non-verbal informa-
tioirfor the intended meaning of the message,
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The final goal of the dynamic of communicative model is not.v

comprehensive description of.language as a paradigm of rules for struc-

tures for which actual messages have the value.of raw material only. It

aims at the.description of the entire.communicative vehicle of human

communication, both frOmthe perspective of the speaker and the listener

and-from that,of,society.

THEORY AND APPLICATIONS

The experimental and other studies carried out within the Finnish--

English Cross-Language Project can be -classified.in.terms of three

categories in accordance with the following three levels of analysis:

(1) 4110apobsonat, (2) inteApeksonat, and (3') oAgailizationat. The intra-

personal level relates. to the interaction of various linguistic and other

data within the cognitive system of the speaker-hearer when he produces

and TeceiyeS messages and participatei in communicative transaction;.the

interpersonal levet is concerned with the use of language(s) in human

interaction; and the organizational level centres round the role of the

foreign language (as against the mother tongue) in societyand in various

social subsystems. *,

Language phenomena at the three levels characterized above are

described in terms of structures, processes and products: for instance,

at the intrapersonal level, language means both knowledge inter-

nalized by an individual, le. competence, cognitive processes taking

place,in an individual, and Language prodUCts by\the individual.

The intnapeuoua fevet. The research at the intrapersonal level could

be characterized as contrastive psycholinguistics. Its primary concern

is the internalized knowledge schemata of the mother tongue and foreign

language as reflected. in hative and foreign language speech performance.

The research in,thiS area shoUld give answers to various problems related

to the jnteraction of NL and FL structures in the reception and production

of speech (what is normally termed 'transfer' in FL'processing is included

here). In addition to the mere study of the interrelationship between

the structures of the two languages, contrastive psycholinguistics is

also concerned with differences and similarities in native and foreign

language processing, which presupposes the acceptance of the idea that

learning a second language also involyes, if not, acquisition of neW
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processes,at least ah ability to employ previously acquired processes..

in ways that have_not been accessible before.

It is self -evident that phenomena which are here classified as,

intrapersonal do not exist in isolation: they relate directly to phenome-

na at the other two levels. A good example pf,s'uch an.interrelationship,-

.,which also relates to the Jyvaskylh Project'S major' concern in he field

'cif foreign language teaching, is the impact of the type of analytical

language kilowledge that is introduced in the classMom by the 'foreign

language teacher and teaching materials, FL teaching brings ih factors'

through a process which is generated by interpersonal activities and

r
. have their foundation in considerations which derive from norms established

,by 'organizational subsystems,

The .data for researcH gat the intrapersonaLlevel comes from recordings
, .

of spontaneous speech or from various type! pf tests and experiments

::where the speakers ares subjected to differene.kinds of linguistic or

dither stifituli4Akny kind af spontaneoushpeech can obviously be used for

ik the gathering of data sudh as various types of interactional situations,

,eg, seminars, telephdlie'convcrsations, or straightforward narratives,
=,,,

Reading tests introdyc6 a certain type of experimental technique by

exposing-the.'subjectOs language pr ?cessing Mechanism'to linguistic or

Other cues, Wit material elicited through reading tests can also be used

similarly to spontaneous speech for the analysis of variationsin the

rate of speech, pauses, speech errors, etc.

One ci.the great problems in contrastive psycholinguistics has been,.

and still is,4the-establishmentof experiMental techniques which can ,be

used to interfere, in a way which is both theoretically and pragmatically

feasiOle, in the bilingual speaker's interlanguage speech channel: most

of the information that accessible through the experimental techniques .

which are available at the moment is only indirect, and,thus one,of the

urgent needs in the field is the development of strategies which could be

used to get closer to the phenomena proper. The techniques which have

been employed so far by 'the Jyvaskylti Project are various types of

reaction-time tests, where the stimuli, introduced have been either visual

(by means of a tachistoscope) or auditory,: the shadoWing technique, the

gating paradigm (Grosjean 980, and experiments with the perdeption of.

various types of. distorted speech stimuli. All thesd techniques can'be

used to: test phenomena that relatd to grammaticality and acceptability

0

0*
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(see eg. Lehtonen and Sajavaara 1983), various aspects of grammatical

processing (Havia498?), and Problems of lexical access (Lehtonen 1983).

Theoretically; the research carried out by the Finnish-English

Cross Language Project within the framework of contrastive psycholinguis-

tics relates to the general theories of cognition and human information

processing (see Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1980, Lehtonen and Sajavaara 1983),

which have been used as a background for the tentative model of message

processing developed by the project.

The inee4peuonat tevet. - At the interpersonal level, an individ-;

ual's competence in terms of structures, processes and products is

subjected to external influences. Instead of competence we have to deal

with what coul:d be termed .'communicative competence'. Even here, the

researchers' main concern may be an individual's interactive speech

behaviour. In addition to various aspects subjected to analysis in the

ethnomethodology-of-speech type of research (turntaking, opening and

closing of conversation, etc.), areas which come up in this context

include fluency of speech delivery, which is, contrary to intuitive

assumptions, primarily interaction-bound (see Sajavaara and Lehtonen

1918) instead of being a function of speaker-internal factors, and

problems related to communication apprehension, which means anxiety.

caused by real or anticipated communication situations. A specialtype

of communication apprehension, which is particularly relevant forresearch

reported here, is foreign language apprehension; whith is a particularly

difficult problem for Finnish speakers of foreign languages for reasons

which are not yet known but are at present subjected to examination

under the auspices of the Finnish-English Cross-Language Project.

Various cognitive and emotional factors whidyperate at the intra-
,

personal and interpersonal levels can be considerA in tot) from the

viewpoint of communication satisfaction; These factors determine to

what extent the interactant feels that his goals and communicative

intentions have been reached during a communicative interaction. For

the foreign-language speaker satisfaction experience's are negative for

the most part, and they may, in turn, provoke foreign-language anxiety.

AOliety in the use of foreign languages or foreign-language communi-

cation Jpprehension,. which may also have its origin in unpleasant

experiences in the foreign-language classroom, results at the behavioural
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level in unwillingness to participate in communicative events in the

foreign language and in active'avoidance of interaction. In this way,

emotional and affective factors may disrupt the progression of communi-

cative interaction much more severely thar,i any kind of deficiency An

:language proficiency proper.

An individual's behaviour within a group is governed by various

dominance relations, which are, at least partially, interlinked with

the group participants! statuses and roles, either real or'assumed.

In a real-world situation, interaction consists of moves carried

out in a given environmental setting, The persons who take part in the

interactional situation normally share a given amount of common interest

and know ledge. In most situations ybere Also exists a history of earlier

talks, contacts, and other - experiences between theinteraetants,IneL

task of abstracting the rules relevant for casual conversation as well

as other stereotyped .internal generalizations which cause and explain

certain regularities and expectancies in real-life conversation is one

of the challenges for contrastive discourse analysis. It is here that

various 'non-verbal' social, cultural, and personality cues. together with

the interactant's cognitive style and his experience become more decisivt.

The Finnish-English Cross - Language Project has made an attempt to \

0

pay attention to a speaker-hearer's communicative competence as a whole,

including all the linguistic, psychological, ancFsociological parameters

which make it possible for him to.Anteract with oth ©r people il communi-

cative situations. This type. of analysis requires information about how

a Finn uses Finnish and English in. communication, how a native speaker

of English understands a Finn's English and how a Finn understands the

speech of a native speaker. Contrastive analysis of this kind is possible

only on the basis of natural speech, and audio- and videotapedmaterials

have been collected for this purpose about various situations of language

use.

At the first stage of this work, small-group interaction in seminar-

like.settings was chosen as the primary target (see,eg., Saari() 1980,

Valokorpi 19801. Later on, some research has also been carried out on.

casual conversation (Veritola 1979,,1980), certain types of service

encounters (Ventola 1983), and giving-directions situation on the.street

(Pihko 1983), In addition, dynamic material such as telephone coreersa-

tions and, in some ca s, also interviews has also been used. More. I,

85
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recently, the research on the interpersonal implications of cross-language

analysis has been tentatively extended to the classroom situatiop (eg.

Martikainen and Benicia 1981), which also relates to the organizational level.

An important. aspect of interpersonal cross - language research is

concerned with the impressions which different types of FL speakers

arouse in native speakers. Thescimpressions may be highly relevant for

the success or failu're bf communication (Makkonen 1982).

The oganizati.onat Teva. - The organizational level refers to the

role of language and communication.within And between larger functional

and cultural units. Such units may have sets of goals; habits, and values

of their own which function as constraints on the use of language..

The cross-language research at the organizational level relates to

the roles of the mother tongue and the FL in society and in various

social sub-systems. The phenomena to be studied include, for instance,

how and where people use their foreign language(s) as against t e mother

tongue, what the purposes are which the foregn language is uses for,

and in what kind of situations, etc. The researcher sh6uld also se
AA

interested in finding out whether the learners feel that it made, or

did not make, sense to l4arn the language.

Research at this level involves a number Of causal factors

which relate to motivational aspects of foreign language learning,

communicative attitudes in the mother tongue and the foreign language

and to communicative planning. A number of intervening factors have to

be observed,in such stu&ies: the language users have,certain expectatio s

. as concerns the transference of messages in communicative situations of.

language use; the factors which cause anxiety or communication apprehen-

sion
. f

at the interpersonal level can also be seen to have certain organi-

zational implications.

It is very important to see that many of the phenomena escape human

consciousness: society is assumed to function in accordance with certain

laWs and statutes but to a great extent these remain a 'surface structure'

only, and the true functions are much deeper. What.the interactants are

able to perceive at the conscioA level relates mostly to what Berger et.

al. (1974:12) term 'recipe knowledge'. Brislin (1981:11ff.), for instance,

lists a numbqr of criteria which ,help in establishing -an individual's

position with the network of varibus kinds of interrelated factors..

is group factors are based on mutually developed activities and

86
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affective ties, which create various kinds of support networks and

result in the integration of new people into groups. Every group:creates

a certain set of norms, which imply the ways in which "things al+ 'properly'

done". In addition to the group factors, there are 'sets. of factoirs which

.derive from situations (external to the individual and modifiable) and

froM tasks. Brislin points out that under all .circumstances it is necessary..

to consider individuals as "active processors of information" who make all

the time, consciously or subconsciously, decisions as to what aspects of the

communicative event, shoUld be attended and what ignored. In terms of cross--

language analysis it is import to study cross-culturally "how and why

people employ certain perceived motives, traits, and explanations in

analyzing other people's behavioilr as well as their own".

The organizational level constitutes the newest trend in:the cross -

language research carried out by the Finnish-English Cross-Language Project,

although certain studies which clearly have an organizational (in the

above sense) bias have an established position in the project. Most of

the work in the area remains at the Planning stage. A premilinary

study (Makkonen 1982) has been carried out on the attitudes of the Finns

towards certain varietes of English and on the ways in which the Finnish

subjects, as against native subjects, perceived. the speakers. More research

in this area is needed. This kind of research ties in closely with the

/studies carried out in iyvNskyla on the characteristic traits of the Finn

as a communicator (Lehtonen and Sajavaara 1982): an attempt is being made,

for instance, to find out whether.the well -known Finnish 'mynth' about

the 'silent Finn' is justifiable. Some of the early work by the project

which was concerned with the Finns' fluency in English (see Sajavaara

and Lehtonen 1978, Lehtonen 1981) has obvious organizational implications

because one of the important findings was that the only possible way to

deal with fluency is to see At within an extensive framework of interaction

in communicative situations.

Certain aspects of the research carried out within the..aUspicesof

the Anglicism Project, which is an important sublirojeCt of the FinniSh-

EngliSh-CToss-LanwgeProject, have been directly concerned with the

organizational level of cross - language analysis, The Anglitism'PrOjeCt

(see Sajavaara et al. 1978 Sajavaara.andLehtonen 1980, Sajavaara 1903a)

has been consrue.d:with.lhe influence, of English and Anglo-American

culture on modern Finnish4hich has laadejt,ne6ssiry to study, among
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other things, the attitudes of Finns towards English as against certain

other languages and towards certain varieties of English.

Language for special purposes constitutes a particularly interesting

and valuable area. of study with organizational cross, - language implicatidns.

.Some work has been carried out in this'field in collaboration with the

Language Centre for Finnigh Universities,. which is situated in Jyvaskyla.

The first concrete product of this work is a course in conference English

for Finns (Korpimies et al, 1983).

CONCLUSIONS

In cross-language and cross-cultural 'communication we are concerned

with the :interface' between. two cultures. Languages make up closed

systems, which can be interfered with only with difficulty (the lexicon

is, to a certain extent:a case apart but this results, at least partly,

from the interrelationship between various lexical itemsarid cultural

phenomena); cultural phenomena are more open systems makingNup the

/ontext in. which the languages are used. They involve a certainsliumber

of norms relevant in each individual cultural context, and such norms

may, or may not, overlap across' cultures. Through socialization an

individual has acquired certain patterns of social behaviour, which are

never absolute even within One and the same'culture. Such patterns also '

imply the existence of certain expectations as concerns normal and

-dniant interactional behaviour (see, eg., Brislin 1981).

. It should be evident today that languages cannot be studied as

something abstract and divorced from their users; in Many respects,

language follows rules which are similar to-those of other types, of

behaviour. Therefore it is'necessarY to correlate the knowledge there

is of the ways in which people use languages with the knowledge:of the

human being's cognitive behaviour and perceptive capacities. In communi-

cative situations, the speaker's performance iscOnditioned by that of

the hearer. The communicative event must be observed as an entity in

which the-speaker and hearer introduce linguistic and other. cues and

which is paced by the alternation of the roles"of speaker and hearer.

..The social and cognitive organilation cf speaking and listening r
and, accordingly, the cues-embedded in speech which give information to

the interactant about the other's attitudes differ in different cultures
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and languages,.and it is obvious that intercultural differences in
feedback cues can lead to erroneous interpretation of the-interlocutor's
intentions as a result of intercultural interference.

Besides the analysis and description of data at the interpersonal
and organizational levels'botti linguistic and psychdlinguistic approaches
remain an important area of contrastive, analysis (see Sajavaara 1977:25).
In many cases, howeyer, results of earlier linguistic analysis will have
to be reinterpreted in terms of the wider framework delineated above.

Linguistic research is necessary for coping'wfth various sqbdisciplAnes
.of linguistic analysis (phonetics,

syntax, semantics, lexicon', and text),
but messages must be studied in communiCaOvesituations

with.respect to
criteria drawn from these subdisciplines. Psycholinguistic .research is
needed on the'decisions which a speaker-hearer is expected to make to
participate.in given social situations. The. influence of insufficient
competence on communication

makes an important part of such studies
(including error analysis, which has been touched upon in a number of
Jyv6skyla studies; see eg., Sajavlara 1983b).

Most of the work which has beep carried out or is at the planning
'stage has obvious links with research in second langu e acquisition
and foreign language learning (see Sajavaara.1981a, 1,9 lb, Sajavaara

1982, Sajavaara and Lehtonen 1983). Today we are however in no position,
to see all the Implications

of cross-language analysis for research in
second language acquisition.
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ESTONIAN-ENGLISH CONTRASTIVE STUDIES

H.. Lily

. Tartu Stag Unit/m.444y,

. E6tonian SSR

Estonian - English contrastive studies began to develop in a syste7

vatic way in the 19505, the Ingliih Department of Tartu-State Univers.ity

being considered the coordinating centre. They' involve studies in (i)

phonology and.phonetics, (ii) grammatical structure, (iii) vocabulary

and (iv) error analysis; in the majority of cases they. belong to the

applied type, representing "classical contrastive analyses based upon

sentence grammar"-in the Krzeszowskian sense. HoWever, the baVe been

useful inimproving the teaching of English as well as in wri text-

books for the Estonian learner. It goes without saying that various

large-scale contrastive projects have inspired us to greater efforts

'(Polish-English. FInnish-English, German-English, Serbo-Croatian-English,

Romanian-English, Hungarian-English, Swedish-English; Danish-English,
.

r
etc.). Below an attempt will be made to dwell upon some contributions

to the' field.

PHOWLOGY AND-PfiONETICS.
%

Paul Vaarask's'The Tonal Stuctute o6 Speech I, II, (Tallinn 1964) -.

is a survey of Estonian intonation, accentuation and rhythm in comparison

with that of English as well as RusSian,.derman 4nd French. The theore-

tical 4valpe of this investigatiop consists in wedding light on the

phonatory and phOnolooical phendmena in connected speech. The practical

value of the work. consists in the application of the syntagmatic prin-

ciples of speech analysis, The!work siirifed as a basis for thelimprove7
.. .

ment and rationalization o teaching methods and as a Teference book

for teachers and students in the sixties.;

In 1965 An Intitoduction to En ' h Pho'netiu OA the Estonian

leaknek by Oleg Mutt pppeared ( c nd edition 1971, -- Estonian version
-

1978). It is.a comprehensive cc6 nt df the English sounds,-variouS

'assimilatory phenomena,. word and s ntnce stress as well as intonation,

writtp with' the Estonian learner n mind. Chapters 1-2,And the first

. four edtions of Chapter'3, are theoretical discussions', the rest of:

the bodk ieof a practical- normative character. Thecomparisbn of

:,..
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English and Estonian sounds is based on the use of 'the artificial..palate

-(Palatograms) and X-ray photographs of the speech Organs -(ie. using

traditional methods of experimental phonetics). The works on Finnish .

phonetics by Kalevi Wiik (eg. Finnish and English Vowels, A Comparison

with Special Reference to the Learning Problems Met-by Native Speakers,

of Finnish Learning.English,-Turku; 1965, and his Other works) were .

of great help in the early studies, more recently those by Jaakko

Lehtonen.

In 1972 an experimental contrastive study on English and Estonian

monophtongs waS undertaken 'by Leili Kostabi who investigated them on

four levels: articulatory, acoustic, perceptive and'phonologicali.The

analysis was carried out mainly with pedagogical aims in view. :Spectro-

graphitanalysis,was carried out'at the Laboratory of Experimental

Phonetics_ of the Institute of Language and Literature in Tallinn. In

addition, listening tests were administered to students of different

levels of competence in English,

The acoustic data drawn from the analysiS of'216 spectograms was

then contrasted with' the articulatory data on the basis of several ,

handbooks.and moographs on English.and Estonian Phonetics. Correlations

between articulatory:and acoustic features- were established and claisi-

fied with the Aim of teaching English monophtongs to adult Estonian

learners.

Listening tests revealed basic difficulties which adult Estonian

learners face when hearing English. 'the conclusions drawn from the

data obtained.served as-re.comoendatIOns for the learners.

.Phonological mistakes and difficulties were pointed qut while:

analySing phonological minimal pairs.

.The conctUs'fons drawn Trom the whole study showed. considerable

differences in the pronunciation of English and Estonian monophtongs,

forming a complex of (i) quality,-especially with the historically

short vowels'And (ii) duration, which is very much dependent on the

immediate phonetic environment of a vowel.

GRAMMAR

Pedagogically,oriented,contrasttve studies on grammar consist of

linguistic and pedagogical analyses. Linguistic analysistries'to..

establish similarities and differences in two languages. Pedagogical

analysis selects from the data the points that may prove effectiVe in

organizing the teaching process and cofipiling sets of exercises. The .

84
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following will illustrate-such an apProach.

Semantic equivalences and formal-semantic correspondences of English`._

and Estonian tense forms were found by opposing the forms in minimal

neutral contexts and carrying out various statistical counts (H. Liiv).

DiffereAtial.fgatures of English tense forms, the frequency of their

occurrence in works of fiction and 'the means of rendering them in

Estonian were establtshed. As a result it was.possible.to set up a

provisionary scale of difficulties and predict the areas where inte-

ferente fro' Estonian bight be expected. Then the scale was correlated
.. .

with the scale of difficulties obtained through an error analysis as

well as with the data for-the relative frequency of tense forms. The

new complex rank-scale of$difficulties was, used for planning the teach

in4 of tense forms, writing a programmed study aid.and compiling various

exercises to it,-,among them exercises for" stimulating positive transfer

and preventing negative transfer.

At present a pedagogical.contrastive grammar of English and

Estonian for intermediate students is in the process of writing (H. Liiv,

A. Pikver), aimed at providing the students with the basic facts about
. .

English structures 'and illustrating similaritieS and differences between

the linguistic systems of English and Estonian. It also tries to

develop communicative as well as social competence in students with

the help of various exercises. As to the linguistic model, it is a

lip
,' compromise of traditional, structural and genera ve- transformational

grammars showing language in action.

VOCABULARY

\Since 1969 a group of scholars headed by Juhan Tuldava has been

dealing with "Quantitative linguistics and automatic text analysis"..

This trend is connected with computational linguistics, and-research

is being carried out in cooperation with the University's Computing

Centre.,,Several frequency dictionaries of Estonian and*some other

languages have been compiled, among them a.reverse frequency dictionary

of Estonian word forms, which enables us to investigate phonetics and

Morphology, and if the necessity arises, it can be done on the contras,:

tive plane. Typological studies of languages are being carried,out

with the help of frequency dictibnaries and a more detailed.textana-

lysis. The following Might serve as an example: the.2000 most frequent

word forms cover 58.9% of the Estonian literary text, whereas in the

Swedish text of the same type the figure is 69:3%, in the English text

'79.0% and in the French text 85.6%. As the degree of analyticity's
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different_inAifferent174.400esjanalytiCal languages abound in_Strue,.

tural words), the contentrquaiaitielye_freOuentwordS" also

Offers,..:finding its refrett441keSsentialdifferenceS'in'the7strUc-.

tune .of texts. frequency 'dictionaries. of foreign lan0Uages4lso,server:

..as t-Ile'Pasis,:forscompiling,minimum vocabularies. 'Pery:year-ithiSie-7,

Of articles called,NbrkS.ron-LingUo

Statistics. Scholars from many Countriesliave:.contrihutedto it
_ .

Pauli i-Saukkonen (dulu).,_ferencPapp ('Debrecen), Pavel Nat4I(Pague7),

Lotnay.Noffman (Leipzig), and 'others }:

There have .been a few studies on semantic siM14arities'-an4 dis-

similarities of sets.of words. A Set or group of words, eg. synonyms,

'is viewed as a field; either.opithe -paradi6Matic or on the syntagmatic

axis or on both. They must haVe.atleast'one common semantic corn orient

(feature, seme) which is also present,in all other members.' Each

member of the set has its.own distinctive features. Their. relation to

each other is contrastive. The structure of the field,'ie. the Meanings

and the relations- of the individual members of the group are studied .

with various methods, eg. componential analysis and valency study':

(collocability). The former consists in manipulations with the'dis-

tinctive features of the denotational meaning of each word as defined

in English-English dictionaries and Iiictionaries of synonyms. Statisti-

cal counts are used to fincr.lhe most fredbently occurring members.

.Items in synonymic sets are further studied in their typical contexts

vr to find ranges of this collocability, eg. for the set of adjectives

referring to beauty: beautiAut, tovety, pretty, handaome, etc. The .

corresponding field in Estonian (Lew, kauniz, ndgus, kena, etc.) is

examined in'the same way. As a result certain worlds can be taught to
.

the learners of English as members of sets or fields, and in their

proper collocations: Syntagmatic fields (collocations)are regarded

as systems, as they consist of different word classes. In teaching

they are used as substitution patterns. Thematically arrangegi lists,.

of words (eg. for teaching conversation), in which grammatical meaning

is not taken into account, are not regarded as field but ideographic

groups.

ERROR ANALYSIS /

The study of typical mistakes occurring in the students' speech

has been an inseparable..part of our contrastive studies. But there'

have also been single studies. Thus-L. Nne has studied grammatical
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and lexical mistakes occurring in the students' written' papers (L. Hone,

Some Typicaf Miltalmo Occulming Studeeta' Whitten papeA4, 1, II,

III. Tartu 1966, 1971, 1973). In Parts I and II some of the most

"glaring grammatical plunders are discusse . They are grouped under

differvnt heads, eg. "the use. of tenses" ",the infinitive or the. gerund",

"the artiele, etc. and their sources have been pointed out. Part Ill

tackles lexical difficulties connected with the use of some verbs.'

The poiht of departure is Estonian. The author gets clusters of verbs,

which from the point of view of one language can be regarded as sync-

nym, whereas from the point of view of_the other they may have very
.1"

little or nothing in common.

Last but not least, the students of the English Department have

written 62 term papers and 56 graduation theges on relevant matters

during the past 12 years.

In this brief review I could Action only some of our studies.

More information can be found in Tartu University's, Transactions en-

titled "Linguistics" and "Methodica". From 1969 a total of 14 volumes

of "kinguistica" and 10 volumes of "Methodica" have appeared.

9'1
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REPORT ON THE ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS PROJ T

tvi H. Stephanides..

1.64And Edtv& Univeuity,
Buddpe4;t

This report aims atgiving a short survey of the three phases of'

the English - Hungarian Contrastive Linguistics.Project. A few words-1,

will be said about the first phase, and about the participants, research:

topics, meetings and planned publications of the second phase (finished.

in 1980), and of the third phase, whIch'is in progress at present.

A detailed report was given abbut the first.phase of the research

project (197111974) at the 2nd Internattenal Conference On English

Contrastive Projects, held in Bucarest in 1975. see the Bibliography).

This first phase of the project was initiated by the late John Lotz,

and was jointly sponsored by the Linguistics Institute of.the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences and the Center for Applied Linguistics, Ashington,

D.C. The director of the project was first Professor' Lajos Tamas,. the

DirectOr of the Linguistics Institute and, after his retirement, Pro-
.

fessor Lasz16 Dersd. The published results of the project were seven

volumes of Woltking Papoo and afinal'volume, containing 15 articles

,on the field of syntax and prosody as well as semantics and methodology,

'which appeared after a delay of several 'years, because of problems of

publication, at the beginning of 1981 under the title: Studiea in Engtialt

and Hunganian Con/AaativelingtaAticA. (For authors ana titles see the

Bibliography below.) The list of publications is supplemented by a

volume, edited by Laszlo Derso, published in 1982 by the.Academy

Publishing.House (Akaamiai Kiad6), Budapest, under the. title Contha4tive

Studies: Hunganian Ehgtiah 6ontaining seven articles, This publics

Lion is one issue ;In a series containing result' of dontrative linguis-.

tics completed_ in Hungary; comparing .Hungarian with othej/languages °

e
such.as German, Russian and French.

On the basis of this first phase, further research work has been

organized, with the financial.support of the Hungarian Ministry of

Education, in the English Department of the OrSnd Edtvos Uhiversity

as headquarters under my direction and with eight other researchers

who are practising teachers of Engli,th in various universities as well

as specialists in applied and English Tinguistics. As .a result of this
'4 .
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second research'phose (1979-1980), five papers on syntax will be pub-

1 iShed in Stucies in flodeAn Ph.i.,totogy, a new journal 'of the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences, probdbly in 1983-:. AnOther set. of three papers' on

semantics gill appear in Stuctie.6 in Engti,oh ancr Amekican, an annual

of the English Department of the Lorand Ebtybs University, Budapest,
in 1982. In the framework of the contrastive project a Hungarian -1,
Engf(Alt Stang Occttontily has been compiled by Laszlo Andras and Zoltan

Kiivecses containing about 5,000 items with their'British and American
counterparts and illustrWd in sentences. The dictionary will be
published by the Hungarian Textbook Publishing House (TankbnyvkiadO)

in 1984. The plan 'is to prepare its reverse, counterpart, ie. an
tirlifish-iftoqicrt(an S.efing 1).etA:cinctittj, in thelithi4ee-year period of our
present project.

In the present phase (1982-1985) 12 researchers are working on

cpntrastiye -topics. ,One of them is dealing with phonology, six with
syntax, three with semantics and lexicography, and twoiwith sociolinguis-
tics. (For the list of topics and authors see theettached Bi io-

graphy.)
Only one international contrastive conference has been held in

Hungary; this was in Pecs in 1971, where papers were read on contrast-

ing Hungarian with several other languages. But the participants of
the English Hungarian Contrastive Project held regular monthly
meetings'.where the researchers discussed the first drafts of the papers

in preparation. The second drafts were checked by project consultants,
and the final versions by native speakers of. English from the language
point of view. We had only one Round-Table Meeting with Austrian

scholars from Klagenfurt in 1981,.where we exchanged views on our

research,

. Our American consultant th'oughout the whole research project has

been Professor William J. Nemser (at present Chairman of the Department
of American Studies in the Klagenfurt University), who has' hel ped us
in both contrastive 'research and in the editing of the papers. Our

Hungarian consultants and advisers have been Professor Ferenc Kiefer

(Linguistics Itistitute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and
Professor S6ndor Karoly (Chairman of-the Department of General Linguis-

tics in Szeged University) giving us help from the general linguistics
and Hungarian linguistics points of view, respectively.

The main aim of our research is to satisfy theoretical research4
requirements and so enrich'general linguistics and typology, and also
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to apply the results .in'language 'teaching.

The first phase of research helped us to r 'se the level of teacher

j

training in Hungary both- in the universities (8 apest, Debrecen, Szeged)

and in the teacher training colleges (Eger and ecs; the latter was

recently raised to university level); and it alsohelped young scholars--

to deepen their knowledge of general and English linguistics. Starting

from this improved situation our aims in the second and third phases have

been manifold: -

(a). to deepen English'linguistics studies in Hungary;

(b) /o raise the level of generaliand.applied linguistics in
Rungary; .-., ....

(c) to improve the standard of English teaching in the course of
our educational reform (which started 2 years ago) concerning
instruction at the university and teacher training collegi
level;

(d) to prepare. new curricula and teaching materials for primary'
and secondary schools.where a new reform is also being
carried out. .

achieve the aims mentioned above contrastive linguistics research ls'.

an important factor. ,We still have to clarify'grammatica problems
0

not yet solved to the
4

two languages under OnSideration. The results. --

of our research have to be integrated withteaching mate ials.and.

curricula for the different leVels. This hasbeen achieved partly by. ,:..

the fact that researchers of the contrastive:project are lectbres'on.

descriptive graMmar, teachers of English dt the departments of different.
. .

universities, and. partly that they are authorlOof and advisors on ' -:

textbooks newly.'prepared. Optiois are also offered, on contrastive

linguistics at the. university. :Several dissertations and theses have

been completed on contrastive basis.
t

I do norplan.to talk about the articles already published in

, English and' wliiCh are available. However.,.I411:say a few words alput.

the research results which are in press. As can be seen in the

Bibliography,-and.was mentioned earlier in-the report, five papers on

'syntax and three on semantics were completed. Because of laGk of time

and space I will say a few words about the papers on syntax following

thealphabetic,order of the authors' names.
.

Agnes F. Kepecs (lecturer at the University of Economies, Budapest)

wrote " A tontras6ve Analysis of the EnglishY.PaSsiVe. Structures.and

Their Hungarian Equivalents". She approaches4the problem by analysing

the mean of.expressing the same information. She disculses the semantic

glf the English. *sive 'clauses and shows the place of the passive

L
.
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voice in the topic' /comment structure of the English sentence. Giving

the' subdivision of:the pasOve.voice in English, she helps to differen-

tiate that great mals of clauses labelled as passive. The importance
-

of the analyis foi.Hungarians lieS in the fact that in present -day

Hdngarian we have no passive structures, but we use active, reflexive

and causative verbs or a potential suffix added to basic verb forms

to express the same meaning.'

Nandor Papp (lecturer aft the University of Economics, Budapest)

,gave'"A Hungarian Look at the Meaning of the English Rerfect",, Using

Kiefer's (1980)and Reichenbach's (1947) potions of temporgl specifi-

cation he disti6guiShes external and internal time specifications,

speaks about Speech Time, Reference Time and Event Time. Using these,

distinctions he hows how these times are expressed by the Perfect in

'English,- and how'ttie same relations can be expressed in Hungarian with

the help of verb tenses; prefixes,- adverbial phrases, word-order and

supersegmental.elements, since in present-day Hungarian the Perfect

does, not exist?,

Eva H. StephanidesAlecturer at Legrand Edtvds University, Budapest)

wrote "A Contrastive Study of English Some and Any and Their Hungarian

..E9uivalents":. In the theoretical part she presents tire aifferent-

functions, fdrMs and meanings of borne and any as determiners and/or

pronouns. She also gives athort summary of the charaCterjstic features

of the corresponding Hungarian determiners, pronouns, adjectives and.

adverbs. In the second part 'she gives the 'contrastive analysis proper

of the English and Hungarian. structures, also showing the expelled

cases of overuse and underuse of zome and any by Hungarians.

Laszlo Varga Oecturer at Orand Edtvbs University, Budapest) in

"A Contrastive Analysis of Some Types of Negative Sentence in Hungarian

and,,English". deals with" five types of negative sentences and examines

whether they can be realised in both languages with.or without resorting

to paraphrase, The emphasis.i.s.on the problems of topic, focus and

comment. For exaMple, while in Hungarian any type of argument May become

an uncontrasted topic, in English sentences themon-suliject arguments

normally remain in the comment. Iffitiungarian the subject complement

can also be focussed; however the precise renctering of this type in

English is impossible.'

Tangs Wadi (lecturer at the College for Foreign Trade, Budapest)
.

analySed "Reported Statements.inEnglish and Hungarian", which,he

considers a most rewarding area for Contrastive analysis, covering some
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phenomena that are highly general, if not universal, in languages; and

.also some that are quite specific tb the individual languages under.

analysis. Ale'analyses a wide varietyof liQguistic Vienomen4 ranging

from syntax to pragmatics. He pays special attention to deixis, illus-,

trating it with personal pronouhs, demonstratives, with the use of the

definite article as well'as with place and time adverbials. The main

difference in the two languages can be seen in the verbal temporal

references where English literally reflects the time relations between

actual events in its tense system, while the Hungarian tense Structure

deviates from the actual time relations using "Sjmultaneous".tenses,

ie. tenses at the same level.

Professor Ferenc Kiefer wrote an-introduction to our volume under

the title: "A General,Linguist's View on Contrastive LinguiStics",

where he empha-sizes that "descriptive linguistics has to go beyond the

mere presentation of data..-." and "it must be based on certain organizing

principles and generalizations". That is why he is dissatisfied with

the predictions characteristic of contrastive papers in general.

According to Kiefer; "Contrastive lingu'istics could be made more sophis-

ticated if the individual characteristics the languages under-con-

sideration aretcompared.on the basis of underlying universal and typo-

logical structures".

The basic deficiency of our-research in progress is that no unified

framework is applied. Most scholars approach grammar in a more or less

traditional way, thoUgh they make use of the results Of newer, approaches

and models aewell. In some of the papers a generative grammatical

framework is adopted partly-applying the extended standard theory or a

version ofcase grammar (mainly that of Anderson), The.prospective

final aim ofour res.earch should conclude in constructipn of a

complete English- Hungarian grammar; however, that is hindered by apply-,

ing the above-mentidned.different methods. So'',4hat we4tan achieve at

present is to fill the gaps,in the contrastive desolipeion of English

and Hungarian and to try to apply the existing results; in language

teaching. The main reason for using the more/or less traditional

descriptive method is the lack of a worked-out Hungarian generative

grammar::- Hopefully this problem will be solved bythe fact that a

:group of young lingbists (independently, from us) have beenworking on

a Hungarian, grammar in the 'generative frameworkin the Linguistics

'..Institute -of_ the Hunpriap Academyo,Sciences, in afive-year project.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH-HUNGARIAN CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTIC TOPICS

PART I

,Working Papers 1-7 (1972-1975) Linguistics Institute of the Hungarian

Academy'of Sciences and Center for Applied Linguistics.

1. Lotz, John. Two Papeo4 an Engtish-Hungarian Contitastive Phokotogy 1972.

Contrastive Study of the Morphophonemics of Obstruent

. Clusters in English and Hungarian .
Comparison of the Glides (SemivOwels) in English and

.Hungarian

2. Lotz, John. Script, Gkammak and the Hungarian Wkiting Sotem 1972.

3. Nemser, William. Comtkastive Re4eakch on Hungakian and EngtiAh in

the United Sta&s 1972.

4, Foul. Papers v5 the Kcis ConWence on COntkrative Unguizticis 1973

AP6ts, 14 -16 October 1971).
Dersd, L. and W. Nemser. Language typology and contrastive

linguistics.
Dibsy-Stephanides, E. Contrastive Aspects of British
and American English with Implications for Hungarian

Learners of English.

- Nadasy,,A. Interrogative Sentences in English: A

language-teaching problem for Hungarians.

- Stephanidet,S, A Contrastive Analysis of English and

Hungarian Textbooks of English

5.. Stephanides, Eva.. A Contrastive Study 66.the Engf_.4h and Hungakian

Antic& 1974.

6. Varga, Lasz115. A Cont&ustive Anatysi.4 06 EngTh'and Hungakian
Sentence Pko4ody 1975.

7. Keresztes, Kalman. Hungakian Pkepo4ition4 v4. Engti4h Pkepb4ition4:

a Cont4a4tive Study 1,975;

StudileA in Eng-4h and Hungarian C twe Ungutatte4,1980.

(L. Dersb and-W. Nemser, eds.) Akademiai-Kiad6, Budapest.

Syntax and prosody;

DiOsy-Stephanides, Eva. .A preliminary Study for a contrastive analysis

of, the'English gerund and its Hungarian equivalents.

Kiss, Katalin E. English participleskand their Hungarian equivalents,

Stephanides, Eva H. A.Contrastive study.of the EngliSh and the

Humprian infinitive.

Hell, Gyorgy. Object and subject that clauses in English and

corresponding hogy clauses in Hungarian.

- Kenesei, Istvan. Sentence embedding in English.and Hungarian.
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Korponay, Bela, Middle and causative construction in English. and
Hungahan.

- Varga, Laszlo. A contrastive analysis of English and Hungarian word
stress.

Dersd, Laszlo5. Word order, theme and rheme in Hungarian and problemfs
. of word-order acquisition.

Vbrbs, Jozsef. Syntactic structures of Hungarian verbal particles and
° their English equivalents.

= Neray, Judit. A contrastive study oilLthe word-order of attributes in
noun phrases in English and Hungarian.

Hell, Gybrgy: Compound sentences in Eoglish and Hungarian.

Semantics and methodology--

7 Csap6, Jozsef..The problems of lexical interference.

Andras, Laszlo. Spatial adjectives: an English-Hungarian contrat
study.

- Horlai, Gybrgy. A contrastive study of the hadill and had+been+ing
,forms and their Hungariin equivalents.

- Vdradi, Tamds. A guide to Hungarian-English errors.

ContAcotive Stud40A Hungaibtlan-Engti.oh 1982. (Laszle.Dersb,.ed.)

Akademiai Kbnyvkiado, Budapest.

Dersb, Laszlo. English-Hungarian contrastive linguistic research in
Hungary.

Csapb, Jeizsef. English denomi.nal adjectives and their Hungarian ,

/ .

equivalents. .

Kiss, Katalin E. Hungarian and English: a topic-focus prominent and
a subject prominent language

Korponay, Bela. A double-faced case category.

Nadasdy, Adam. Relative pronouns.in English and Hungari4n.

Stephan ;des, Eva. The generic use of the article .in English and
Hungarian.

Varga, Laszlo. Differences in the stressing of re -used nouns in
English and Hungarian.

PART'Ir

On syntax in press Studies in Modern Philology Akademiai Kiado

(Academy Publishing House), Budapest.*

Kepecs, F. Agnes. A contrastive analysis of the English passiie struc-

,' k
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tures and their Hungarian equivalents.

PappOandor. A Hungarian look:at the, meaning of the English perfect.

Stephanides, H. Eva. A contrastive study,of English borne and any and
their Hungarian equivalents.

Varga, Laszlo. A contrastive analysis of some types of negative sentence
in Hungarian and English.

Varadi, Tamas. Reported statements in English and Hungarian.

On semantics 4n press in Studies in English and American 5. LiOran0

Edtvds University,. Budapest.

Heltai, PA1..The importance of .hierarchical lexical relations for the
learner.

KbvecSesi Zoltan. Verbs of walking in English and Hungarian.

Rot, Sandor. On the linguistic interference of Hungarian-English lang-
guage contacts and the use of the grammatical fields
in contrastive studies.

Andras, Lasz16and Zoltan Kdvecses. Hdngarian-English slang dictionary
(to appear.at the Hungarian Textbook Publishing House
1984), Tankonyvkiado, Budapest.

Kiefer, F. A general linguist's view on contrastive linguistics
(Introduction).

PART III

Published outside the frame of the project.

Andras, Laszlo and Eva Stephanides-Dibsy 1969. An oultine p4ment-
day Engti.sh Atituctune (Hungarian Textbdok Publishing

House), lankOnyvkiad6, Budapbst. . .0

Andras, Laszlo 1977.Lexicl co-occurrence: A plea and a proposal for
semantic experiments, Studie/s in Engtieh and Ametican

3:157-194, Lorand Edtvds University, Budapest.

Bognar, JOzsef 1975'. An interaction of the Hungarian and English tense
systems according to the action-relation system, Angot

nyetv ttiluzgyakottat I-(English conversation and
stylistic exercises), FPK, Pecs.

Bognar,.Jozsef 1977. An interpretation of objective, constructions in
English and Hungarian, Angot nyetv eb Atituzgyako4tat II
(English conversation and ttylistic exercises), FPK, Pecs.

Budai, Laszlo 1973. A magiar anyanyelvi serukturak szerepe az angelnyelv-
oktatasban (The role of the Hungarian structures in the
teaching of English), Az egki Ho Si Minh Tana/J.1400

FUishota TudomanyoA KOztemkgei XI: 147-172, (Scientific
Preceedings, (J. KdOecs, ed.) of the Ho Si Minh Teacher
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Training College) Eger, Hungaria.

Budai, LAsz16 1974. Az angol es a magyar nyelv konstrukci6-Nnkci6

egysegeinek kontrasztivitAsAhoz (..- A note on the contras-
tivity of struttural-functional units 41 English and
Hungarian); Az egti Ho Si Minh Tanitigpzi5 rdishota

Tudom&nyoe KortemOnyei XII:247-266, (Scientific Proceedings
(ed. J. Kbves) of Ho Si Minh Teacher Training College)
Eger, Hungaria.

fudai, Laszlo 1975.A kontrasztiv pedagegiai grammatika az angolnyelv-
oktatAsban (= Contrastive pedagogical grammar in English
language teaching), Az egki. Ho' Si Minh Tanakkepzb Fiiizkota

Tudomanyoz KortemOnyei XIII:143-155, (In: Scientific Pro-
ceedings (ed. J. Kdves) of Ho Si Minh.. eacher Training
College) EgerHungaria.

Budai, LAsz16 1976. Egy differenciAlt hibaelemzesi eljArds konkluzioi
(= Conclusions of a graded method of error analysis),
Hevesi MayetEdg4 (Education of Heves. Country) 2:50-54, Eger.

Budai, Laszlo 1979. Gummatikai kontkaortivi,M4 e6 hibaetemza az aso-
, OA h6zOp6ohn angAnyetv-oktatAAban (= Grammatical contras=

tivity and error analysit at the elementary and intermediate
level in English language teaching) pp. 2l3. Tankbnyvkiad6
(Hungarian Textbook Publishing House), Budapest.

.

Dersb, LAszle 1975: Some remarks on the application of typology in contras-
tive linguistics, in Modekn Linguistics Ad Language Teaching.
Budapest, Akademiai Kiad6 (Academy ublisning House), 187-194.

Dersb, LAszle and Eva H. Stephanides 1976. Report on 6 English-Hungarian
Contrastive Linguistics Project, in 2nd etnationat
Con6ekence o6 English ContAnAtiUe Pkoje ed. D. Chitoran),
University Press, Bucharest, 53f-159.

Hell, Gybrgy 1965. Strukturakes nyelvoktatAs (StructUres and language
teaching), Az idegen nyetvek taniaoa (Teaching Foreign
Languages) VI11/3:79-83.

Hell, Gybrgy 1975. A kontrasztiv grammatika es alkalmazAsAnak nehany
kerdese (Contrastive grammar and some problems of its
application),' in Magyat Nyetv (The Hungarian Language)
XII/1-2:37-42.

Hell, Gydrgy 1978. Magyar nyelVtan 6s.idegennyelv-oktatAs (Hungarian
grammar andforeign language teaching), Fotia Ptactico-
Linguiatica

Heltai, PA1 1978, Magyar-angol kozoktatAsi szOtAr (= Iungarian-English
Educational. Dictionary). FPK, Budapest.

,

Heltai, Pal 1981. Some aspects of the development of Hungarian and

English agricultural terminologyo*On the Vevetopmen o6
Engtih (ed. S. Rot), Orend Edtvbs University, Budapest*

4
35-58.

SzdvegolvasAs es forditAs (Reading and translation ef
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special texts) to appear in Fotia Pkactico-Linguistica.

Kepecs, F. Agnes 1981. Az angol szenved6 szerket magyar megfeleldinek'
kontrasztiv vizsgalata (= A contrastive analysis of the '

English pasSive and its Hungarian equivalents), in .

Tanamanyok 'az angti4ztika takgykiilL6b82 (Studies in
Anglistics) (ed. B. Korponay), Debrecen, 137-146.

Korponay, (Ala 1973 A magyar -6da, Aidik kepzds igek angol megfeleloi

.
(= The English equivalents of $lungarian verbs with suffix

-Odik, -Bdik), Magyar Nyetv (The Hungarian Language)

.4 3:341-347.

(

Korponay, Bela 1977. Adjectival constructions in English and Hupgarian,
Hungatian Studie.s in Engtizii. XI:173-196.

/Korponay, Bela 1979. The ablative and the instrumental, Hungwucan Stadia

in EnAti4h X11:171.-185

Korponay, Bela 1981. Egy igei-Szerkezetrol (About a verbal structure),

'in Tanamanyok az angtisztika tAngykonabt (Studies in
Anglistics) (ed. B, Korponay), 63-69.

Kovacs, Janos )979 Kiejtb ei5 nyetvoktatA4; kiejtgis gA nyettaudomany
(= Pronunciation and linguistics), Nyeivpedagogiiii IgaAok

(Studies in Language Teaching) 11:382-389.

Nemser,'William and Eva H. Stephanides 1974. Problems in the contrastive

semantic analysis of English and Hungarian Jetenastan
6,5 6tiLieztaa (= Semantics andstylistics), Nyeevtudomany:i

tictekez6sek (Linguistic Studies) 83:414-421.

Nemser, William 1975. Problems and prospects in contrastive linguistics,

Modern Lingu4:4.ar.A. and Language Teaching, Akademiai. Kiad6

(Academy Publishing House), Budapest, 99-114,

Papp, NAndor 1977 Companion to new concept English (Book two),,Egyetemi

jegyzet (J-lo 14o3a). Tankonyvkiad6 (Hungarian Textbook

'Publishing House), Budapest.

Papp, NAndor. Time and Tense.in English, to appear in Nyetvpedajogiai

141sok (Studies in Language Teaching), Language Institute,

. Karl Marx University of Economics, Budapest.

PordAny, LAsz16 1978. A nyelvi viselkedes kulturAlis kontextuSAr61:

(About the cultural background of language behaviour),

1a6zaki Kiadv4nyok MKKE (Periodical of the KAroly Marx

University of Economics), Budapest. et, ,

PordAny, LAsz16 1980. Kulturstudiumok az idegennyelv-szakokon (= Teaching

culture for students of foreign languages),.Fet4dokta04i
.Szemte XXIX (Review of Higher Education).

PordAny,.LAsz16 1980. American Studies in teaching translation and

interpreting, 'Actor Szegediem.a.

Rot,,SAndor. 1976. Problemil tyeoriji jazilkoviih kontaktov, in Uczehaje

Zapiaki Mo.szkowszhoga Inbztydtuta ino4atannqh jazdkov
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M. Tokeza, MoszA,a, 168-181.

Rot, SAndor .1978. Semantic interference and problems of isosemantism,
. Pkoceed,inga o6 the Tweekth Intertnatt)nat Congkeza o6

Lingui:sica, Vienna August 28-Sept. 2.1977, Inxbrocker
Beitrhe zur Sprachwissenschaft,'Innsbruck45-,2N.

-

10 Rot, Sander ,1979-80. Az anyanyelv szerepe az idegennyelv oktatAsaban
(= The role of the.mother tongue in foreign language
teaching), in Az..i.aludai anlanyeevi neveth 6e.tada,taA
h maszentana (= The tasks and methodology of mother
tongue teaching at the school leVel), ELTE TanArkepzd
Sizottsag KUJonkiadvAnya (Special Edition of the-Teacher
Training Committee of the Lerand Edtvbs University) 4:80-95.

Rot, SAndor 198 Typology and affinity in Finno-Ugric, Germanic and
Slavic languages, in CongkezAuz Quintus Inteitnationatiz

Fenno-Ugkiatetuun, Turku, August 20-27, 1980, Oars 11:196-204.

Rot, Sandor 1980: A grammatikaimezok alkalmazAsAr151 az ang$1-magyar
kontrasztiv vizsgAlatokban (= About the applicatiOn of
grammatical fields in English-Hungarian contrastive
research), A magyait nyeCv gitanvnatilulja Nyavtudomdnyt

tktekezheh (The grammar of the Hungarian Language),
104;655-667.

5,iptar, Peter 1979,. Sztivegi mAssalhangzo-kapcsOlatok az angolban es
a magyarban (Final consonant-clusters i English and
Hungarian), KonfrontAcie a tArsadalomtudomAnyokban
(= Confrontation in social sciences), Nyetypedagagiai
1444ok 11:104-121.

SiptAr, Peter 1980. Megjegyiesek az'angol es magyar mAssalhangzocsoportokrol
(= Remarks on initial consonant- clusters in English and

. Hungarian), Nyeevtuddmanyi Kaztemgnyek (Linguistic Commu-
nications) 82:325:-337.

Siptar, Peter. A magyar es angol irAshendszer elemzese (= A contrasti-ve

analysisof the Hungarian and English writing .systems),
-to appear in *Aim Nyetvokrati4 (Modern Language Teaching)
Budapest.

SiptAr, Peter. A contrastive analysis of the writing systems of English.
and Hungarian, to appear in Ac.ta LinguLica Hung.,
Budapest. ..

SiptAr, Peter. A note on initial clusters in English and Hungarian, to
appear in Acta. LinguisUca, Budapest.

Stephanides, ova 1972. Az angol nyelvi tankbnyvek nyelvt6i felepitesenek
kontrasztiv elemzese (= A contrastive analysis of the
sentences of grammatical structures in textbooks on English),
in 654zeteve nyetvvizagettat nyetvoktn.as (Contrastive .

analysis' and language teaching), Tankonyvkiad6 (Hungarian
Textbook Publishing House), Budapest, 258 -263.

1-

. Stephanfdes, Eva 1974. Az angol- magyar kontrasztiv nyelvOszeti 'kutatAsok
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(= The English - Hungarian Contrastive Linguistic Project),
in Modehn Nyetvolztatto (Modern Language Teaching).

.

Stephanides, Eva 1975. A two-way contrastive study of the English andibr.

.Hungarian articles, in Madan Linguistia and Language

.
Teaching,. Akademiai Kiad6 (Academy Publishing House),

Budapest, 237-245.

Stephanides, Eva 1976. A hatArozottsAg-kifejezese a lengyelben, a
magyarban es az angolban (Definiteness in Polish, in
Hungarian and in English), in A tengyet nyetva
MagyaltokSzagon (= The teaching of Polish in hungary
(ed. J..Banczerowski); Lengyel Kultura, Budapest, 54-66.

EVB 1976. A cOarastGe analysis of English and Hungarian
textbooks on English. ERIC, Washington (microfilm).

Eva 19771:. The article in English art Hungarian: a selected

survey of the 141eraturei in-Engtiah and Amaican Studia
143, (eds. T. Frank. and E. Perenyi) Lorand Edtvds University,

Stephanides,

Stephanides,

. Stephanides,

Stephanides,

Budapest, 215-250. -

Eva 1977. Bibtiogkaphy on Cantitaztiue Linguisti.Ca (selected
'studies and articles). Linguistic Institute of the%
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, pp.' 60 (mimeographed).

.

Eva 1978. The use of the article in English and Hungarian:
a contrastive analysis, Papaa and Stadia in Contkaative

LinguiaticA 8:74-89:

Stcphanides, Evat1981. Az angol home ,PS any valamint magyar megfelelbinek.

kontrasztiv vizsgAlata7(= A contrastive analysis of bome
and any in English and their Hungarian equivalents), in

Tanutmanyok az angthotika teingyk646.68.t (Studies in.;

anglitics) (ed. B. Korponay) 1:147-154.'

Stephanides, Eva. The use of aame.and any and their Hungarian equivalents,

to appear in Sqciaao Linguiztia Eulopea '80, Summa
Viaaatationum,.(ed. 5. Rot), Akadamiai,Kiado (Academy
Publishing House), Budapest.

Varga, Laszlo 1975. An introdUCtion to.a contrastive analysis of English

and Hungarian sentencaOntonation, Stadia in Eng.eibh and

AmeAican 2:399-446.

Varga, LaszlO 1975. Egy kontrasztiv analizis vegeredmenye: magyar
anyanelvijek varhatO hibAi az.angol szintagmak as mondatok

hangsulyozAsAban (= The final results of a contrastive
analysis: mistakes to be expected in the stressing of
English phrases and sentences by Hungarians), Madan
Nyetvoklitta (Modern Language Teaching) XIII:3-28.

Varga, Laszlo 1976. A mAgyar,emelkedd-eSd.hanglejtes transzfer hatAsa

magyarok angol bekszedeben (Interference of the Hungarian

rising- falling intonation in the English s?eech,of
Hungarians), Negen Nyetveh Tanitaaa (Foreign Language

Teaching) XIX:17-22.
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1977. Contrastive analysis and. the approximative system,
Imunh Tea ping Fawn XV:38-.39,

1978. Some differences in English and Hungarian context
sentece-stress placement, Annatea Univ.'Sci. 8udapestienza
Section 4ngui4tica Tomus 1X:185-191.

1981. Angol intonAcias tananyagminimum (A minimum curri-
culum on.teatAjpg English intonation), Modern Nyetvoktaa4
(ModernLangultb Teaching) XVI,II:149 -174.

.

. Observations on negation in Hungarian and English, to
appear in At Linguiatica.

, Maria Heller and Katalin E.:Kiss 1977. Experimental
simulation of a document storage-and retrieval system
based sp linguistic clues, SMTL, Jou/mat o6 Unguiotic
CatcuttO 1977/3:5-41. , .

Varadi, TaniAs 1980. Strategies of target'language learner communication:,
Mitsage adjustment, JRAL 1.8:59-72. . '

PART IV

The 3rd phase of the English-Hungarian Contrastive Linguistic Project'
(1982-1984).,

Participants and topics:

Phonology

Kovacs, Janos. Different phonetic transcriptions in the teaching of
English to Hungarians.

Morphology and syntax

Hell, Gybrgy. Comparative Constructions in English Snd Hungarian.

Kepecs,'F. Agnes. The Mod0 Uses of Shutt (gitt:and their Hungarian
Equivalents.

Nyirt, Laszlb. Causative Verbs Formed by Pre- or .Suffixation and Their
Hungarian Equivalents.

Papp, NAndor. The Expression of Future Time in English and Hungarian.'

Stephanides, H. Eva. The Syntax and Semantics of Determination.

Varadi, Tants. Model Auxiliaries in Englith OW their Hungarian Equi-
valents.

Semantics and Lexiography

Heltai, Pal. Motivation in Ehglish and Hungarian Agricultural Terms.
1

RV, Sandor. Problems of English Hungarian language contacts: The
question of isoseManticism.

Sociolinguistic

Kniersa, 'Veronika. A Contrastive Study on Sociolinguistics in English
and, Hungarian.

Andras, taszla and RiltAn Kovecses. An Englith-Hungarian Slang Dictionary.

Pordny, LAsz16. A Contrastive analysis, of English and Hungarian cultural
.'v phenomena'.
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A PLEA FOR CONTRASTIVE PSYCHOLINGUISTICS

Hans W. Dechert.

Ge4amthoehachate KaueL F

0/
In a'recent publica ion Cogititive Nychotogy.and it6.1mpticatioim

John Anderson has Agai taken up the topic of the declarative-procedural .

distinction,41'ready briefly discussed in his perennial book Language,

Hemoky and Thought' in 1976. This time; however, the declarative -pro-

cedural distinction has a central role in his elaborated overview of

cognitive science and.its implications for the study of language. While

the first seven chapters of the book deal with as statistic -.

inforMation", the last eight chapters focus on the processes that use

information. The disctinction between the hnowtedge about Aomethingsor

decianat4ve kiloweedge on one side, and the hnoutedge o6 how to do

aomethiug Orlgoeedunat hnoweedge. not only ditermineS.the-Stuctureof'
A

the book, but is considered by its author .aS the fundamental distinction

in moflern cognitive Science in general: Remarkably enough, those N'Apters

ofthe book dealing with language - covering almost one fourth.of it '-

all fall into the second part, into the domain of procedural knowledge,

Declarative knowledge, according to John Anderson, is knowledge

that can'be easily identified and verbalized; whereas procedural know-

ledge can be, but need not be communicated.. Let me try to give' you

an example of this difference: if you ask me what the square roots of

the numbers 4 or 9 or 16 are, I have no trouble in saying 2 or 3 or 4.

We all have learned in school maky'years ago what the mathematical

concepts "root number" and "square root" mean. We seem to have the
.

declarative knoWledge to deal with a-problem like. that. And, of course,

we know the procedure for solving this problem. However, if you ask

me what the root of the number 3.75 or.26 o'r, 104 is, I must admit that

I am completely lost, since I do not recall the particular procedural

calculation I used to know many years ago., Although the mathematical

problem i,s not different from the one mentioned before in connection

with the square numbers 4 or 9 or 16. My lack of khowledge, however,

does not cause any practical problems any more nowadays, since my.

pocket computer "knows" the necessary procedure and does the-job within
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a second, no matter whether,I feed it with a perfect square or an

,ordinary number. I have the declarative knowledge of the problem,And

can verbalize it - as I am doing at'this moment - my pocket'computer

has the procedural knowledge, but can neither, verbalize the problem ..

nor describe the procedure for solving it.

Or to give you-a linguistic example: Those of you who have been

.
_struggling with word order in German know that the sentence final

position of the verb in subordinate clauses such as in the following

writtep example from H. Halbe's. Introduction into the reader Nycho.:

Lngui4
,

ta (1976):

0 . . .

Die Gesamtenwialung der.madernen Psycholinguistik konhte
man so zusammenfassen: Wahrend die Anfange stark an infor-.'

matjons theoretischen Konaeptionen wtientiOtt waiten und
Sprache'selbst mitsamt ihreh iriternen Gesetzeo wenig
Beachtung hand und dann in einer zweiten Pha'se die Sprach-

psychologen sich plotzlich vallig und allzusehr von der

;bisher vernachlassigten L,inguistik bez.Ummen tie.54en,

indem sie phne Skrupe das Chomskysche, weitgehend intuitiv
errichtete-Modell'der Sprtchkompetenz des,'idea)en Sprechers/

Wirers' auch als Perfornlanzmodell zugunde tegten, zeichnet
sich etwa gegen Ende der 6der Jahre eine Neubesinnung ab,
die als eine allmahliche L6Sung aus dem Banne der Chomskyschen
Sprachteorie und der seiner-Nachfglger bezeichnet ureAden harm,

you know that.this rule of verb final position is one of the easiest

ta understand- declaratively -, but one of the hardest to generate

- prpcedurally - even affong'the most competent non-native speakers of

German. Why is this so? There is obviOusly-a tremendous difference

between knowledge-about a language and knowledge how to process a
4,..

language. Of course, when we learn our, primary language we "just" -

learn the procedures by listening and by_ using them and we know how

to use them without knowing what are doing: And,

t

ONcpursei the

main problem in learning a.seconilanguage results from the implicit

procedural knowledge of how we process our first language and the

necessity of learning the rules.::01 the, second language declaratively,

if this learning of the second languttikes place in a.tutored con-

text. In an untutored context,.the procedural knowledge of the first
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languagenatUrally is SOplieeand 'used over and over again while,we

are hypothetically grasping the procedures of the second language. There"

is, of course lots of procedural transfer that-helps, and lots of .pro-

cedural' interference that disturbs, as everyone knows who has ever

looked at natural speech data, whatever Dulay and Burt may have said

about this.

Quite a similar Njew has been expressed recently by Charles fillmore

in his article On Huency (1979:06):

4

' l.would like to begin my remarks by saying something

abouthow questions of language variation sometimes get
formulated within theoretical linguistics (...). Qut of
the complex of language behaviOr, the linguist chooses
as'his main object the study of pkoductg of that behavior -

that'is, the utterances, the texts produced by the speakers.:.
In fact, the creation of the discipline of scientific
linguistics beganwith the invention and elaboration'of
notations and descriptive frameworks for language ooducts.
(...) It has become necessary (!..) therefore to propose.

.

and idealization.by which a sp3aker's knowledge itlif the
. form and of the rulesof his language is distinguished
fromihis use of that knowledge in the pkocw; oti speaking.
(...) The study of tanguage use, then requires considera-..

tion of.the.speaker's memoritl access to the rules and'
forms he is taken as knowing, the pucessing stAategies
he follows.(...) and so on.

For some years now the assessment of and search for those 0oCedural

strategies, mentioned by Fillmore and Anderson, through the analysis

'of .temporal variable's and speech errors has been the mainobject of

the Kassel Psycho- and Pragmalinguistic.Research Project.

ThecoMparison of first and second language procelsingstrategies

on various production levels and between various languages (English

French, German) has led us, as it has led Kari Sajavaarvand Jaakko

Lehtonen, to propose a special field. of contrastive studies, which we

have called Contrastive Psycholinguistics.'

.Instead of giving you a detailed review of various aspects and°

results of Our previous reseach, some of which you know from the

Vterature anyhow; let me gyve you as an example a short report of-a

study we have just.fi ed and which has not been published yet.

'One part Oscan ticle on ".Understanding and.Summarizing Brief
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Stories" by David L. Rumelhart (1977) is dev ea o A summary experiment

made in the University of California It San.014:1n"the early seventies.

This experiment was based on a schema- oriiiodaRTodel of story

comprehension. "A .schema, according to qumelharyOliis context, is
.

an abstract IrepresentatioA of a generic conceptt'41youi case: a concept

of the basic; structure and constituents of a storIV.:,S'uch a story schema

has various levels differing from each`other in thXdegree of de.tail.

Comprehending a story is identical with the process OY0apctiN a

general conceptual schema of stories to account for thecontr4te reali-

zation of the particular story to be Understood, Story igeMata, at

least in closely reldted narrative traditions, have similar basic

constituents: episodes, that follow a Tfy, a Cause and. an ptitcOMe

.structure, for instance.
,\

To prdduce Summaries of stories essentially means to f0114W'tlle

underlying story schemata with fewer Words,and yet fully con*O.

the "gist" of the story. .0ne of Rumelhart's basic asSumptions".is:the

-.tree structure of story schemata ,f ie., the notion of,different levOs.

of story-structOre. The theoretically possible various levels ofd. .A

summarization of a story; their degree of abstraction and completeneS

in terms of propositional statements of the original, are the basis:

for the evaluation of their quality.

The shortest of the four stories in RumblharCs experiMent is

The Dag and His Shadow

In its propositional structure it reads like this:

(01) It happened that a dog"had got a piece of meat

(02) and was carrying it home in his mouth to eat.

(03) Now, on his way.home he had to cross a plank

lying across a running brook.

(04) As he crossed,

(05) he looked down

(06) and saw his own shadow reflectedein the water beneath.

(07) Thinking it was another dog with another piece of meat,

(08) he made up his mind to have that also.

(09) So he made a snap at the shadow.

(10)%but as he opened his mouth

(11) the piece of meat f011 out, .

(12) dropped into the water,

(13) and was never seen more,
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Diagram 1. 'Structure of the story (Rumelhhrt 1977:283).
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An abstr4it 0- Level summary, according to Rumelhart's

look like-this:

A dog crossed a brook. As a result; he saw the

some meat he had in his mouth and thought it was

snapped at the reflected meat. The meat he had

A fell into the brook.

Five students in Rumelhart's experiment gave 0 -level summaries of that

type, the other five students gave level 2 (more detailed summaries).

This short example may suffice to.illustrate the kind of material

and task in this experiment. The overall analysis of all the.data in

Rumelhar0s.experiment demonstrates: In general the prediCtions, based

on the theoretical schema model of summarizing were confirmed, The

various minor deviations were mainly iliosyncratla. The ten Native

speakers`of English in the experiment, :in other words, proved to be

able to summarize the four brief stories in a predictable way according

to the aforementioned model of story comprehension with certain indivi-

dual differences in levelling and phrasing.

Our hypothesis as to the non-native summaries of English stories

by advanced. German speakers of English is based tn the assumption that

on the schema level of story processing within closely related narrative

traditions our students would show the same results as the native

speakers.

C.FALL(M.III Sy

(1).)1)

model, could

reflectiOn 'of

real. He

in Kis:Mouth

O
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This hypothesjs, however'plausible it may seem, contrasts sharply

with an investigation. by Long and Harding:Eseh. These researchers in

their investigation of."Summary and.Recall of Text in First and Second

Languages" have found that, according to the second-tanguagg de6icit,

people generally perform the same.task less. well in a second. language

han in their first. Long and Harding-Esch's subjects, English students

learning French and Frenc(ruden,6 learning English,, showed more

problems in written summaries and recalls of orally presented texts

than one would have expected taking into account their general communi-

cative proficiency (Long and Harding-Esch 1978).

In their experiente ten native speakers of Englis'h learning French

4 and ten native speakers of. French learning English
)
had to Summarize

a tenlhinute long.orally.presehted speech in their primary and a ten-

minute long speech in their secondary languages. The speeches in both

languages dealt with complicated topics. With the help of a rather

complek evaluation systeM Long and Harding-Esch discovered considerable'

qualitative differences between the native and non- native summaries;
%.

a result which acthally verified their concept of the ."second-language

deficit". In out replication of the Rumelhart experiment we tried for

do everything to follow his design, method of data collection.and

evaluatipn as close)y as possible. The only .remarkably difference was

that we had almost twice as pny subjectsas Ruthelhart (18 instead of

10) and that our subjects were non - native speakers of English. The

personal data we collected'ghowed in addition that our subjects compared

with each other had very similar learning histories as to their acquisi-

tion of English, that.they had spent very little or no time inan

English- speaking country, and'that they had very little prior experience

in summarising stories lb English. 'Unfortunately we.were not able to

.recruit an equal number of female and male students: 14 of the 18

subjects were girls.

To. give you just, one example of what the summaries of our subjetts

lobked like, let me quote the summary of the Dog story of subject 15:

The Dog and His Shadow

A dog had got a piece ormeat. On his way home, he had

Ao.cross:a little bridge.. Suddenly he saw his own shadow

reflected in the waterdioo, he snapped sit it. But the

meat, which he was carrying in his mouth, fell into the

wate.

1.16
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Diagram 2. Structure of level-2-sumilary (according to Rumelhart 1917:283)
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In this context I would. like. to remind you that150% of Rumelharts

students also produced a level 2 summary of this story.

The various timesused to summarize each of the fpur stories by

each of the 18 subjects were carefully checked as well as. the total

time taken for the whole experiment by each.subject. A careful analysis

of the temporal variables involved discloses large individual diffe-
,

rences and variatiops between the individual stories:

On the basis Of the assumption, inferred from Rumelhant's.experi-

ment, that each individual subject, no matter whether he speaks English.

as his first or second language, uses hit- indi.vidual. level of summarizing,
tS

a comparison and statistjcar anaJysis between all summaries on the same

levels chosen by the sub)ects'was undertaken. This kind of analysis

of the Amer4can and German Dog story. data, for instance, was baied on

all level'2'Ommaries.

None of these very.elaborate comparisons showed any statistically

significant differences between the American :Subjects and our students.

There were also no statistically significant differences in the Addi-

tions made.

The result.of our replication.of Rumel6Ws experiment of the

comprehension and summarization of four brief stories inpEnglish by

113'Eerman students, in other words, Is simply this: 'there 'were no

remarkable differences between them, that,is.to say: the German subjects

did as Well as the American subjects. Or 0,0A :if differently: the ,

knowledge to' summarize, brief stories does not suffer from a learner's
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second 'language deficit, us Long and Harding-Esch have found, but rather'

profits from a processing strategy that is procedurally known from.

one's Ll and may be easilytranslerr'ed (or, actiVated) in one's L2. Or

to state it differently: narrative schemata in related cultures are

procedural devices which are attivated and used in more than one

language. One who knows how to 'Ml a'story in Genic,, lutws how to

tell a story in Oglish.(as far as the g eral processing strategy of

story telling is concerned) and one who can s arize a text in his

first lAnguage surely can do the same thing in s second language.

Contrastive Psycholinguistics,.less interested in the products

of first and second languages than Contrastive Linguistics is, seeks

."'to investigate the.underlying puces6e6 of perception and production.
te

What we should be looking at in our attempt to ipentify language learners'.

problems is not so much the different linguistic systems the learner

is strugOing,against, but the one information processing system he
.

has and the procedures he. uses to
4

deal with his 'linguistic in- and

output. Some of theseprocedures. such as summarizing brief stories'

are definitely applied across languages; others must be modified in

the process of learning a language. At present, I admit, we do not

know very much about this. But thertcan.te nq doubt that we ought

to know - and that we are able to knoW much more about how languages

are proces5ecLin human beings.

4
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LANGUAGE VARIATION AND THE DEATH OF LANGUAGE TEACHING

C.J. Brumfit

Univeius.ilty o6 London.

It would be foolish, if interesting, to argue that our attitudes

to ling4istic variation will lead to the, death of the language teaching

profession, but it is a'great deal less foolish to argue that teaching,
.

in the; sense of imparting knowledge; cannot survive the recognition

that linguistic systems are fluid and flexible, rather than idealised

and static. I wish to argue that there has been a genuine paradigm shift

in language teaching, the impact of whiCh is only beginning to be felt.

This is a shif,t away froM the notion that a language can be perceived

by learners as a fixed system to an emphasis:on its negotiability in
I.

a social context. Learnersare no longer learning basic sentences to
.

establish the fundiNental patterns of the language (Prendergast 1872),

but they are learning flow to mean (yalliday 1975).
.

As with any majcir shift of emphasis, thert have been contributory
.

factors from a variety:ofsources.to this one. Particularly, methodolo-

gists in both mother tongue and foreign.language teaching have responded

both to the eXperience orclassroom practice and to the shifts of emphasis
1)

,i .

n linguistic theory of the past few decades. It is clear from Prendergast's

°
.writings a hundred years ago that statements about jentence patterns

reflect not simply a methodological principle, but also a view of what

. knowledge of a language consists of - and this-is, of course a view which
.

wasmuch more understandable in the shadow of the classical tradition
.

of teaching dead languages mainly through their literature, and in'ttie

absence of recording devices to reify, if not stabilise; spoken linguis-

tic data. But mother. tongue methodologists like Barnes and Britton
. .

(Barnes, Britton and Rosen1069) and foreign language methodologists

like Allwright (1977) and JohnsonA1979) have increasingly insisted

on the need forlearners to create language for themselves through

interaction with other speakers. In part this approach derives from

the work of Vygotsky (1962) and other,Sovi't psychologists, in part $

,from a pragmatic response to classroom practices, in part from'an in-

creased sensitivity to the languages an

W
lects of hiVierto under-

111

valued groups, and in part to philosoph and anthropological tradi- -,
..,-
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tions reflected in the work of Austin (1962 and Searle (1969), on the

one hand, and Hymes (1971) and Labov (1972), on the' other;...

But this is'.not precisely the shift simply from grammatical con-
.,

cerns to functional 'ones, for it arises out 4f methodology rather than

linguistic description and has been as much influenced by people right

outside linguistics or applied linguistics as it has by those inside.

How has it core about? . /

The standard approach to linguistic description involves a pro-

cess of idealiihion of raw data which has been succinctly described '

by Lyons (1972). Onguistic formsarespgularised and standardised so

that variation between speakers or between the samedspeaker on one

6gcasion opposed to 'another are eliminated. There are.r.4cognised pro-

cedures for ensuring consistency in the construction of a grammar of

a language. And of course such idealisation is essential .if descrip-

tion is to be approached, inia principled way at all. For the purposes

of description this, or a series of analogous procedures% is unavoid-.

able.

But description of a language cannot be identified with learning

a language, nor with teaching'it. Indeed, descriptiv&devices may

create teaching methods which'are actually inappropriate. The heavy

emphasis in pronunciation teaching on minimal pair practice,Ind the

consequent emphasis in segmental rather than suprasegmental features,

seems to reflect the techniques and sequencing of desCriptive phonetics

rather than the priorities of many teaching situations. But even more

serious, too strong a concern for the, techniques of description may

create a paradigm which inhibits development not only in, areas where

.science can be applied, but within science itself.,

Out of dissatisfaction with the concept of an, idealised, static

model two independent traditions have developedt'On the one hand there

has been the attempt to specify variable rules, to reformulate compe-

tence as communicative Competence and to,specify.the 'rules of use

3 without which the rules of grammar would be useless' (Hynes 1971:15).

This has been essentially an attempt to expand ?the descriptive model,

and has led to various descriptive procedures being adapted to language

teaching. Notions and functions (van.Ek 1976;,WillOns..1976), needs

analyses specified in various ways polunby 1978), and,protedural sylla-

. buses (Candlin and Breen 198 ) are all illustrations of dris trend.

On the other hand, the method() gical tradition referred to earlier

has developed, in part going back to NeWmark (1966), and,produced:.
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teaching which allRws students much greater freedom of manoeuvre than

was customary in de past, or which alterrAtiVely ignores linguistic

grading altogether (Prabhu and Carroll 1989). Insofar as the descip-

tive model has been appljed to the.classrobm,.the integrity of language

teaching has remained inviolate,; but insofar as the methodological model

has been influential, language teaching has been replaced by language

learning, facilitated by teachers, or - more recently -.by an insistence

on a distinction between learning and 'acquisition (Krashen 1981), Dis-

, tussion of this distinction is often rather confused,, but essentially

acquisition is held to be unconscious, natural and effective,'while

learning is held to be conscious,. unnatural ant] less effective. 'Teaching'

is seen as the obveile of 'learning', and a new role has to be found.

for those who organise classrooms. They now become facilitators of . ,

acquisition.

There is a lot of cant.in the diicussion of new,terms for the

varibd functions of teachers, and much discussion in language teaching

circles displays unfortunate ignorance of such basic educational philo-

sophical positions as De*ey's flearfting by doing' (Dewey 1916), let

alone of the 'work of earlier language teaching theorists. Nonetheless,'

there have been changes in he role of the teacher which have impinged

on the classroom through morerecent movements. FroM Freire (1971) comes

the notion of teacher as agitator, with an'insistence on language acti-

vity.as being dependent on response to people's deepest, social needs,

with implications for political activity. From other sources (Curran

1976 among others) there is a demand for the teacher as participant in

a therapeutic process, in which the teacher requires the, teaching as . .

desperately as the. learner requires the learning. More directly thera-

peutic models, mainly thrOugh the ideas of Rogers (1969) and,the.en-.

counter group movement, can be seen to Underlie 'humanistiO approaches

to language teaching, most particularly in the.work.of Moskowitz (1978).

Various other approaches to language teaching such as Lozanov's,

Suggestopaedia (1978) and Gattegno's Silent Way (197U have been

rather confusingly grouped with thehumanistic movement', most influen-

tially through their juxtaposition in Stevick's dikussions (1976, 1980).

They share a-concerri. tobi'eak traditional language teaching moulds,

but Lozanov's work isVsentiallY an application of a particular learning

theory,'while Gattegno's works backwards from a pragmatic and personal'

approach to language, learning. The justification for grouping all these

together relies.mainly on their explicit concern for what learners'
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'themselves bring to the learning,process. This, however, is not uniquely

the prerogative of humanistic theorists, but a recurrent theme of

educational discussion. Moskowitz's comment (1978:11) that 'tradition-

ally.education pours content into the student. Affective education

draws it out of the student' is simply a paraphrase of aliche of

traditional educational discourse. Altogether, though, the emphasis

on individual learner creativity has been a beneficial reaction against

the potential aridities of pure audiolingualism. The specific methods

°produced, though, do indicate a paradox, for the more allegedly studentl..

centred the procedure, the more' firmly established seem to be the ,,'

rules for teachers to- observe. Gattegno, Lozanov, and Curran-lAe.all

found schools of followers who seem intolerant of departures from the

basic patterns of behaviour laid doWhfor teachers, and students. It

is by no means clear that adoption of humanistic procedures wil.hfree 4 .

more than it binds. The method intrudes, even if the teacher does not.

The source of the general difficulty to which all of these various

answers have been addressed is the perceived relationship between

teaching and learning. There are crucial differences between the two

processes which make il.impossible to conceive of one as simply the

obverse of the other. It is probably most helpful to show these in a

chart, .... _

Teaching Leakninlg,

1. Causative by'intention. May occur willingly or unwillingly.

2. Linear: it takes place In May be linear of holistic.

real time'.

3. Can be planned. Cannot'be planned.

C.. The product of conscious . ? usually not.

-.:-effort.

5: Based on a syllabus. Not based on a syllabus.

Testable in principle . Only the results can be tested,

because it tan be observed not the process. .

by 'experts' hence.

7. -Experts can be produced: Experts cannot' be produced.

a prafestion.

8. Administratively constrained. Not constrained.

9. Effectiveness cannot be Effectiveness can be measured

measured. by results.'

Essentially these 'difftrences result from t4.kfact that teaching is

overt and public, while learning is covert. and private. Of course

learning can take placOn,dpublic place, but teaching is the perfor-.-
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mance of certain rituals, *hile learning is theeffective acquisition

of some knowledge or ability. What, then, is the role of teaching An

the process of learning?

If we think of teaching as being primarily about ava.i.eabitity,

and learning as about effective intertnatizatlbn, this may clarify our

discussion of methodology somewhat. The teacher, through presentation

of. language - that is through the implementation of a pedagogic syllabus,

and, through the process Of correction, is aiming to make available to

thel.student the.tokenSOf the language through which the student can

construct a viable dialect for use. The process of teaching is thus

analogous to presenting a student with a dictionary or grammar book.

Even traditional accuracy-based teaching procedure s - drilling, written

Slot-filling exercises, etc.- are not'about learning to operate the

language, but only about making available for potential use. The

learning occurs'in the process Of using, and particularly in the process

of improvisation with tokens of the language which have been presented'

through teaching or other means ofekposure. The native speaker picks

up tokens by the process of living with other native speakers (Halliday

1975), and out of them constructs a viable, negotiable currency for the

achievement.of personal aims. The non-native speaker has to have an

alternative, and more artificial means of-exposure'to the tokens, but

the construction of the currency must be a sociataa, and it is the

construction that is the learning,. not.the simple acquisition of un-'

negotiable tokens. The act of teaching is a prelude to the act of

learning, but it will not lead to learning if opportunities for teaching-

free language workdo. not occur. For part'of the time at least the

. teacher must cease teaching and simply become a participant in a linguis-

tic :.community.
\

All.this is speculative, and ps ogidallykviague as to be

Unhelpful...HOweverp_We are.not eng psychological discussion

but.a methodological. one. An attempt stinguish teaching from learning

in this way enablesus to remain consistent with theintuitiens of

many experienced teacher! about how:they operate in language classes,

provides a partial explanation for the attraction of methodological

solutions to the problem of language variation,, accords with a functioma-.

list approach to language acquisition, and gives tealnee teachers a

rule of.thumb to operate, for they can classify the work they do as

accuracy-based or 'fluency (ie. learning)-based. The death of teaching

need net imply the death of the teacher.
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It may be objected, 'though, that a methodological.discussion such

as this has value in educational circles but very little relevance to

applications of linguistics: I think this would be a mistaken vieW.

For one thing the evidence of the cthsroom is evidence from one of
.

the few relatively natural settings in which language is the 'chief..

justification for the interaction, so that a description of language

musty take into account any difficulties confronted by classroom prac-

titioners. For another, teachers are, among other things, users of

linguistic descriptions, and the limitations of descriptions in the

classroom proyide useful evidence for their efficiency in relation to

language acquisition and use. If the problem-based perspective of

teaching leads us to demand that language for. learning should be

closely related to the feelings, ambitions and deSires of learners,

this is important evidence of an aspect of language variation which

has hitherto been little studied. Only through discussions such.as

this, couched in the terms of other interests than description can

linguistics retain its relationship with language; rather than with

a reification and idealization of its own invention. It is true that

teaching is not description, but it needs the descriptions einguists,

and' linguists, the problems of teachers as part,-of their data.

Both' linguistics and language teaching-have.to come to terms with

language variation. Language variation has led to the modification of

language teaching; let us hope that that development will assist the

development of linguistics.

v.
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. GRAMMATICAL MODELS AND CONTRASTIVE' ANALYSIS

Olga Migeska Tomit

Animuity 4(ircit Metodie

S40Pfe.

One of the major dilemmas of the contrastive linguist has been

whether (a) to base hit.analysis on one of the existing linguistic

models, and if so on which, (b) to construct and 'work with a new

"typically'contrastive" model, or else.(c) describe and contrast

different linguistic aspects within' different frameworks.. iThe decision

betwden,alternatives (a) and (b), on the one hand and alternative lc), ;

on.the other, depends on the obi tives of the analysis, on whether it

aims at solving some theoretical qiies ions or else its-purpdteis

applicaive. Theoretically geared analyses have to be based on soundly

defined models, they can never be eclectic. When contrasting fOr-

immediate application one can, however, pick and choose from a variety.,

of models. As for the choice between any of the possibilities of alter-

native (a) selection of one of the existing models and alternative (b)
.

construction of a new model, it depends on the analyst's judgement about

the model/data relationship. The decision to work.within one of the

existing frameworks or construct a new one is not or should not be
.

e
influenced by the.fact that more than one language is described.

. Cola restive analyses are assumed to be conducted along the hori,-

11
zontal pensions, necessarily involved in comparingan element or a

class of elements in iwith an equiyalent element or class-of elements.

in L2 and/or vice ve4,6a. Nevertheless, this comparis*can'take place

only if and when.L1 and L2,are adequately described, where adequately

implies within .the same model. As a rule, the contrastive. linguist

does not find such descriptions; he chooses a description of. one of
.

the languages to be contrasted and describes the other langdagg'within

the framework of this description. Whether and to what an extent such,.

a description'is creative might.be a subject for discussion. We might.

imagine a situation where the output of the rules of a given language.

is simply translated into another language. It is, however, most often

the case that the algorithms are modified (more,or less radically') and

the description of the second of.thetwo languages to be'contrasted

(it may be. Ll or L2) has a.feedhack on the model ttself.'When the

9
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language happens not to have been described within any version of the

models of modern linguistics, this feedback is substantial. The

contrastivists engaged in the Serbo-Croatian - English Contrastive Project,

for example, have been gradually building up formal grammars .of Serbo-

Crbatian (within different frameworks, though, since no unique model

4 has a priori been adopted). -But even when both Cl and. L2 have been

described within the same version of the same.model, the contrastivist

has to modify existing rules or add new.ones and thus become engaged

in work along the vertical' dimension of-the realization of a universal

category in Ll and/or L2. This not only blurs the distinction between

the so-called theoretical and applied contrastive linguistics but also

questions the justification of setting up specifically contrastive

grammars.

The essentials of generative grammar, ie. the universal base

hypothesis, the underlying/urface structure distinction and the

explicit description of language reality, satisfy beautifully the

needs of contrastive linguistics. The universal base hypothesis, the

assumption that, at an abstract level, all languages are alike, proyides

a sound textium compaAattoniz. The underlying/surface structure

distinction sets off the universal from the language particular.

The explicit derivation makes it possible to define precisely the

similarities ay the differences. Of course, not all generative models

may suit the needs of a contrastivist equally well. Objectively or

subjectively, the individual analyst may find one model more suitable

than the other. He may feel it necessary to modify a given framework

or even construct a neW one. But the only possible specific charac-

teristic of this novice would be that it is "specifically appropriate"

for contrastive analyses. Thl characteristth is, however, very

.subjective. .What is appropriate for some may not be appropriate for

others, When Other contrastive linguists are faced with the problem

1
choosing a model to work with, they evaluate the "contrastive model"

along with allothers.

Whether we choose one of the existing models or construct a new,

specifically "contrastive" one: we work without the realm of contrasting

proper. The theory may be built up in ab4tAar...to for a language X and

then applied to languages A and B. Alternatively, and more frqiuently,'

it may come Out through the description of language A and then be

used for the description 1f language 6. In either case; one is en-

gaged in both theory builang and .description, When we start from X,
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we first lay out the theory, which might be, and often has been, called

universal; then, on the basis of this theory, we go on to describe the

individual languages. In this case we might go along with Pit Corder

(1973) and refer to the latter description as the first application

of'a given theory. When we start from language A and build up theory

X while describing this languagd, we subsequently apply the thebry to

the description of language B. Then it is impossible to set a clear

boundary between language theory and language description since there

is .a permanent intersection between A and X.

One cannot say that the distinction between theory and description

is very clear even when we start from X and move to A and B, since every

description' brings about a modification of the theory, We are certainly

justified in distinguishing between theory building and first order

application of this theory for language description, during which the

theory"is rigorously tested against the realities of the language(s).

it aims to account for. This distinction, however, does not always

set off an abstract theory X from individual language descriptions A

and/or B. Very often we have the case of theorybuilding while de-

scrtbing language A. Thus, we can speak of first order application

when applying a given theory to the description of a language, whether

it.is built in ab4taacto or while describing language Q. Of course,

this application may have, and often doe'!' have, theoretical reflexep,

which incur modifications of the theory applied. Yet, it is distinct

from theory building. It is also distinct from all applications which

fall under the heading of applied linguistics, such as those in psycho-

linguistics, sociolinguistics, neurolinguistics, computational linguis-

. tics, or contrastive linguistics. Many of these applications occur at

the interface between linguistics and some other area and thus combine

the intersects of two disciplines. With contrastive linguistics this

is not the case. It is concerned with the problem of how a system or

a category, realised in language A as X, is rendered in language B.

Whereas the relationship of language'description, which relates a .

universal category to individual languages, is vertical, the relation-
,

ship of contrast, which relates the descriptions of each two languages,

is horizontal.

All major grammatical models have been created in close adherence

to descriptions of certain individual languages and the contrastivist

is factd with the problem of describing language B by using a model

on the basis of which language A has already been described. This part
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. .

of his job, however, is not part of contrastive linguistics. He is

Merely accomplishing a task the results of which are a prerequisite for

contrasting. Thus, rather than distinguishing,'along with Fisiak

(1981), between theoretical contrastive linguistics, which looks for

the realization of a universal category X in languages A and B, and

applied contrastivg linguistics, which, drawing.on the findings of

theoretical contrastive linguistics, provides a.framework for compa-

rison of languages, we should consider the work involved in describing

a system or a category according to a given theory as part of linguis-

tics pen be and qualify as falling within contrastive linguistics only

that section of our work which is concerned with contrasting proper.

Thus, model building (whether in the relation X to Aand X to.8 or

in the relation A to X ant then to B, and *ether for language de-

scription or contrasting) falls outside the realm of contrastive,;.:

linguistics and so does language description. Contrastive lingditties,

relates individual language systems or language categories which are

already described on the basis of a given (same) model.

The contrasting is done for specific purposes: teaching, bilingual

analysis, translation, to name only a few. Most often, however, the

purpose is not taken a wawa into consideration. And it should not

be. The criticisms that contrastive linguistics has been made for

language teaching but does not have adequate application. in it has

resulted from the failure to see the difference between contrastive

linguistics and its application. While contrastive linguistics is

an applied linguistic discipline which. uses the results or theoretical .

and/or descriptive linguistics, its apPlication to teaching is an

interface between contrasting and various concerns with the total

language teaching Situation, some parts of which may be dealt with in

a scientific orquasi-scientific way while others are more humanistic

and view teaching as an art as well as an application of some theory.

In addition to its application in teaching, contrastive linguistics
-.-

may have various other applications, such as translat4on, bilingual' ;

analysis, lexicography... When embarking upon these applications, the

"analyst selects from the findings of contrastive linguistics the

'elements which are necessary for a certain, specific Purpose. The

criteria for the selection are all set. by the purpos'e, and no unity

of model is a plaoti presupposed. Whereas descriptive and contrastive

linguists have to operate within one particular language model, peda.-

gogically oriented linguists can. operate,mithin a range of
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descriptions; For-pedagogical purposes, Me can select, from a variety

of prammars which reflect a variety of theories; different language

theories pffering equally useful insights into the language from a

teaching point of view. From'this fact one should not conclude that

the linguists who select aspects of contrastive linguistics for'peda-

gogical purposes have greater freedom than the descriptivists or the

contrastivists. A pedagogical grammar"will be judged from at least

two points of view: according to its representation of.the language

under consideration and according to, its suitability to fulfill the

particular pedagogical objectives which it aims to fulfill, The

writer of a pedagogical grammar will have to select from a contrastive

graMmar the amount of information which students of a certain age and

with a certain educational and linguistic background can digest. In

doing this, he would have to draw upon other applied linguistic dis-

ciplines, in particular upon psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics and

their various offshoots. He would have to take into account-not only

the differences and similarities between the native language of the

learners and the target language or the probable areas of difficulty

but also the psychological processes involved in learning a foreign

language and the ways in which a language used in society as
4

as the varieties and modes of a given language, which are to be

scribed and taught.

Our considerations so far lead to changes in the pure/impure (ie.

applied) labels of' individual linguistic tasks. All the tasks that

have to be done before one embarks upon contrasting proper fall within

the realm of pure linguistics, Some of them (the ones involved in

model building are theoretical, others are required for the descrip-

tions of individual languages. The boundary between theoretical and

descriptive tasks is not clearlirset. As was said 'above, whether we

first build up a model in abhtucto and then proceed to describe indi-

vidual languages on the basis of this description or else we model while

describing a language A and then apply this model to the description of

language B, we have always feedbacks from the description to the model.

Yet, in any case'we remain within the boundaries of linguistic'proper.

When contrasting, we cross these boundaries and start to swim in applied

waters. Contrastive linguistics, along with psycholinguistics, socio-

linguistics, computational linguistics, etc.. is an applied linguistics

discipline. As such ithat an autonomous status, though not without

considerations of possible furttkr applications. But these applications
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involve further processing.

When it first came into being, the term "applied linguistics"

referred to the application of linguistics in the field of language

teaching,or language pedagogy (the latter term might be.more suitable

since-iticovers not only the actual teaching but also all the tasks

catering to it, such as writing pedagogical grammars or course planning.)

Nowadays, language pedagogy is a discipline whiCh processes further

the results of other applied linguistic sciences; it'is an applied

linguistic discipline once removed or an applied applied linguistic

discipline. When it uses the findings of contrastive linguistics,

language pedagogy has been referred to as pedagogical contrastive

linguistics. When it uses the findings of sociolinguistics or psycho-

linguistics, it has been called pedagogical sociolinguistics and peda-

gogical psycholinguistics, respectively.. Since each of the applied

linguistic disciplines can interrelate with quite a number of other

disciplines, even subdisciplines such as "pedagogical contrastive.

sociolinguistics" have emerged (see Janick 1981). Is all this taxonomy

necessary?

We can make a good use of studies which contrast the findings of

sociolinguistic studies. of individual languages; they ar6.to offer

information about the influence.of the variation in any two languages

upon the language contact or about the appropriatenesS of use o

various registers in individual speaking situations. Contrasts of

individual psycholinguistic.data, such as attitudinal. or emotive

variables in the language source and language target, would also be

beneficial. Nevertheless, it does not seem necessary to set off

clearly defined sub- sub- sub-...disciplines.

In the heyday of generative transformational grammar, linguistics :

was singled,out as a super science, which catered only for the compe-

tence side of language. Lately linguists have become increasingly

aware that psycholinguistics and especially sociolinguistic parameters

have to *included in the language model if the latter is to become

a doh representation of language reality. Universal grammars are no

longer built through projection of grammars of individual languages;

the data offered by contrastive linguistics are becoming a necessary I

prerequisite for linguistic generalizations. And even if we remain,

within the boundaries of applied linguistics, there is so much give

and take between the disciplines that any attempt to precisely define ,

and label possible intersections would lead to proliferated taxonomies,
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which yet would not be veAbatimrepresentations.of all the differpnt

_contributions.

The only felasible and indispensable divisions we could do are

those between pure and applied linguistics, on the one hand (though

what is pure is again questionable), and between both of these vi.6-0.-v4.4

all possible practical uses which require processings of any of the pure

ofapplied linguistic disciplines, on the other. Thus, while model

building and all possible descriptions on the basis of given models

would fall within pure linguistics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics,
.

/ theory of translation, contrastive linguistics and error analysis, among

others, could be listed as applied linguistic disciplines. Foreign

language teaching or translation make use of the findings of descriptive

linguistics as well as contrastive linguistics; error aRalysts, psycho-

linguistics and sociolinguistics (the list is not exhaustive). The

contributions of each of these are so interwoven and the influenCes are

so complex that any attempt at pinpointing is futile. Our recent

awareness of the fact that the findings of the applied linguistics dis-

ciplines need further processing. before they are used for specific

purposes should not lead to making lists of complex subdisciplines which

strive to represent transparently all possible contributions. Modern

navigation uses the results of so many sciences without even attempting

to physically represent them in anew transparent title. Language

pedagogy could, likewise, avail of all the bedefits of the purse and

applied linguistics sciences without having to delimit their spheres

'of influence. Interdisciplinariness is a must of the modern age which,

can be and is present without being transparent.
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APPLIED CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS: IN SEARCH OF A

FRAMEWORK

8.'
. Jerzy Rubach

Un4vooLty u6 Wanzaw

INTRODUCTION

The problems besetting theoretical contrastive linguistics- are

in great dart reflected in applied contrastive lingUistics. This is

not surprising since the mutual dependence of these two fields of

study can hardly be doupted. It suffices.to look at the course of

development-of the Polish Contrastive Projeet1 to see that theoretical

studies as a rule precede applied linguistic research. The latter

draws on the ormer and this relationship seems to be.perfectly

natural. Thus,. for eomple,'studies of language interference are

always couched 'in some.more general theoretical framework and the

results of these studies depend heavily on° the kind of framework ifl

.which they are.carried out
2

.

,..This Projett has been ontinuing,for the past eleven years. It. has
produced much research ich has been published in a series of
volumes edited by Ji. Iak and entitled Papeta and Studio in
Contu.ktive Lingtazi , cf. Fisiak (973) for the first volume.

2
One should draw an obvioUS-'distinction between linguistic studies
of an applied nature.and'practical teaching methods. Thus, for
instance, the teaching of [uw] as in .two, move, boot, etc. to
Polish learners of English may be made much easier by pointing-'
out to'the learner that-the English ward do (or some such, word)
is pronounced in virtually the same way as.the Polish word af
'hole' [duw] (with the exception of,theiEastern dialect of Polish

,WheFet,is a dark t rather than a semivowel). The two words differ
in their consonants (no partial devoicing in Polish) but the
syllable nuclei are perfectly comparable both phonemically and

P phonetically. Such teaching tricks are simply instances of
translating certain findings of a theoretical nature into language
which is comprehensible from the point of view. of a learner
who is not a linguist. Some such procedure is obviously required

also for the implementation of the results which emerge from the
study of phonological interference analysed later in this paper.
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This paper sets. out to illustrate how the results that are relipvant

for applied linguistics differ dependipgon the theoretiCal framework

in which the analysis is made. Further, we shall try to discover which

of the frameworks considered in this paper is able to arrive at the

most useful conclusions from the point of view of applied linguistics

aud, specifically,. from the point of view of teaching English as a

foreign language. The search for a framework is illustrated by an

analysis of vaKious facts from phonological interference. Polish is

taken as the native language While British English (Received Pronunciation)

is assumed to be the target language for most ofthe examples which we

shall consider.

.

THE PHONEMIC FRAMEWORK
.

Let us assume for the moment that we are working within the

framework of American distributional phonemics of the 1950's. Weinreich
qr

(1953) is a classic example of a phonemic approach to phonol ogical

interference.

Weinreich distinguishes four basic types of 'phonic interference:

(i) under - differentiation of phonemes;

(ii) over-differentiation of phonemes;

(iii) reinterpretation of distinctions; and

(iv) phone substitution (Weinreich'1953:18-19).

He observes that types (ii) and (iii) "might not warrant being termed

interference at all" (1953:19).

Type (ii), over-differentiation of phonemes, is basically a purely

theoretical construct. It refers to those cases where allophones 'of

the target language are treated as'if they were phonemes by speakers

of the native language. This is due to the fact that the native language

has a richer system of phonemic distinctions than'the target language.

While such phonemization of allophones is interesting frbm the poin

of vii* of the structure of phonemic systems, there is little that

it has in common with actual, performance oh the part of language

learners.

Type (iii), reinterpretation of distinctions, may also have little

significance for practically oriented studies of interference. It is

claimed that native speakers reinterpret redundant features of the

target language as parameters which are phonethically relevant.
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4. 4.

This has obvious consequences for the classification of phonemes but
1

1

little importance for performance in the foreign language.

Attention should:be drawn to Winreich's types (`i) and (iv) of

phonic interference-as these are directly relevant to any analysis.

'which sets Ina to- predict mistakes in the pronunciation of a foreign

language,.

Type (i), under-differentiation .of phonemes, is best illustrated

by comparing the system:of front and central vowels of English in the

perceptual area of the Polish /c/ phoneme3. figure 61 presents the

celevant facts:
. .

(1). .. Polish English

/e/ ten

de/ tan

, £

...ten.

.
i--/d/ botawy

Apart from le / th'e system of vowel phonemes ire'Pollsh includes only

/i 4 u/, the high vowels, mid /Cl/ And low /a/. It is therefore clear

that Polesmay perceive the contrasting syllables of the English

:words in (1) as homophonous, especially as Polish makes no phonemic

or phonetic distinction of vowel 'length.

Type (iv) in Weinreich's,classification, phonic substitution,

is alto direcfly,relevant to predicting potential mistakes in the speech

ofPolith learners of English. For example, Polish /i/ and English /I/

are defined.in exactly the same way in their respective phonemic systems:

both v wels are high and front. Yet, the principal member of the English .

/I/ ph neme is a front retracted half close vowel while the principal

member of the Polish /1/ is a truly high.-and front vowel., Contequently,. .

the ph nemic identity of the vowels in the Polish -tih 'twitch' andthe

Englis tide resultSin a phdnetically:distinct performance 'in each of

these anguages. One may easily predict that Poles will ,have'a problem ...,

acquiring the correct pronunciation of 'English words which have the

phoneme eg. bit, Sit, dig,hiektetc.

3We use slashes to enclose phonemes in the structural approach and
intermediate 'stages in generative phonology. Square brackets denote

. allophenet*oephonetic representatioh, double slashes // If:refer to
underlying segments In generative phonology. .

411

N.

1.37.
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.

Weinreich's concept of substitution maybe extended further to

cover some; cases of phonemiereplacement. A comparison of the Polish and

English phonemes in the perceptual area of front and central vowels

presented in '(1) warrants the conclusion that Poles will substitute /e/

for the_English.phonemes /e ae a: J,/ in yn, :tan, tuitn and botany. This

conclusion follows from the fact that Polish has only one phoneme /E/

while English has four phonemes in the perceptual area under lOnsideration:

In sum, the prediction about phonological interference is maaelere'on

the basis of comparing inventories. Such a procedure seems fully justified

and it is supported by the data adduced in our observations of the

acquisition of English by Polish learners. In other Wdrds, the prediction

is borne out.

Weinreich's theory, which we take as an example of the structuralist

framework, includes yet another mechanism which explains some facts of
.

phonological interference'The mechanism in point is that of phonotactic

restrictions, ie. the restrictions which describe combinatorial properties

of phonemes. To illustrate thi's notion we consider an example from EnglA

and we pursue its consequences for, the structure of Polish, Thistime

conclusions refer to the acquisition of Polish by native speakers of

English.

English exhibits some constraints on the structure of word initial

clusters. We are interested here in two term cluSters which begin with

a stop consonant.
4

T
h
e combinatorial properties of English phonemes

restrict such clusters to a stop followed by a liquid:

(2) please, pray, trip,:clean, cry, blow, bring, etc.

The phonotactic constraint just mentioned evaluates clusters such
*.

as /pm/, /pn/, /pt/, /kp/, etc. as ill- formed, ie. "unEnglish ".

Consequently words which co%e from bori.owing and which happen to. violate

the combinatorial restrictions which. we have mentioned tend to restructure

in order to comply with. the pattern required. by English. This mechanism,

known in linguistics as phonotactic pressure, is responsible for the

*loss n6p/ in words Such as paychotogy, Nyche, oeudonym, ptekodactyt, etc.

4 There i5 also a well known constraint on three term Ousters: if a word
begins with three consonants then the first segment must be /5/, the
second -is a stop and the third is a liquid, eg..epCit,. apvtay, etc.
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The-interesting point is that the same mechanism is carried over to

.language interference, Thus native speakers of English who learn Polish

find it extremely difficult to pronounce words such as ptah [pt.] 'bird',

not to mention more complex'clusters such as iiebeknad [A-.1 'become.

yellow', chtzpt kg-] 'crunch', etc. As a first approximation, [pi is

simply dropped in ptaia 'bird' and the like. Upon further triallearners

start inserting a schwa between the'stops: fpatakj . 'Note that once the

schwa has been inserted;) there is no consonant cluster and hence the

phonotactic constraints are not applicable. In this way English learnets

of Polish subconsciously fulfil the requirement of complying with the

----combinatorial properties of the phonemes in their native language. Phono-

logical interference is thus explained by referring not to the structure

of the phonemic systeM alone but to the laws of phonotactjcs.

A

PROBLEMS

Let us now turn to two.otAr classes of examples. The first class

exemplifies the behaviour of stop consonants. The second class refers

to the problip of analysing structures such.as /ni/ vs. /ti/, /dE,

/si/, etc. This time we will.look at the facts of phonological interference

first, before we seek to discover the language mechanism which underlies
. .

the respective negati,qe transfer.

Polish learners of English notoriously mispronounce those.English

.words where obstruents disagree in:the value for voicing, ie. the words

which exhibit sequences of phonemes of. which'the first is yoiced\and the

second voiceless or vice versa. For brevity, let us restrict our examples

to the series of voiced stops:

(3) (a) obtain * /pt/ for /bt/
*

obstacle /ps/ for /bs/

hundredth /t9/ for /d9/

(b) Bob, Bob showed /p/ for /b/ in both instances

sad story /t/ for /d/
*

big parcel /k/ for /g/, etc.

The interference exhibited by the data in (3) consists in phoneMic

replacement: voiceless stops are incorrectly substituted fOr voiced stops.

The question is why such replacement should take place.

Seeking an answer in the phonotactic constraints of Polish is clearly.

the wrong path..Note that the replacement under discu!sion occurs

across word boundaries in .(3b)'and hence it cannot be contitioned.by

constraints on the structure of words.
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Let us see whether some explanation may be found in the structure

of phonemic systems. This does not seem to be a rewarding path either.

The system of stop consonants is the samein English and in Polish.5.

It includes six members /p btdk 9/, Consequently, here, unlike in

the cas.e discussed in (1), there is no reason to claim that the substi-

tution under discussion results from the under-differentiation of phonemeS.

In sum, the question of why the replacement takes place remains unanswered.

This is a discomforting fact sinee the interference described in (3) is

not only common but also perfectly regular and exceptionless. Ito is therefore

highly unlikely that it might be accidental.. To provide an answer to the

question under discussion we. seem to need a more complex theoretical machinery

thar0 that ,inherent .Weinreich's theory.

The second class of.examples mentioned at the beginning of this section

referF to the behaviour of /ni/ vs. /ti/, /di/ , /si/ , etc. Pol ish students

of English find it extremely difficult to learn to pronounce [ni] but have

no difficulty at all acquiring [ti ] , , etc. Thus the words

in (4a) below show srtong interference while those in $4b) do nbt:

(4) (a) English {nij replaced by[iiii , ie. alveolar nasal

is rendered as a prepalatal nasal:.
. 110

university, need,.monitor, morning

(b) obstruents [t d s] as ,required:
6

.teach, tutor, deem, dip, seem, sit, etc.

Let usnote that both the dental /n/ and the prepalatal /pi are

phonemes in Polish (they are also underlying segments in generative phonology)..

We have an abundance of contrasting pairs such as pan 'Mr,' - pan / /
'Mrs.' (gen.pl.). In the series of obstruents welhave a similar opp sition of

dentals vs. palatals..Thus /t d/ contrast with the .affricates /t, dk/ and

/s/ contrasts with /,6 /:.

5
We bypass certain

+a
details which are not..relevant to our discussion. \For

example, the principalrallophones of /t d/ are alveolar in English and
dental in Polish. Similarly, the voiced stops in (3) have partially voice-
less allophones, which, however, is of no relevance. to the problems under
discussion. In English these partially voiceless sounds are allophones of the
respective voiced stops. The negative transfer in the speech of ,Poles consists

, in the treatment of these allophones as voiceless phonemes.

6
There is some surface interference here: Poles produce 'softened' dentals

d' s'] rather than [t d sj in the words below. This, however, is beside
the point as the place of articulation remains unaffected, ie. there is no
phonemic replacement'of /t d s/ by /th d.c.fr/, the prepalatal strident sounds:
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(5) ciarki. [tkark'i] 'creeps' - .tarki [tark'i] 'grates'

dzia4o 1.4awej 'cannon' - [dawo] gave'

siat [bath] 'sow' r sadl [satp] 'plant' (imper.).'

We are. faced now with the question of why /n/ is substituted by /p/

while /t d'siare not.replaced by /t, f./ in spite of the fact that

the context in the target language is the.samei the following /i/ in the

words enumerated in. (4). This question cannot be answered within Weinreich's

framework. We 44ve a replacement of phonemes only.in one context and not

in all contexts, as was the case in (1). Further,'only the.nasal phoneme

shows interference while /t d s/, which are otherwise entirely parallel

to in aft acquired without any problem.
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GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY: THE.STANDARD MODEL

The phonemic framework discussed so far has turned out to be too

narrow and not powerful enough to capture all the relevant generalizations

which underlie plidnological,interferenCe. No such thing can be said about

the standard model of generative phonology. ie. the ,phonological paradigm

of Die Soukd Pattetn o6 EngUoh (Chomsky and Halle 1968;SPE, hereafter).

This is undoubtedly one of the most powerful phonological theories ever

produced. As we shall see, it is precisely.thelagwerfulnessaf-the SPE --------.

framework Which renders the paradigm inadequate for studies of phonological

interference.

The clearest advantage of generative phonology is its ability, on the

one hand,to express the generalizations,discovered within the phonemic

framework, and, on the other hand, to capture those other generalizations

which the classical phonemic theory'yas not able. to, deal with adequately.

The predictionswhich, in the phonemic framework,.follow from the

structure.of the inventory and frOm phonotactic constraints ere Madein

generative phonology.in very:mathe.same. way. The differences are largely

'technical'_ 1.n nature and deri9E froa:a different.concePt4. organizing

phonological structures.

In generative phonology.the notion of the lnventary,refers to the
. .

system of underlying se4entsrather than' Wthe claSiical.phonemev: Undert
, .

lying segments are remiwiscent:of.Aradieion4l, morPhopiioneMesawiththe

notable'difference'ihpt we seek to,diScover one segment from'which X11 the

:,alternatinphonemes may be derived rather than t*osimply.enumerate.the

alternating"phonemess was done in the'Staturalist framework:In- the

endeavOur.to ettabiiih the underlying representation Of a morpheme;

exhibits.surfoceAllomorplii, the linguist isAiot bound. by'principles*Such
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ak bi-uniqueness, and specifically,. by discovery prd'cedures such as 'once

a phoneme, always a phoneme'. This has the consequence of permitting fairly

abstract representations.which At times diverge considerbly from surface
.N

phonetic facts.

With respect to the prediction made in (1),.the generative interpretation

is exactly'the same.' This follows from the fact that in the instance under,

discussion the classical phonemes.correspond to underlying segments in A

one-to-one,relation. Thus we have a case.of an under-differentiation of

segments and hence we predict that Poles will tend to 'fy English
.

//e a.- d / tit Polish //E /J.

r.

Phonotactic constraints of the traditional type have been carried over

to the generative framework in an almost unaltered form. The difference As

in that in generative phonology suchconstraints describe combinatorial

properties of segments in underlying representations, ie. at a more abstract

leve' than that of the classical phonemes. Yet, with respect to the case

analysed in the section dealing with the phonemic framework above; the

generalizations are exactly the same in both theories. The restrictions on

underlying clusters of consonants are expressed by morpheme structure conditions

(MSC's). These are 'if- then' statements which Are formalized in terms of

phonetic features. Thus, for example, the restriction on permissible'clusters

of word initial stops and other consonants has the form as given in (6):

(6) MSC . IF: #
[+obstr

-contin
[+consj

AS
THEN:

[-nas

Words such as ptah 'bird' violate MSC (6) and hence it can be predicted that

English learners of Polish will have difficulty acquiring theinitial dust&

.of //p// and //t//,

The foregoing discussion, ich has pointed to the similarities between

thp phonemic and the generative rameworks, naturally provokes the question

of where the contribution of gene ative phonology actually lies. Eliasson.

(1978) has Answered thisiquestion iostt .cleaAly: it is the notion of a

generative rule that give5' a new perspectivelpn contrastive studies'in
. ,

general and, we add, on the theory Uf phonologcal interference in particular.

At the veryoUtset let us clarify that phonological rules cannot be

considered tndependently.of underlying representations. The task of rules

is to transform these representations'into phonetic structures which occur

in actual spetch. Thus rules .supply the information which, being predictable,' .

is pot encoded at the underlying .level .\
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Let us look at Some,data which refer. to the distribution of voiced and
q

voicelets-Stops in the surface:representetions of Polish morphemes. Observe

that voiced and voiceless stops alternate in the same place of the same

.

...

morpheme in forms such as those below:

(7) (a) . obe+tn+e, 'I Will cut' ob+cia+6' [opti,-Pto. cutlit.

/b/ /p/ when the e has.be:0.dropPed

ogr6d+ek igarden's.(dimin,) -- ogrOd+k+a [-tk2]

(gen.): /d/,-/t/ N I.
.

(b) ryb+a .'fish' '- ryb [-p] (gen.pl.), ryb shdko-

wodnych f-p] 'freshwater fish".(gen.p1.) '',

sad y 'orchards' - sad [satJ (nom.sg.)

no2+a 'leg' n62 [nuk] Ylegsl (gen.), etc.

The alternations. in (7) are governed by the context: voiced-stops- appea-r---------

between vowels, voiceless stops.occurtefore voiceless obstruents or a word

'boundary. This regularity is captured in the grammar by'postulating a phonological

rule. Theoretically, one,may.assume either of the two possible interpretations;

(i).underlyingly the stops. are. and they become yoiced intef--

vocalically;

Cit,) .underlyingly \the stops are voiced and they become.voicelessbefo4

voiceless segments or a word boundary.

A brief look at some further. data shows that the first interpretation is simply

incorrect. It'is perfectlynorMal for voiceless stops in 'Polish to stand between

...vowels, for example, 4tup+eh 'pole' (dimin:), ptot+ek 'fence' (dimin.),

tehanz 'doctor', etc. Iniervottlic voicing is thus a false generalization.

PoliSh must therefore have a rule of devoicing:

(8) Devoicing [+obstr] c-voiced]. /'
414.-vOiced]

Rule (8) turns the underlying voiced stops in (7) into voiceless stops, eg.

\\ in ogillid+k+a. 'garden' (dimin...gen.) the undetlying //di/ of ogkOd+ek (nom.sg.)

becomes Iti after the vowel of'the diminutive suffix eh has-been deleted.

Observe now'that the. English examples in (3) and the Polish words in (7)

are entirely parallel. Voiced stops occur before.voiCeless obstruents or a..

word boundary and consequently DevoiCing (8) is applicable. The faCts of

phonological interference discussed in (3) can now be explainedAs a result.

of tbe incorrect transfer.of-Poliskh Devoicing. In sum, phonological interference

XI-finds 'ts source not only in the.sructure of phonemic/underlying Systems and:

in the Aws ofhonbtactiCs/morpheMe structure conditions but also in phono

logical rules of the native language: Thus generative phonology enriches the.

theory of interterence by bringingAn the notion of a generative rule. .
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Let us now see whether we can arrive at a comparably successful explanation

by extending the reasoning laid out in the analysis of voice assimilation to

an analysis of the second class.of cases discuss0 in point (4), section. 3.

Recall that the.question there was why Poles mispronounced English /ni/ as /iii/

but did not.show a similar interference when faced with otherwise comparable

structures such as./ti di si/. If our re sOning is correct, then the answer

to this question should follow from the honological rule which derives pli
.

from /n/ before front vowels. The impliciation here is that the interference

would 'result from applying this rule incorrectly to the English data, as was

the case with the words in (3) which sowed incorrect devoicing.

Indeed; Polish has a rule of pala1talization which derives palatals from

as been widely discussed in the litdrature.

bath 1981). We restate only the portion

discUssion. Also, in this particular case,

ized version:

d 1tb

'plain' dental consonants: This rule

(cf. for example,Gussmann 1978 and

of the rule which As relevant tb.our

let us give the rule in its unformal

ft

(9) Ant. Pal. Is
I

1

Anterior Palatalization (9) turnsidentals to

front vowels. It thus explains.aliernations such
1r(10) bat bac+iki Lbatp +JO (dimin.)9.

git5d II-odz+i+t [gwod+i+tp] 'starve'

lis [1 'ip +i] 'fox' (Adj. masc.)

+i+t [mrovfi+thi 'freeze'

wagon+ik [vagoil +ik] (dimin.).

resentation of bac.14h 'whip' (dimin.)

z b

prepalatals in the context of

as the followjng:

-

'hunger'

'fox' lis+i

mroz 'frost' - mro

wagon. 'carriage' -

For example,' the underlying re is

//bat+ik-//. Anterior Palataliz tion (9) derives Ltplin the course of phonological

gerivation.

In accordance with the p actice of standard generative phonology, Ant: Pal.

(as well as all other rules) s taken to derive from 'plain' consonants also

those instances of surface [ p dp p t.dwhich occur before front vowels, in ,y

words that do not exhibit any alternations:

(11) cich+y 'silent' t pix+4] - //tix+4//

dzik+o 'wildly' 14d opik+oi - / /dik +o //

siw+y 'grey' [kiv+4] //siv+4//

zim+a 'winter' - //zim+a//

nigdy [Jnigd4) - //nigd4//
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The difference between the data in (10) and (11) lies in the fact that the'

words in (10) show surface allomorphy (alternations of 'plain' 'palatal conso-

nants) while those in (11) do not. Yet, both classes are treated in the site

way.

Recall now that the phonological interference described in (4) affects

only /ni/ and not /ti di si/. While the occurrence of in i.ty,

need, etc. could be.explaine0 as ,a result of applying Ant, Pal. (9), the

non-occurrence of. [tp i d yzi Ai] in teaeh, deem, aeem remains a mystery. Had

rule (9). been the source of interference, we would have expected the palatals

to appear in Engli h spoken hy.Potes regardless of .whether the input Structure

was mni/,./0/, / / or /si/: One Would have claimed then that Poles interpreted

English /ni ti di si/ as inputs to their native Ant. Pal. and hence all of

these structures,pppeared as palatals dueto negative transfer. However, the

facts are different, It is only[p] which is found as:a classic pronunciation

mistake,
,

Let us try to look for a solution somewhere else. Perhaps Ant. Pal/ (9)

applie§ only across morpheme boundaries and not MorPheme internally. Thus,it

would handle the allomorphy exhibited by the data in (10) but it would not

derive the nonalternating palatals in (11). This also turns out to be the wrong

,path. lfthe alatals in (11) are. not.derived by rule,, then they.are present

at the under ing level. We thus have eichy 'silent'. 1/t 0 ix+ALArather than*

//tix+4//. Similarly we have nigdy 'never' / /j)igd4 // rather than / /nigd4 //.

In sum, we are taking an extreme position An the sense that no palatals may

be conceived to be derivable if they do not alternate with 'plain4.consonants.

__________ThisStAnce cannot explain the interference facts either. The difficulty is

that now neither /ti di si/ nor /ni/ shOuld cause problems in the acquisition

of English by Poles. Ant. Pal: does not affect morpheme internal /ti di si ni/

and hence it should not be able to inducii interference in the English morpheme,

internal /ti di si ni/. While this is true in the case of /ti di si/, it is

As 00intutlotrthrl-41-,-Engli'sh/ni/zppears-invariably as [...Or;

in the'speech of Poles. -

From the theoretical point of view our dilemma consists in the-fact.thaii

generative phonology (the standard model) does draw a distinction between

/ti di si/ on the one hand and /ni/ on the other, The theory is thus too pow r-

ful. While it is unquestionably an advantage that the standard 'model can incorpo7-

rate the predictions made by the phonemic framework and extend them furtherby

, explaining voice assimilation interference in English, the theory fails to account.

.?for the peculiar. behaviour"of /ni/ as opposed to /ti di si /. .This difficulty can

easily be overcome by the cyclic model of generative phonology.
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GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY: THE CYCLIC MODEL

The,cyclic model of generative phonology, which.we shall henceforth

call 'cyclic phonology, continues most of the assumptions of the standard

model. One of the most important innovations of cyclic. phonology is that

the new paradigm imposts'severe restrictions on the operation of phonological

rules and, consequently, on the abstractness of underlying representations.

In this way it reduces considerably the excessive power of the standard

theory.

It is not the purpose of this paper to present a complete set of prin-

ciples which underlie cyclicphonology. TheY have been discussed in the

literature (cf. Mascar0 9176, Halle 1978, Rubach.1981). We merely wish to

draw,attention to the following four tenets:
.-,

(i) all phonological rules are either cyclic or postcyclic;

(iirthe two classes of rule form disjoint. blocs, ie. -eyclicand

postcyclic rules, cannot be interspersed freely irr.a derivation;

(iii) the class of cyclic rules follows word formation rules and

precedes the class of postcyclic rules;

(iv) cyclic rules operate in accordance with the Strict Cyclicity

Principle which, among others, has an effect of prohibiting

cyclic rules from applying morpheme internally (for further

details cf. Halle 1978 and Rubach 1981).
r

In Rubach (1981) I have studied in great detail Anterior Palatalization

(9) and all its interactidns with other rules. It has turned out that Ante-

rior Palatalization is cyclic since it applies before rules which are cyclic

(eg. before Lower, cf. Rubach 1981). The cyclic status of Ant. Pal. is thus

a natural consequence of the ordering principles given in (ii) and (iii) above.

Being cyclic, Ant. Pal. applies to the data in (10) but does not apply

to the examples given in .(.11), where the palatals appear morpheme-internally.

Consequently, the underlying representations of these words are the same as

---..their-phonetic representations:-.ciday-i-s-ilentLAs../JtOixt4//,,dzik+o 'wildly'

is //dOk+o//, etc.

We now have answered the question of why /ti di si/ in-teach, deem,

seem are not mispronounced by Poles as (4 i d ir.i j0]...Both the obstruent

and the front vowel are inside the same morpheme andtence cyclic Ant. Pal,

which is a potential source of interference,here, cannot apply. What we have

not answered is the question of,why /ni/ is rendered as /pi/ in un,NeA4ity,

need, etc. However, one thing is clear:1,0] cannot be; due to the operation

of Ant. Pal. since being cyclic the rule is not allowed to apply morpheme

'internally, The source of this mistake must be sought somewhere else in the

structure of the.Polish grammar. Indeed, this conclusion is correct,
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Polish has a rule of Nasal Palatal Assimilation which assimilates 0 to

-----e.110/ before /r, /.e.g. 6ontanOv'fountain' - 6ontann+ie ((lat.), eentn+y

sleepy' - Asen+n+A 'dream-book', etc. The derivation' of ifountain'i

L(dat.) proceeds as follows:

(12) //fontann+e//

fontanii+e Ant. Pal. (9)

fontam+e Nasal Palatal Assimilati#

Stated formally, Nasal Palatal Assimilation has the form given in (13):

(13) Nas. +coron / Jsonor[r
+anter

+ante
-back 1

The environment of rule (13 describes /,p /, which is a prepalatal nasal

(the features [+high] and [-back] denote pal4tality). Notice, hoWeVer,

that the formal statement of the environment automatically includes /i/ and

/j/ since these are also high nonback sonorants. Thus, Nas. Pal. Assim.

applies not only before 'iv but also before /i j/. This prediction follows

from the formalization of the rule. To complete the information about Nas.

Pal. Assim. we should add that the.rule js postcyclic:This again is the

consequence of the principles of cyclic phonology as Nas. Pal. Assim. must

apply after rules which are postcyclic (eg. after Yer Deletion,
7
cf. Rubach

1.981). Being postcyclic Nas. Pal. Assim. can apply morpheme internally.

Let us note in passing that the status of Nas. Pal. Assim. as a post-

cyclic,Tule and the status of Ant.. Pal. as a cyclic rule are both cohfirmed

by the assimilation of borrowings into Polish. The loan fiords which have

/ni/ are pronounced withbli] while the loans which have./ti di si/ remain

unchamed:

(14) (a) trening 'training', Nil 'Nile', Nicea 'Nice';

(b) tik 'twitch', dinosaur 'dinosaur', sinologia 'SinOlogy', etc.

The discovery of'Nas. Pal .Ass*. as a rule of Polish makes it,clear

thatifii] is an entirely.predictable structure. Consequently, it is always

derived from //hi//. We thUs arrive at &distinction between /ti di si./

on the one hand, and /ni/ on the other. The formerfunctiow-as-the-SoOrce

of [tai dc.i 0] only at morpheme boundaries (the palatals are derived

by Ant. Pat.). All morpheme internal (tki d4i ,ij are not conceived as

derivable. However,[piJ may also come from.Nas. P. Assim. which being

postcyclic predicts theoccurrence of[p] flso in.morpheme internal positiqn.

Ole
7
The same is trent of Devoicing (8), which must therefore 'be a postOclic
ruler yer,Deletion is the rule whichdeletese's in the right hanO.side
'forms of the words in (la). ,It feeds DeVoicinT.
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Consequently, n4.gdy 'never' quoted in 111) has the underlying representation

//nigd4// rather than //jligd4//.

Wh faced with English words containing /ni/, Poles subconsciously
r.

treat t m 'aSyinputs to Nas. Pal. Assim. In consequence of this fact,ljnij

is a result. of interference in wavetaLty, need, mokning, etc. In this? way

cyclic phonology is able to overcome the difficulties which arise in the

standard framework: a systematic distinction is drawn between /ti di si/

and mni/, a distinction which could not be captured in an overpowerful

SPE type of phonology.

CONCLUSION

We have pointed out in this paper that generative phonology is able

to preserve the insights of the classi6al phonemrid framework where these

have truly contributed to a better understanding of the theory of phono-

logical interference. The predictions which Follow from the structure of

the phonemic inventory can be made with comparable success by looking at

the structure of underlying segments. Phonotactic constraints are expressed

in very Rich the slime way in both theories. In generative phonology they

are treated as conditions on the structureof morphemes at the underlying

level., 0

The phopemic framework turns out to be not powerful enough to predict

certain regAar alternations which are phonemic in nature. It i often the .

case that such alternations are relevant to explaining-some facts of phOno-

logical interference. The generalizations required by these, facts arecapturect'

successfully by the theory of-generative phonology, which has contributed

our uff-derstaffdingofinterference processesiTy fintrodUtingTth-effibtioridra

generative rule. Phonological rules are not limited to sface generalizations

such as the distribution of allophones. They express also at

a more abstract level. Capturing these regularities turns out to'be necessary

in order to predict how interference processes will proceed.
.

. The stlindard model of generative phonology i i too powerful. It is not

able to make some distinctions which Are relevant:to the theory of phono-

logical interference. These distinctions can easily be drawn in the cyclic

model generative phonology. This model includes the predictions made

by the standard theory but, in addition, it is able to overcome the diffi-

culties which arise in the standard model. Consequently, it is cyclic

phonology Which is the proper framework in which to carry out research,

egardlessiof whethee it is oriented theoretically or whether it is suppOsed

to have th moreprac6cal.bias of applied.contrastivelinguistics.I
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Finally we wish to draw attention to the fact that phonological

inter.feren6 calls for an elaborate study in a number of theoretical issues

which have not been considered in this paper. In particular,.it remains an

open question which types of rule may cause interference. OurtanalYsis seems

to point to the conclusion that it is postcyclic rules which engage in

negative transfer. This certainly is the case with the rules considered

in this paper: interference follows from Devoicing and Nasal Palatal Assim-

ilation, both of which are postcyclic. Cyclic Anterior palftaffAation is

exempted from the class of interfering rules.

Further, it is unclear to what extent rule interaction is relevant to

the theory of phonological interference. One may also wonder whether the

structure of the underlying inventory is not too abstract to permitemaking

all the correct generalizations about the perCeption.a_the_target_laaguage.

Some of the issues just raised have in part been studied, in two other

papers (Rubach inpress (a)- and (b);.), others await further 4search.
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SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CONTRASTIVE PRAGMATICS...

. or

IN SEARCH OF A COGNITIVE CONTRASTIVEANALYSIS OF

SOCIAL INTERACTION (CCASI) .

Barbara Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk

-Utak/Laity 4t6d2

This paper cofisistttof three parts. First I will mention some

inadequacies of current theories of meaning that fail to account for

. problems essential for meaning interpretation. In the second part I

will defend an alternative. in the form of a cognitive model of social

interaction as a more adequate and psychologically more real candidate.

for explaining semantic and pragmatic issues. Thirdly, I 01 point.

to the relevance of such a solution for contrastive analysis.

'. Currently there are four types of semantic theory in linguistics:

theory, of decorosition,-semantic networktheories, the meaning postu-

late theory of semantics, and mental models of meaning. Arguments have

been offered by different authOrs to prove the inadequacy of these

semantic theories, which are based on autonomous grounds;for handling: .

different. problems involving meaning analysis.. Discussion of some

weak boints of 'the theories as expressed by Johnson-Laird. (1978) will

be briefly touched uponhera.

A semantic theory of decomposition, 'which was first proposed by

.-Katz and Fodor (1963) and"developed by others (eg. Schank 1975 for
v.

Artificial Intelligence research) and which based on deComposing the

meaning of the word into its semantic constituents and on combining

meaningOccording tO 1!selectional:restriclOns", is mainly criticized
/

/ for its ad-hocnest in assigning the selectional restrictions and for

making erroneous predictiontabout sentences.

Numerous examples can be. given,here. One of them, discussed by.

Johnson-Laird, refers to the verb titit, which, assigned the following

constraints on its subject: /HUMAN /.or. /ANIMAL / or /MACHINE/, fails to

allow the derivation of:.

(1) The wind,lifted the leaves over the fence.

(2) The magnet lifted the pins..
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(3) The sea lifted the flotsam over the jetty.

(4) The rope lifted the weight.

..(5): Her little fingerlifted the thimble.

(6) Hot air lifted the balloon..

(7) The root lifted theoearth.

Fodor et al. (1975) conducted a number of experiments to check up

the comprehension of sentences with such pairs of apparently synonymous

words as bacheto4 unmatkied man. One'of the decompositional featuret,,

of bacheto4 is /-MARRIED/; hence the phrase anmattied man should be

more readily accessible for the language user, and thus the time for

its comprehension should be .shorter. This, however, was -not the case.

It can be questioned whether the results of such experiments are valid in

refuting linguistic theories. Ascribing a description of product to

that of capacity may be considered a psycholinguistic fallacy (cf.

Chesteeman 1980). It seems, however, that any system aiming at meaning.

analysis cannot, by definition, describe the surface product alone. To

achieve some degee 'of adequacy it has to deal with the cognitive'

faculty of man. Furthermore, " ssues insemantics that have'no

conceivable application to the rocesS of comprehension cannot be very

important for semantic theory", asFillmore (1974) puts it.

Another area which has bee criticized in the decompositional

theory of.meaning concerns the epth of deComposition. Processes

and rules-leading to the level f semantic primitives cannot be assigned

unique criteria.

Next problem for discussio relates the'inferential level.of

meaning. Inferences dependent meaning of.words do not have to be

identical to those of their:con tituents (eg. cause-.to 4te vs. kat);

the theory, however, provides n formal apparatusfor such a differen-

tiation.

Semantit network

treat the lexicon as a

inferential links. Th

a network with pointer

The most serious criti,

refers to the lack of

Y. tial links and the abs

the intension and exten

semantics an intension

heories Quillian 1968, Simmons and Slocum 1972)

etwork f leXical items which are connected by

interp tatioh of a sentence means setting up

to the appropriate nodes of semantic memory.'

emantic network theories (Woods 1975)

t.criteria for establishing the inferen.

the possibility of distinguishing between. .

some expressions. In' mode-theoretic

expression is,a-lunctionof the possible

it
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worlds to an extension. .The,intesion yields a truth value for a sentence

And a referekt---for. a-refeeringphrase..

Meaning postulates in semantics, which were.first introduCed by

,Carnap (1956) into a model-theoretical semantics of a formal language

t6 account for analytical tryths based on the meanings of words, were

refined by Bar - Hillel (1963) and incorporated into anew psychologically'

oriented theory of meaning (Kintsch 1974). One of the important pro-

pertiet of meanings postulates is that they allow for relating logical

entailments of one concept to others, recognized b/ the language user

as symmetrical in meaning, eg. the relation between sett.and buy. Each

word is expected to have a corresponding word concept expressed in a

mental language (Fodor et al. 1975). This. 'mentalese' stands in a one-

to-one correspondence to the vocabulary of natural language. The

theory distinguishes between the initial comprehension of the sentence

and a later stage associated, with the comprehension of all inferential

links.

The argument for semantic representation consisting of (1) a

knowledge of truth conditions and (2) a theory of possible worlds

breaks down as a result of (1) mistaking the redundance theory of truth

for a theory of meaning. or linguistic convention and of (2) what Harman

(1977:11) calls a "bizarre-metaphysical view". concerning the possible.

world hypothesis.

What all thethree types of semantic theory mentioned above have

in common is that they assume that the meaning of the sentence can be

established independently of referential matters." They are based on

the 'autonomy' of semantics. That is the reason why the entailments

of sentences containing relational eXpresiOns such as in not 66,

on the Aight.o6, atlne4n, etc., whose degrees of transitivity and

rediprocity are established by contextual parameters, cannot be handled

at all in such theories.

Also; none of the well-known pragmatic problems such as the ones

below can be properly accounted for in such models: meaning asymmetry

of sentences containing exlicit performatives and those in which the

performative verb occurs only in the abstract structure of the sentence,

hedges (also tags), which protect the speaker from the consequences of

his speech act, coherent but not necessarily cohesive responset. All

the cases of the.speakee choosing a roundabout way of saying what he-

meant, including joking,.sarcasm and irony, etc., are not considered

in the theories which assume that meaning is autonomous and independent.

1 rQ
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of the context. A few years ago (cf. R. Lakoff 1972,. 1973) a certain
scepticisfiCwas felt as to the possibility of aformal description of
the relationship between the intended meaning and the surface structure.
Even now, when the speech act theory and the search for universal
.postulates are. in their full bloom in'pragmatict, a linguistic theory
sophisticated enough to relate form to meaning directly or indirectly
conveyed, is far from being complete.

The research in this field sometimes seemed misdirected by the
rigorous requirements set for the ideal speaker-hearer (Chomsky 1965),
who was reigning supreme a few years ago. Naturally some idealization
of data is inevitable in any research, no matter whether we are dea.ling
with microlinguistics or anyone of the macrolinguistic domains. The

adoption of Lyons's three-scale hierarchy of idealizdtion (Lyons 1968:
586-591) implies -that while in order to account 'for some problems men-
tioned above we can discount slips of the tongue, mispronunciations,
etc. and accept a sort-of regularization practice, idiosyncracies and
regular differencies in the language ytems of the participants of
verbal interaction attributable to such factors as age, sex, social
status, etc. as well as those that disclose their psychological states,
needs and affections are highly relevant for us to .full'y understand
the way in which language is generated and analysed.

Ideallzation of the third kind, which is referred to as decontextua-
\lization, has been discussed before.. It,should be stressed again

though, that although it has been 'so strongly advocated. (Chomsky 1965,

1980), it has a liMited use even within microlinguistics. Idealiza-
tion of this type is acceptable exclusively when it is treated not as
a condi;tion of linguistic analysis but. as a generalized core cone,euzion
Of the r=esearch.

In his Government and Binding leCtures (1980:8) Chomsky assumes

the following:

..if is hardly to be expected that what are called
,"languages" or "dialects" or even "idiolects" will
conform precisely or perhaps eve') very closely to the
system determined by fixinuthe parameters Of UG
(Universal Grammar). This 'could only happen under
idealized conditions that ere never realized in the
real world of heterogeneous f'speech communities.

...For such reasons as those:, it is reasonable to
suppose that UG determines asset of core gramniars
and that what is actual4 represented in the mind
of an individual even uder ,the idealization to a
homogenous .speeth community would be,a care .grammar
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with a periphery of marked elements and contstructions,
Viewed against the reality of what a particular person

may have. inside his head, core grammar is an,idealization%.
From another point:of-view, what a particular person.has.
inside his head is an artifact resulting from the interplay
of many idivsyntratiC faCtors, as contrasted with the more
significant reality of UG (an.element of shared biolOgical
endowment) and grammar (one of the systems derived
by.fixing the Parameters of UG).in onelof the permitted.

'ways.

We would expect the individually represented artifact
to depart from core grammarin two basic respects:

'(1) because of the heterogeneous character of actual
experience in real speech. communities; (2) becaute of
the distinction between. Core and periphery.. The two
aspects are related but distinguishable. Putting aside
the first factor - ie. assuming the idealization to a
homogenous speech community -.outside the deMain of

. core grammar we do'not expect to find chaos.

What Chomsky.is actually saying refers to Universal Grammar and

core grammars ps the only.signifitant linguistic reality. Although

UG, core grammars, and their peOpheries are claimed to be

distinguishable, establishing the boundariet between universal and core

graMmars, between core grammars and ordered peripheries.and,

between ordered and idiosyncratic peripheries requires a wide-scale

And deep study of4 langyage in conteXtmith all its."insignificant"

peripheries and heterogeneity.' To prove that a distinction between

UG, core and peripheries 110 linguistic reality and, furthermore, that

it is a matterfofa discrete, and not a fuzzy, class membership requiret

putting languages into, and examining it in, a wide context of "objective"

reality and the knowledge'Of this reality as represented in the language

user's mind.. Only then, after we have lAarned that what is specified

in'the language itself can be uniquely s$parated from intelligent in-

fertnces made by the language user, can.4e talk.of deMarcating_the

distinction between UG, core grammars and their peripheries. .

In fact, Chomiky makes.acertain concession to the context in his

theory'(1980), introducing tht rules of construal (binding, case, control) .

and 0-principle, which, dealing.with anaphors, pronount, antecedents

and thematicroles, have to cross the sentence boundary. . Nevertheless,

he is not interested in crossing the other boundaries of idealization

of data.

All the relational problems and pragmatic issues mentioned at the

beginning of'the paper can be explained only.by'means of a cognitive

analysis of social interact*.
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Some mental models of cognitively oriented semantics have been

proposed in linguistic literature'(ev Johnson-Laird 1978). The mental '.

representation of a'sentence in such approaches takes the forl'of an

internal model ofthe state. of affairs characterized. by the sentence,

whose values are: checked up by a number of procedures. The model

reflects.. the properties of the.situation, from which the logical

characteristics such as irreflexivity, asymmetry, varying degreps of

transitivity of the expressionS are obtained. Such models are mainly .

directed towards the cognitive analysis of language, ie. the process

of comprehenSion. FUrthermore, theydo not viewthe speaker in relation

to other participants of'the verbal interaction in the heterogenenity

of their speech communities:

For all the reasons discussed above, I believe that it is only

a. cognitive model of social interaction,,integrating social and psYcho-
.

logical parameters with the access.to.the knowledge of the universe

and the grammar of language as weli as to other semiotic codes, that

can make it poAible to'incorporateand account for all the cqmpleX

issues concerning language production andlanguage,Comprehenslon.

Moreover, psychologicak states and needs of the participants in

interactional situation, their knowledge of the outside-World including

their relevant knowledge of the psycho- and sociological\ context of the

interactional situation are different ih different communities. Since

the realization of.such needs in all verbal and non-verbal codes also.

displays a variety of patterns, an integrational model of this type

can provide an appropriate framework for cognitive contrastive analysis

of social interaction (CCASII.

One such proposal of an integrated model on the basis of a systemic

functional .grammar has been put forward by Fawcett (1980). The everall.

framework and.some assumptions of his theory with a few modifications

wilI'be expounded here to examine its validity for COSI.

There are three parameters in the model of a communicating' mind:

the psychological and physical needs of the speaker, his.affeiftive'

states, and the knowledge of theoutside krld including the recogni

tiOn of the state and status of the interlocutor. In the process of
A

'communication there is a constant exchange of information, based on .

a presupposed pool Of certain facts accepted by both sides for granted,

and negotiations oVer the interpretation of others."Tbe dynamic estimate

of'the state of affairs of the context, togethervith.the needs of the

speaker and his affective states as well as the monitoring factor, shape.

15 t3 ,



a system-of procedures leading to decision - taking in selecting forms

Of discourse organization, forms of verbal expression as well as other

semiotic codes and some forms ofilon-communicative behaviour (see ;.

Figure'l). All uncontrolled verbal and non-verbaVbehaviour (slips of.

the tongue, bodily movements, etc.) escape the monitor .control.. -4

In speech.production, the element of audiomonitoring,ie. language
4

awareness and attention (not considered,in-Fawcett's model) is connected

with the speaker's state ,of mind, hi,s performance capacity, the problem

. solver, etc. (Sajavaara 1982)-. People monitorltheir own mndiottier

people's speech in their native-toque and foreign languages, as well

as their behaviour. For this reason, this factor plays an important

role inthe procesS of learning, language acguisitiOn.and communication.

In the context of this paper, however,it is not possible to pursue

this4ssue any further in more detail.

Prior to the act of communication;:conceptt can bear only proto-

typical, definitional features- (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1982). During
x

the act of perception, more specific properties are subjectively per

ceived and their values filled in. In verbal. interaction, concepts Which,

as the interlocutors feel, need no further Specification are left in

their ptototypical form. Those, however, whose meanings seem either .

unclear to conduct exchange satisfactorily, or varyfrom one participant

to another-are negotiated.and the values of their properties are marked

-AFFECTIVE`

STATES

PHYSICAL AND

PSYCHOLOGICAL

NEEDS

KNOWLEDGE OF THE

.UNIVERSE

/'

Uncontrolled
behaviour

MONITOR > PROBLE SOLVER /

/

Di scours

organization
Non-verbal Language cod4::Non-communiCa-
Semiotic codes (potentiali, tive behaviour
(potentialities. ties reali-
realization) zation)

,Figure 1.'Main parameters and components of the commun
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in the course of interaction. Condepts as units referring to Objects,

their states and relationships give structure to the outside world.

Each concept can be, in theory,'named in language, but it is that

languages differ.. Certain concepts go unnamed, some others exit
.

different combinations of properties under similar labels in languages.

The message that the speaker wants to convey is first analysed by him

into meanings by means of-a.number of parameters. Then they'are synthe-

sised and organized into a coherent utterance according to linguistic'

and discourse organizational rules of his language.- The lack of a

one-to-one correspondence between concepts and units sets constraints

on the transfer of-the message, which, under such conditions,_ can only

be 114* at and not fully explicated (cf. Gold 1980).

The cognitive model of concept formation (cf. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk

1982).aims at incorporatihg both the constant values of their meaning.
.

as well as the variable ones (especially evident in fuzzy sets, hedging \

expressions,.etc.) into their conceptual frames. A prototype can be

represented as a structure of nodes connected with one anotheras a

network system. Some (higher) nodes represent partial but "constant"

knowledge and others are filled with variable "default" assignments,

which are loosely -attached to the nodes, so that new information can

be added or 'scale changes incorporated (cf. 'Minsky 1975). Each node

has a potential connection pointer to other collectionsof nodes and

their sets (frames), with a charatteristic feature specification for

each concept to guarantee the openness of the system. A certain number

of conceptual configurations reflecting the planes of contents and

forM in such frame systems of .different individuals exhibits a close .

similarity on the higher level, ie. the level of the nodes of "constant"

knowledge, referring to some "objective" facts of the outside world

and the area of Possible linguistic universals. Although hypotheses

of the above'type are subject to an extensive experimental study in

psychology and psycholinguistics, they seem to deserve a deeper contras-

tive Analysis to help the comprehension of.all the complex matters of

contrastive pragmatict.

The model contains sets of relational rules mapping conceptual

frames onto linguistic structures. Besides prototypical fv?Aes, open

for default values assignment, there are stereotypical sets with pre-

marked default values: Processes of encoding and decodingthe message

involve a continual selection from the pool of concepts and available

158
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linguistic resources. The range of items accessible to selection reflects,

the Intellectual equipment of the individual as well as all the afore-

mentioq#d secio-cultural parameters. The addressee comprehends the

message by means of linguistic and conceptual identification; at the

same time, howager, an array of connected (associative) node configura-

tions (frame sets) is activated that are unique to the addressee, fre-

quently 'not intended'or even not shared by the speaker.

The above factors condition the decisions taken by the problem

solver, which, among others, dictates the organization of discourse.

Discourse then is not an extension of the S to a higher level is

'a semiotic- hierarchically structured act (transactions, exchange, moves

and acts - Sinclair and Coulthard 1975), which is connected with all

the parameters that affect the linguistic and other semiotic options.

Communication is initiated in order to achieve some goal: either

pragmatic - (1) informative I want to tett you wmething, (2) heuristic

I want you to tett me umething, or (3) control 7.want you.tv do zome-

thing, or the relationship purpose (1) more status distinction (more

dominance, or more deference), (2) maintain status distinction,.or (3)

more solidarity. Warning, threats, suggestions,etc. having their source

in prag atic and relationship functions may;result in one of the semantic

option of the illocutionary force of e*pressions in the linguistic

code.

A 1 the pragmatic relationships resulting from the communicative

situation affect the straightness of communication (see Figure 2).

STRAIGHTNESS

straight

oblique

play
(games)

ritual

theorizing

aesthetic

intended deduc-

joking
tion

sarcasm

irony

ceremonial

phatic

lying

Figure 2. Straightness in communication (cf. Fawcett 1980:75-78). The
double vertical line indicates that the options shown are cut-
off points on a continuum, or cline.
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Obliqueioptions involving the re-eh$ering-of the pregMetic and relation -

ship componentsTfor a second time originate different indirectly con -

veyed meanings. This is also where allegory, metaphors, and other

rhetorical devicd enter. Vulgarisms and obscenities on the other hand

S\may be either a realization of one of the oblique or straight ways of

communication. Part OiAhe knowledge of.the universe component is the

awareness of the effects of such devices on the interlocutor(s); it is

the task of the problem solver then(, controlled by the monitor, to

decide which of them should be used in a given situation.

Such choices are next supported by register options (tenor etc.)

and finally enter the. interactional component,in semantics, where they

are-matched with the language-specific semanticu-grammaticalfOotential.

Next options in the generation of an utterance refer to alternative

channels and codes of.communication. The choice of a specific verbal

.code (Polish, English, etc.) provides i material to reflections on

the role. of the language. selection in shaping the human conceptual

system, which is expressed in Figure 1 as a. link between the language

code.and the knowledge of the universe components. T e whole issue

pertains to the old problem of the Whorfian relativ ty hypothesis con-

cerning the extent to which the language we use pr determines our.
.

conceptual system. The Whorfian thesis lost part f its attractiveness

wilChomsky's language acquisition theories and the claims for univer -.

sality.of his grammari. In fact, however, the. evaluation of the hypo-

thesis has to be suspended, since a number of ekperimental findings

(eg. Clarke et al. 1981) indicate that the categorization of concepts

and objects as performed by speakers of different fanguages is in

fluenced by grammatical categories present in those languages. Even if

we accept a weaker version of the hypothesis, ie. not a causal miew of

language and thought, which is rather simplistically ascribed to Whorf

by Carroll .(Whorf 1956), but the one that views reality as essentially

a subjective underStanding of perceptual stimuli, the question as to

what extent the cognitive constructs that evolve out of a contact of

two or more verbal codes, which are expressions. of different conceptual

systems, differ from the constituent ones should be .a subject.matter

of a more extensive contrastive analysis of.pragmatic and experimental

nature.
.

.0ne such example of a claim that requires a verification on cont.

rastive grounds concerns such culture and language bound notions as *.
*

tove, ettedom, totido.ity, whose comprehension, as has recently been

1 0
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,,.

assumed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), is determined entirely in terms

of metaphors.
.

The next point I want to.raise here is the appropriateness of

different -grammars for CCASI. Such propos ls that concentrate bn

standardised decontextualised data with a unifunctional type of semantics
.

associated with them are not the beSt can idates. More appropriate for.

such descriptions are all variants of fu ctidhal and systemic grammars

with their plurifunctional components t t involvbidifferent types of

I

meaning, not only t "classicalexper mential one,'but also meta-

lingual, thematic, nteractional, affec ive, etc. Also types of stra-

tificAional grammar are potentially mo e adequate to account for such

heterogeneous phenomena.

It might also be interesting to t 1 and formulate the main assump-

tions of CCASI in terms of an axiomati theory (cf. Lieb 1980), where

.problems of linguistic data as opposed to nonlinguistic, generality vs.

concreteness and particularity, as well as the questions of a meta -

language for CA models are solved by fo r different possibilities:

theory presupposition, formulation in- tams -of, conflation, and ex-

tension or co-extension. This, however, is a point for a separate study,.
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A TRANSLATION-BASED MpDEL OF CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

Vladimir Ivir.

Univetatty 06 aLiteb.

O., Contrastive analysis is a linguistic. undertaking which consists)

of bringing together two linguistic systems, or their parts, and

viewing them in a common perspective. 7Tie crucial questions that

need to be answered if this definition is to be made'Operational are '

two: How are the systems, or subsystems,. to.be isolated for purposes

of contrasting? What is the 'common perspective' in which the systems,

once isolated, can be viewed? One assumption underlying all contras-

tive work - which will be taken for granted and not further discussed

in this paper - is that pairs of languages can be compared; another

is that for any comparison we need two elements that are to be compared,

plus a third element in terms of which they are to be compared.

In the practice of 'contrastive Aalysis, the two questions have

usuallybeen treated'as one problem - that of the tasis,on whiCh con-

trasting is done, or of the tatium conflowAtionio. This is generally

recognized as the central problem of contrastive analysis and one on

which both the format and the validity of contrastive analysis rest.

It is the choice of the tehtium compautioni6 that determines which

linguistic units will be contrasted and which descriptive model will

be adopted for contrastive analysis.

1. There are several possible candidates for the role of the

tentium companationia. The first is the surface linguistic form: in

this case, particular elements of two languages are contrasted because

they look or sound alike. Strictly speakingc examples of this type bf

tehtilm compahatiolad are found only on the phonological (eg., sounds

produced at 'similar points of articulation and in a similar manner)

and lexicallevels (eg., internationalisms). Less strictly, formally

.similar structural patterns in pairs of-languages are also contrasted

(eg., Adjective + Noun, Cop6la + Adjective, Auxiliary +Present Parti-

ciple, etc.).

This last group, (pvolving surface configurations of forMal ele-

ments, makes use of the:second type of tatito 'compartation4A - catego-

"les of the common metalanguage in terms' of which both.languages.have'
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been.indeperldently described. The first of the two subtypes of this

type includes identical surface configuratiohs in.the'tWo languages

(as illustrated above); the second subtype Includes categories that,go

under the same label in the descriptions of the two languages, regard-

legs of the surface configurations in L1 and L2, the tacit assumption

being that. -since the metalinguistic framework Is.the same for both

)anguages - the common label stands NI. something that is common to .

them both (eg.,.Passive, Article, Genitive, Present Tertse, Adjective

Comparison, Pronominalization, Modification, ReflexiVisation, etc.).

The thqd Possible typp of tektium comparta.tion,a is provided by

the independently dessibed semantic system (presumably universal) with

categories which are Teld constant while their realizations differ

from language to language (eg., DefiDiteness, Possession, Iteration,

Agent, Instrument, Measure, btc.)..

It is not our, task at this point to discuss the erits and de-

merits of each of these types and the relative worth of each for contras-

tive analysis at different levels (phonological, lexical, semantic),

but rather to note that models of contrastive analysis working with any

of the 'above types of tentium companationi4 are.not, in principle,
%

dependent on translation; This is not to say that translation is not,

or cannot be, used in contrastive hrk relying on 'the Ohysical shape

or sound of linguistic units or on metalinguistic or semantic categories,

but simply to stress that contrasting thus conceived should be able to

proceed without recourse to translation. In practice, of course, it

does not, and all analysts rely on translation not only for exemplifi-

cation but alSo for the establishment of thesameness of meaning or

deepstructure Identity, There is a good reason for this practice:

despite their affirmed independence -as third elements of comparison,

the three types of teittiLimcompatationia described above suffer from

limitations. that become obvious when they areapplied.in contrastive

work. The first type is applicable only to visually or acoustically

related linguistic, the second type presuppoSes the same descrip-

tive fraMeworN for 'both languages and the same degree of exhaustiveness

in description (an ideal stfll. unreached for any pair of languages);

also, there is a certain circularity in claiming that paired elements

of two languages are comparable because they are designated by the

same label and:attaching the same .label to them in the first place

because-they are.thought to have something 4n.common; the third type
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presuppose the existence of a semantic framework, universal for at

least the wo languages to be contrasted, with clearly .defined cate-:.

gories an fully 'listed membership of linguistic units in each of the

'i
categorie for each. language (again an ideal that does no promise to

. be reache very soon, certainly not via the dubious level /of deep
.

f.
structure

I
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2. Tra 'tlation helps to'obViate the inherent difficult es of, the

metaling istic and semantic tentlum compautip4i,,by Pro idinglpairs of

translationally equivalent sentences as a convenient Stairting point for'

analysis: in sentences that.are ranSlational equivalenics of e4ch other,

Particular linguistic units are solated and, paired, anPl are then

. .contrasted from the viewpoint of their structure (make-, p) and
,

function
P

(meaning). This is ftow vie in fact get contrastive topics such as Relo-
:.- r

tivUClauses in L
1
and C Modal Verbs to L1 and L2, ruturity;in Li an'\

7' 1 2'

L2, etc.; and not - as we are made to belieVe - by examining ;the ptace

'of, sa)!, L1 relative clauses in the system of L1 and.of,L,'relative
,

clause in the system of L2 or the place of the category of !Futurity

in the.
k

universal semantic system,and its realizations i.n L1 land L2.
i!

Since translation is .not explicitly made part of the 'Titres-

tive procedure, its implications cannot be questioned in thhs approach.
. ,

' There are two implications in particular which `are important: one is

that the sentences paired by the analyst are to be accepted as being

translationally equivalent without specifying the notion of equivalence;

the other. is that equivalence is automaticallw taken as'sameness of

meaning. However, in the absence of objective criteria of equivalence .

in translationtheory, agreement in judgements of equivalence is

notoriously.hard to achieve. And it.can be shown that translation

equivalence can be achieved without the. sameness of meaning, just as

'identical meanings are no guarantee of translation equivalence (Bouton

1976). What this does to the contrastive.model thus conceived is to

seriously weaken, If not destroy, its'intled methodological rigout.

The tehfiAllan compatat6ma is not one of the Metalinguistic or semantic

categories as claimed.but.the inadequately defined,translation equi-

valence. The choice is all the mare crippling as the analyst, in an

attempt to avoid the kinds of objections raised here, makes use of

only those instances of translation equivalence which are alsaseman-

tically identical.. Consequently, his correspondences are:one-to-one,

and he thus misses many correspondences that:the...translated carpus might

-,.
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3'. Translation and contrastive analysis are intimately linked, and

itisdlaimed here that translation is unavoidable in contrastive work,-

just as the contrastive component is an indispensable element of trans-

lation theory and practice. In this way, translation is explicitly'
aw

brought into contrastive analysis, but it is important also not to

confuse the two disciplines. The respective toncepts that need to be

distinguished are contrastive correspondence and translation equiva-

lence (cf. Ivir 1981): One is a. linguistic concept involving meaning

and the other a communicative concept involiing sense. Followihg

Coseriu (1981:184 - 185),. meaning is seen as deriving-from the Set df

oppositions into which units of a linguistic system enter and sense

from the communicative functions that linguistically expressed meanings

have in particular-contexts of situation. Since the context of situ6-.

tion is different for each act of communication (and, in particular,

different for the original speaker and the translator), it.is clear.

that there can be no absolute equivalence,. given in advance, which

the translator would be expected to achieve; rather, equivalence is

relative, dependent on the context of situation in which it is to be

achieved, and is.created anew in each act oiocommunication. (Needless

to say, it can only be. evaluated in that act of communication, having'

no existence outside it.)

As for the relation between. contrastive correspondence (defined

as sameness of meaning) and translation equivalence (defined as sameness

of sense), it is poesible.to imagine two extreme situations: in one,

equivalence is achieved by keeping the meaning, intact; in the other,

the achievement of equivalence necessitates a total disregard of the

meaning. Between these two extremes, yarying degrees of departure

from the original ineaning are.found,in natural translation,dAused by

two main factors - differehdes'betweerilinguistie systems as.:regards

their ability to express particular meanings and the translator's

deliberate choice. of thelinguistically expressed meanings with which

to achieve the desired. cOmmunicative function-(cf. Ivir,-to Appear).

4

A. Taking the view of translation just presented, we shall now

examine how the contrastivist can make use of the -products OUnatural

translation in his analytical work. The first thing to remember is

that the tektium-comiodhationio'that he seekvis provided by contrastive

16
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correspondence, not translation equivalence. It As contrastive corres-

pc:oho:len& a matter of tangue, that holds elements of linguistic systems',

together, while translation equivalence, a matter of paute;-holds

together texts. However, just aS in all linguistic work the analyst

begins with panoe and tries to reach tangue (ie.,"a description that

will account for the principles on which the practibe. of panate'is

built),'so also in contrastive linguistic work the analyst begins with

a corpus of original texts and their translations and tries.to reach

the-contrastive correspondents contained in the two texts as realiza-

tions of their respective linguistic systems. (The analysis of the

contrastive correspondents yields contrastive descriptions which account

for the linguistic - in the narrow sense excluding psycholinguistic and

sociolinguistic, and more generally prafatic aspects of translation.)

Since translation equivalence, as noted above, is
,

not a matter of

linguistically expressed meanings alone but also of their-communicative

functions, and since these are related to paute, not tangue, and are

thus not systematic in the same way in which-the expression of meanings

"'OM set of-oppositions-among the linguistic unit of a language is.

systematic, the analyst must find a way of isola ng - from the.trans-

lationally equivalent texts - the correspondent s which hold together

particular linguistic units in Li and L2. He does this in two steps -

first establishing the linguistic units in the texts Ti and T2 which are

held together by translation. equivalence and then eliminating those

that are due to communicatively dictated semantic shifts. The elimina-

tion is done by means of back translation (cf. Spalatin 1967), which,

unlike normal translation, is semantically bound.

The analysis begins with the pairing of an original text and its

translation and the search for linguistically expressed meanings-in 12

which correspond to particular linguisticallyexpressed meanings in Ti.

The search reveals that for some Li units found An Ti there are L2

units in 1.2 expressing the samemelnings; for others, there are L2

units in T
2
expressing different meanings; and for still others, nothing

can be found in T
2

to correspond to particular,linguistic units present

in Ti. Finally, L2 units are found in 12 which do not correspond to

anything in Ti. The failure of Ti and 1.2 to match LI and L2 units ex-

pressing the same meaning is the result of the obligatory or deliberate

semantic shifts in translation,

These textual correspondences are then subjected to the process of

back translation to determine whether they re also contrastive correS-
,.
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pondences. This involves translating 12 units found in 12 back into LI

while keeping the meaning they have in T2 intact. When tbis operation'

produces the same units in L1 that were originally present in Ti, we

have a (rather uninteresting) case of contrastive correspondents which

are plffectly matched. Mdre interestingly, however, back translation

may produce units in Li different from those originally yreS'ent in T

thus indicating that a semantic Shift has taken place in translation.

At this point the analyst begins to ask questions about the translator's

conscious or unconscious motiVesdeparting froM the'semanticS of the

Original. It is possible that the departure was forcedupon him by the .

absence in the L
2

expressive repertory of.qn 'element that would convey

\\\ the same meaning that L1 expresses naturallivd - more significantly -

\ the presence of an element in L
2
which that language -uses naturally when,i

called upon to express that meaning. However, since-the set of oppoti-

tions into which this particular L2 unit enters inL, is not the same
4

as the set of oppositions into which the corresponding 11 unit enters

in L
1,

the meaning cannot be the same either. As this is the meaning

'which the repertory of forMal elements of L2 makes available to its.

users when wishing to express the waning expressed by LT, the semantic

\
shift is an automatic consequence of the difference between the two

languages, and the'Ll and L2 elements are contrastive correspondents.

AnOther possibility is that the'departurefrom the original meaning was.

motivated by considerations other than the'availability (or rather,

.non-availability) of formal elements'in L2 to express the.teaningex-

pressed by LI: in this case, the system of L2 offers its'users the

means of expressing the same meaning as that expressed by LI in Ti,

but the translator. chootesto ignore that possibility and for some

communicative reasons opts for an element in L2 which expresses a differ-

ent meaning while, in his opinion, ensuring translational equivalence.

In this case, the semantic shift is due not to differences between the

two 'linguistic systems but to the different contexts of situation in

which communication takes place, and the .11 and elements in question

are not contrastive correspondents.

5. The establishment of contrastive correspondence as described here

has 'distinct repercussions for the design of the model of contrastive

analysis based on translation. The first repercUtsion has to do with

directionality. In this approach, viewing _directionality as atethodo-

logical and procedural problem rather than apsycholegical and language-
.
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learning problem (for which see James 1981), contrastive analysis is

neither bidirectional nor adirectiOnal, but unidirectional. And the

direction is from -Li to L2 from the language of the original text

(Ti) t° the language of the translated text (T2). For each particular

L
1
unit, all possible L

2
contrastive correspondents are isolated from

a translated corpus and the L1 unit is then .contrasted with each of its

L
2
correspondents in turn to determine the extent. of ,overlap and of

difference.

. 1t is important to note that the relationship. between an 1.1 unit

and its L
2
correspondents is not one-to.r.one.but one-to-many, with. each

L., correspondent matching a particular segment of the meaning of the LIL2

unit but also introducing othermeanings.which the L2 units has in the

set of oppositions in that language. When, for instance, an L1 Passive

is found to have Passive, Active and Reflexive.as its contrastive corres-'

pandent5 in L2 (the situation which obtains. for EngliSh and Serbo--
q.

jroatian), each correspondeht matches one particular semantic function

of the L1 Passive and also brings in other meanings which are part of

its semantic make -up in L2-.. -

Contrasting in fact means analyzing which L2 correspondents match

particular semantic functions of an L1 unit of form and what is the

"semantic price" of such matching, it is determined .0y comparing the

set of opposition's into which the L1 unit and its particular L2 corres-

pondent enter in their respective languages. No.particular linguistic

modells presupposed by this model of contrastive. analysis, and the

analyst is free to choose the descriptive approach which suits himbest

for a specific contrastive problem and even to vary his approach eclec-

tically for different topics in a larger contrastive project. Equally,

no defipite degree of exhaustiveness (same for both languages) is pre-

. supposed, nor'is "total" description required, as the analyst makes use

only, of those parts of the\descriptive statement of L1 and L2 which.are

contrast-lye-1y relevant. .
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CONTRASTIVE PRAGMATICS AND THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE

LEARNER'S PERSONALITY

William T. Littlewood
Univemi.ty Cattege.oli Stkamect

1. INTRODUCTION

One reason why foreign langUage teaching keeps so many'people in

employment (not only. In classrooms, but also as MethoOologists and

theorists in various fields). is that, -as we devise more and more techni-

ques for dealing with the problems we encounter, we also discover that

language learning is more complex than we had thought. This Means that

new problem areas emerge for us to try to understand and solve.

Thus, not long ago; it loo*ed as if we could overcome the'basic

learning problem by devising techniques for forming habits. Dialogues

and pattern drills seemed the ideal solution. Then it became clear

again that we could not neglect the cognitive dimension of language

learning: we must also ensure that the learner internalises the under=.

lying system of rules. We then realised that even if we found a fool....

proof way Of.,,getting people to acquire and operate this system, this

would still not be enough, because they also need to know the rules

and conventions for u4ing the system. To use twoexamples mentioned

by Jenny Thomas in her:paper-at this conference: they have"to learn

that 'We must get together sometime' can.be used as a polite formula

for taking/leave from somebody, as well as a statement of firm inton-

Aion; or that if,they wish'to ask for directions in the street, 'Tell

me please the way to...' is not the most.appropriatemay of.doing so

in English, Nor does. the problem end there. The'learner is faced

with_other dimensions of communicative performance which go.beYohdfa

knowledge of structure, suchaS the conventions'for managing conversa-

tions. Indeed,.there seem to be so-many facetS of communicative ability

that the task of teaching it can appear to take on. monumental propor-

tions. Small wonder that we derive such'hope frOm those-researchers.

'.who assure us that it will develop through natural processes, once we

learn how to structure the clasSrOom environment properly.

2. SOME RECENT 'STUDIES.

Some recent contrastive studies havehlghlighted,cieariy some of
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the problems that learners face in the domain of communicative perfor-

mance. They have shown how different speech communities prefer different

strategies for 'doing things' with language. They have also shown how

these differences may'lead learners.to produce inappropriate speech

behaviour because they transfer their mother-tongue convent*ns into

their use of the foreign language. I Will give a few examples from

papers whiN have appeared recently, before discussing some of the

problems which.they raise for foreign language teaching.

CHOOSING WAYS OF PERFORMING SPEECH ACTS

At the level of the single speech act, Blum -Kulka (1982) has shown

how Hebrew-speakers are likely to use more direct Ways of making requests
A

than English speakers. For example, the conventional Hebrew way of

'asking directibns in the street is the structural equivalent of 'Where

is the...?', while. the' speaker is more likely to usean'indirect

form such as 'Can you tell me the way to...?'. The English-speaking

learner of Hebrew tends to be less.direct than the native Hebrew speaker,.

in accordance with his or her mother-tongUe conventions. Presumably

an accumulation of such instances might make theSPeaker giveAn un-

intended impression of subservience or tentativeness'. Conversely, if

Hebrew-speaking learners of English transfer their mother-tongue norms

into their English speech behavioulr, they risk giving an:Ampression of

rudeness. .

English-spe king learners of German, too,are likely to produce

an unconventionally high degree of indirectness in their foreign lan-

guage speech. This was 1,11UStrateciduring'one of my own early visits

to Germany.' When the time -came.to. pay the bill in a restaurant, I

used the'German structural equivalent or'Can I pay,'please?'

'.Dart ich bftte.iahlerel.;, The waiter infOrmedine thati should not.

Sound as if I were asking him'a favour but should be firmer and more

authoritative, by saying 1.2ahlen, bitte!'. Kasper (1979) and House and

Kasper (1981) show how German learners of English may deviate from.the

conventions in similar ways, but in the.opposite direction.

2.2. DECIDING WHETHER TO.OERFORM A SPEECH ACT

Moving from different ways of expressing a speech act to the

question of.whether to express a speech act at all, Cohen and Olshtain

(1981) have again reported differences. between:native Speakers,pf_liebreW

and English, thit time in the domain of apo pgising, For example, in
, .
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role- playing they found that Hebrew native speakers were less likely

than English speakers to express apologies or to offer repair in certain

situations, such as forgetting to take their sons out shopping. It is./

important to note,. hoWever, that there-was still a 66% probability of /.

these speech acts occurring in'Hebrew (compared with 92% probability

in English) in the situation mentioned. Over seven different situa-

tions, there is consistently more likelihood of an apology occurring

in English native speech-than in Hebrew native speech, but the Hebrew

speakers are still more likely to apologise than not to apologise.

As a'further-example,'Loveday (1982) argues that Japanese speakers

are less inclined than English speakers to express open disagreement.

The result can' be that their conversation seems-dull and over-polite

when they use English with westeners. The Japanese speaker of English

is also likely to transfer ceremonial forMulae for apologies or thanks,.

creating a similampression. Conversely, of course, the English

native speaker may appear brusk and impolite to the Japanese.

2.3. CONVERSATIONAL STRATEGIES

House-Edmondson (1981) has studied how Gerian and English speakers

employ 'conversational strategieserder to gain their conversational

goals. For-example, if a person wants to borrow gramophone records, he

or she may support the request with 'strategic moves such as:

(a) 'Sweeteners', which remove potential objections to 'the
request (eg,. 'I'll take good care of them').

(b) :Disarmers', which anticipate possible complaints (eg. 'I

hate asking you of all people, 'cos I know how careful you
are with your records, but...').

(c) 'Expanders', which provide the hearer with more detail about
the,matter than is strictly necessary. ,

House-Edmondson found that German and English speakers differ in

their preferred strategies. Thus in the, course of 48 role-plays based

on everyday situations, 'disarmers' were used 24 times by English

speakers but only 5 times by German speakers; 'sweeteriers' were used

18 times in English and 13 times in German. On the other hand, German

speakers made considerably more use than English speakers. of 'expanders

(34 occurrencesicompared with 6).

,. 3. SOME PROBLEMS FOR FOREIGN. LANGUAGE TEACHING

As we saw in the previous section, thereis good evidence about

how speakers of different languages prefer different strategies for

performing speech acts,.for choosing which speech acts are appropriate
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in specific situation, and for achieving their interactional goals;

There is equally good evidence that learners often transfer their

native-language preferences to their foreign-language performance, We

might conclude, then, together with some other writers, that this

indicates a further dimension of communicative competence hat needs

to be taught. However;, there are two main problem-areas w ich must

first be considered.

3.1. NORMS AND INDIVIDUAL CHOICE

. The studies described in the previous section show trends and pre-

ferences. However, there i§clearly. a wide range of permissible beha-

viour, even among native speakers. Within this range, individual

\ speakers can make choices' which-reflgct their own personality or beha-

\viou4fi)style. In other words, we are not dealing\ with set patterns .

of behaviour which can be passed on as 'norms' to foreign language

learners. If we did this, we would be denying learners the important

'freedom which native'speakers possess: the freedom to adapt aspects of

their communicative perforMance to express their own personality and

behavioural style. .

It is clearly impossible to define the borderline between choices

which are due to language norms and choices which are due to personal

factors. Language is closely bound up with personality at every level,

and indeed, an individual's. personality has been deeply influenced by

the kinds of linguistic interaction that he or she has experienced.

There is the further difficulty; as we shall see in section 4, that the

term 'personality' can itself be interpreted'in widely different ways,

and the.concept is variously taken to involve anything from deep inter-

nal traits to comparatively superficial behavioural preferences. However,

a foreign language teacher has to reach'some working,definition of

where the boundary Of language teaching lies. In particular, at what

point do patterns of language use cease to be part of a repertoire which

learners should (if possible) be taught.to incorporate into theirlqwn

speech behaviour? At what point do they become reflections of an indi-

viduality which both native speakers and foreign learners should be

left free to express?

Referring to an example mentioned earlier, I remember that it

took some time before I could!call.out firmly 'Zahlen, bitte!' without

a slight tense of unease at behilvinyin.a way that was not my own. Yet -.

this was a' comparatively low -level choice between alternative speech-
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act realizations. The problem becomes more acute as higher levels of

'choice become involved: for example, when we consider whether to en-

cburage Japanese learners of English to express disagreement more

readily, German learners of English to use more 'disa'mers', or .

English-speaking learners of Hebrew to be less profuse with their

apologies.

A useful step towards forming decisions on these issues_would be

for researchers to gather'more information not. onlyOn the most

ptequ nteg uaed strategies of speakers of different languages, but

also n the 'Lange o6 vaAiation within which individuals can make

183

choices without appearing (for example) offensive or subservient. We

could then help learners to avoid those patterns of speech behaviour

that might be detrimental to their personal relationships, without

restricting too tightly their scope for expressing their own personality

through their own preferred strategies. This point brings us onto the .

same theme of the next subsection.

3.2. LEARNERS' 'EXTERNAL' AND 'INTERNAL' NEEDS

The-studies which we have been discussing bring us face to face,

in an extreme form, with a problem which is already inherent in the

currently popular 'communicative' approach to language teaching. This

approach can be seen froM two viewpoints which, so4far, have not been

,properly reconciled.

On the other hand, a communicative approach can involve analysing

what meanings the learners will need to express, and the.language which

will enable them to express these meanings appropriately. Language

items Ife then specified as something external.to the learner, which

he should try toattain. Clearly, the studies described in,the previous

section could be seen as.adding a further dimension'to what learners

must try to attain. We could simply add this dimension to the specifi-

cation of objectives.

On' the other hand, a-coimunicative approach is concerned with the

internal needs of the learner to relate to the language, integrate it

with his own cognitive make-up, use it to express his own self, and

so on. This requirement may work in direct conflict with the external

specification of needs mentioned above. It means that, rather than

imposing language.Which,may seem alien to the learner and his psycholo-

gical needs, we should try to ensure that he can. identify with the

language he uses and invest his own personality in it.
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WO are thus in a dilemma. On the other hand, as I mentioned, we

are discovering new aspects of communicative ability which we could

turn into teaching objectives. On the other hand, if we become over-

zealous in increasing the externally-specified body of language to be-

learnt, we may merely reduce the. learner's chance of *relating to the

foreign language at a deeper level and using.it as-avehicle-for. truly

personal communication. NOi
As a further consequence, we may increase the sense of threatened

identity or alienation from the self that sometimes accompanies foreign

language learning (cf. Brown 1980, Stevick 1976). We may unwittingly

help to ensure that the speaker of the foreign language_ remains a

'reduced personality', since we are taking away so many of those choices'.

.
and interpersonal strategies through which,. over the course of his life,

his personality has.learnt to find its expression.

In another paper at this conference, Jaakko Lehtopen used the

term 'communicative.angjety' to describe the reluctance which many

Finns feel in speaking a foreign language. It also describes the

feeling ¶f many other foreign language speakers. It seems likely that

this com,\Ilunicative anxiety will inevitably increase if we g6 too far in

Specify* the patterns of communication which. the learner must try to

use anti king away his scowfor'self-expressionthrough the foreign

language. Indeed, I feelthat iflI were obliged to use some of the

'typicall' English' ways of expressing things that are sometimes pre-

sented incoursesfor foreigners, I would be a constant prey to commu-

nicativelanxiety even in my own native language.

4. WHAT IS PERSONALITY?

The extent to which a learner is happy to adopt the speech patterns

of the foreign community depends to a large extent on his individual

attitudes and orientation, Though I believe that the arguments in the

previous section are valid for'a large proportion of learners, there

are also many learners (perhaps those with an extremely 'integrative'

orientation?) who are eager to adopt foreign patterns, even to the

extent implied by the studiesqlescribed in section 2. How can we re-

concile this with the argument that these different patterns are closely

related to the expression of personality? Must we take the viewpoint

thgt such learners are somehow able to develop a 'dual personality', or

even that they have to supprOss their 'true self' in order to perform

a foreign role? Here I will touch briefly on this issue by relating it
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to two conceptions of 'personality' which compete with each other in

current psychology.

. The traditional view of personality, connected with psychologists

such as Freud, is that it consists of Underlying 'traits', such as

'aggressiviness', 'friendliness' or 'introversion'. These are consistent

over time and can be traced back to experiences in early childhood.

They exist independently of specific situations. Therefore, if a

person's actual behaviour is not consistent with his basic personality

traits (eg. an aggressive person behaves in a restrained manner or vice

versa), we must explain this with notions such as repression or subli-

mation. Presumably, if foreign language performance entails far-reaching

changes in one's habitual patterns of behaviour, it must also involve,

.under"this conception of personality, phenomena such as repression.

However, a more recent view of personality calls into question the

idea of consistent underlying traits. Psychologists such as Mischel

(1973,) 981) point out that,if we obserWan individual's behaviour

across different types of situation, there is in fact much less consis-

tency than has usually been supposed. Almost every person shows consi-

derable variation in behayiour patterns and it is quite 'normal' to be,

for example, an introvert in some situations but an extrovert in others,

or honest in dome situations but dishonest in others. As a person

gathers experience in life, he learns to associate certain kinds of

behaviour with certain categories of situation, because the association

leads to outcomes which he values. ehaviour thus results from an inter-

action between situations and person variables. The latter would in-

clude a. person's abilities, values, perceptions and categorisations of

situations, and so on. In the present context, important features of

thiviodel are that (a) a persons's behaviour patterns are flexible and

(b) a person can come ta associate a different pattern of behaviour with

a situation, it his perception Of that situation changes or if he learns.

that this new'behaviour can lead to more valued outcomes. -In other

words, if we now transfer this general discussion to the specific issue

in question here: an.otherwise:equivalent interperSonal situation could,

presumably, 'switch in' one:patterwof,behaviour in a native-language

context. but a different patte'rn of behaviour in a foreign-language On-

text ; because the two situations. are perceived differently and because

different behaViour is expected to lead to desired outcomes. One such

desired outcome might be a sense of integration, with a. partiCular speech'
.

community (native and/or foreign), achieved by adopting appropriate
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speech behaviour.

Irthis second model Ts valid, it. seems to offer a more satin-

factory account of foreign language learning in its relationship to

personality. For example, itmay be fruitful to see differences in

foreign.language performance as due,. in part, to the learner's degree

of readiness to re- categorise. situations when the,se,bccur in the foreign
4

language context, and to his willingness to associate new behaviour .,

patterns with them. +These two factors would be partly due, in turn,

to the value that the learner attaches to the expected outcomes of

these changes. ,

It may also be fruitful to relate all these issues to a theory of

role- performance as in Littlewood (1975). °Within this framework,

lgarnerscan be seen as aiming to perform their foreign- language role

4 at different levels, which have different implications An terms of

behavioural change. For example, tht qurittionfl,' 'or 'actional' levels

do nOt involvemOre than comparatively superficiaraspects of-behaviour,

whereas the lacquiel! Jebel involve4'much c4oser identification with

the new foreign patterns. Its at this deeper level that learners ,

might aspire to 'produie kjnds,of change implied by the contrastive

studies described in section 2. Some of.the inner.mechanisms for these,'

Changes might be suggestetl by the interactional model of personality

described above.

5. CONCLUSION

Contrastive" studies of.communicative performance serve to emphasise

that we have readied a phase in foreign language teaching where we

must think more intensively about the relationship between learning and

the individual personality.. We must consider'questions such as':

..---(a) What do.we,mean by the concept of 'personality'?

(b) How does personality relate to patterns of communicative

performance?

4c) What policy should we adopt towards. he teaching of foreign

communicative patterns, when these conflict with the-learners'

-natural choices?

%

,This is clearly an area where delicate compromises are necessary,

'since the dictates of the learner's personality must often conflict with

the expectations ofthe foreign ceMmunity:_ For example,:lf it is true
.

that westeners expect, Japan sespeakers of English 'to diSagree more
%,

openly, but 4e_JapaneSe pre r a diff0ent communicative style, it is

17.9
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difficult to see how both parties could be completely satisfied by

any 'solution'. However, we.might bear in.mind that all social inter-

action involves some degree of compromise between conflicting impulses

and expectations. In this respect, intercultural communication is not
.

unique, though it poses the problem more acutely.

Within the overall development tf foreign language teaching, we

are now in a situation which is interestingly different from that of

10 yearS ago. Then, the nature of the task was clear-cut in general

outline: to analyse the skills involved in foreign language use, to

develop teaching objectives based on this analysis, and to devise the

most efficient ways possible of helping learners to reach thesb objectives.

Now, for the first time, we have to consider that, even if we did find'

away to teach foreign communicative performance efficiently in all

its aspects, this might not be in the learners' own best interests.

I would also add that if all advanced speakers of (say) English

as a foreign language performed in a fully 'English' way, producing

an impressively native array of, indirect requests, apologies and dis-

armers, so that their speech patterns became as standardised and in-

distinguishable as the hamburger, the world would be a much duller .

place.
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IMMIGRANT CHILDREN IN GERMANY: ,

THEIR GRAMMATICAL ABILITIES IN ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

UdO O.H. Jung

Pkitipo-Univeuitat, Manbmg

1. INTRODUCTION

For long stretches of time in the foreign-language teaching

methodology discussions and controversies, the two terms "foreign" and

"second language learning" have been taken to mean totally different _

things. In applying the terms, reference has always been made to the

, locus of teaching. Teaching English in the United States or any other

English speaking country, for that matter, was seco -language teaching,

whereas learning French in Germany was foreign-lang age learning .(cf.

eg. Brown 1980:3). There were good reasons for draw ng'Such a distinc-

tion. A person who learned English in England entere the English-lan-

guage bath as soon as he or she stepped out of the cl ssroom. A German

student of French as a foreign language in Germany, h ever, was dis-
.

missed by the teacher into a world which was totally di ferent from the

learning environment of the claSsroom.

In the wake Of. Berko's (1958),-Cazden's (1968) and Btu wn's (1973)

studies on the mechanisms of first language acquisition, He'di Dulay

and Marina Burt (1973; 1974 a-c) pioneered a series of studi s which

aimed at the learner's creative construction processes during second -

language acquisition. , .,...

And Stephen Krashen has succeeded iri integrating the fftlings of

various researchers into What looks like a cohilrent theory of\second

language acquisition. His Monilmft Model of how adults come by second

and third languages posits the existence of two approaches to. language

competence: one is called acquizition, the other &aiming, Acquisition

generates mental professes similar to those observed, hypothesized

rather, in young children who pick up a first language. It is said to

be a subconscious process, and the acquirers must be focussed on the

message all the while. As a rule, it is the acquisitional system which

initiates utterances, and the "fundamental claim of the Monitor Model

is that conscious learning is available only as a Monitoe (Krashen

1978:2). This Monitor, may interfere with the acquired system's output,
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sometimes before and sometimes after the utterance has occurred; it

may apply consciously learnt,rules to improve accuracy. There are two

constraints in .the monitor, however. The student has to have a sufficieht

amount of time to do the monitoring and he.must be focussed on form'

Krashen's model mustlhave carried so much intuitive convictioni

that hardly anybody stopped to ask how much time a 6uAliiclnt amount.

of time to monitor the linguistic form actually was and how one could

tell a student, was focussed on the message (cf. however Sajavaara 1978).

One answer to this problem lies, of course, in shifting the burden of

proof to introspection, which is notoriously untrustworthy, or to

circumstantial evidence. Does the student himself report the application

of conscious rules to his utterances? Was the task before him such that

one Would pronounce it to be.favourable to the application of rules? .

A case in point if Larsen-Freeman (1975). When she reported an "unnatural"

morpheme order, at was immediately hypothesized that her'paper-and-

pencil test differed from the ordinary BSM-task employed by Dulay and

Burt in that the latter focusSed the student on the message, whereas

the former drew the student's attention to-the linguistic "garb" the

message WiP: dressed in.

However that may be, the empirical. evidence supplied by Dulay and

Burt, Krashen and associates, not forgetting Roger Anderson (1976), -

together with the constituent elements of 'the Monitor Model have alerted

tha foreign-language. teaching methodologist to the possible existence

of an autclicmcu acquisitional system in the learner which reacts in

its own way to the primary linguistic data in the learning/acquiring

organism's environment. For, in essence, what the Monitor Model has

done is to fnteriprize the untutored phase of second language learning

into the learner himself, What was a haphazard, "extramural", so to

speak, reinforcement and .training- period formerly has become an orderly

process of acquisitional stages emanating from the learner. With the

introduction of the Monitor Model the distinction between second- and

fareign-language learning has lest much of its previous force. Attention

has been shifted from the locus of teaching to the learning individual.

this .In tupa.....had to provoke the question of whether the prciducts

of the learner's acquisitiona) .yi;teltrritay-not_also surface in the

foreign,language classroom, If inborn, the system could. he expected

to react in onesey or another to the linguistic input provided. by the

foreign-language teacher. In 6;rmany, researchers like Wode (19/8a;
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1978b; 1981) and Felix (1977a; 1977b; 1982) have long speculated

this might be so. Stephen Krashen, too, had foreseen Such a pOssibi ity

as early. as 1978, when .he wrote: "It would not be at all surprtsing'if

foreign language students show a greater learning effect, 'manifested

by.more "unnatural orders.". EFL student's in other countries might

provide the crucial data here" (Kras,hen 1978:6).

2. THE DEA-PROJECT

In the fall of 1978, a pilot project was/launched by the Hessian

Institute for Educational Planning and School Development (RIBS) in

conjunction with the Federal Ministry of Education and Science (BMBW)

under the title "Didactic differentation in beginners' English classes

with particular reference to slow learners". Several comprehensive

schools from the Frankfurt area took part in the experiment, which

was scheduled to last for two yeans. The project leader had developed

special teaching materials (cf. Mohr 1979) whiCh ere assembled in

units, each designed to cover a certain number of teaching hours.

The teachers involved in the project met regularly for two-day

conferences with the project leader to discuss and, where necessary

or possible, to improve on the teaching materials. On two of these

occasions, in April 1979 after 143 teaching hours, when the pi-oject

was still in its first year, and in April 1980, not long before its

end, they collaborated to construct two informal tests designed to

cover the first three and the last three units respectively.

2.1. THE TESTS

The tests consisted of two halves. The first _half, administered:

on the first day, aimed at assessing the classical (structural) areas

of 'Spelling', 'Grammar' and 'Vocabulary' (mostly) by means of the

multiple choice technique. If a label has to-be stuck on it, di6etete-

point would serve the purpose.

The second half, however, was specially designed to tap the students'

communicative competence. In a few Words.or with the help of-pictures;

a context of situation was described in-German and the task before the

students was formulated. To give an example:

Schreibe auf EnglAsch, was die Personen sagen.
Die deutschen SXtze in Klammern helfen Di?.
(WWite in FngLiaii what thelpeloona- aay.. The

184
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Outman 4entence.5 in bkacket4 wathe.ep you. )1

Susan und:Peter treffen ToM auf der Strasse-.

( Susan and Pam meet Tom in the 6tneet.)

Susan:.

(begrUsst Torn)

(gtee-to Toni) 0

-

a,

To these 'utterance initiators' the students responded by inserting

in writing the linguistic forms which they considered to be appropriate..

In the.above case, most students reacted with a simple and stereotype

"Hello, Tom." But there were other and more complex situations which.

.generated a considerable amount.of linguistic variatipn.

As far as Stephen Krashen's time condition is concerned, it is

true a time limit was set for the students, but it was a generous one.

The vast majority of students did have enough time; they could have

used it for monitoring. Had the teachers involved in the project been

asked,,they would have wanted their students to focus on meaning, not' .

form. The second.halves.of the two tests were expresSly designed to

direct the students' attention to the communicative aspects. of the

verbal exchanges. The writing condition as such cannot be held against

the present research. design since-Roger Anderson found "natural orders"

. with a composition task la. also Kayfetz 1982). The"crucial data"'

Krashen has been talking about could indeed be provided by subjects in

oursimilat situations on the condition that enough grammatical morphemes

in obligatory positions, are obtained-from the testS.

'2.2, THE RESEARCH POPULATION

In April 1979, the,teSt papers of twentYeight immigrant children

with various Lis (Italian, Portugese, Roumanian, Turksh, Greek, Serbo--.

.Croatian, Arabic and Hebrew) were secured and compared with those of

a group of thirty-one German-students selected at random. A year later,

when the second informal test was administered; twenty -five of the im-

migrants (attrition rate =.10.7 per tent) and twenty-.six of the German

'The English translatiensare prilited here for the benefit of the
reader who is not well-versed in GerMan. They did not appear. in the

test.



students (attrition rate= 16.1 per cent) were still available, so

that they could be compared with one another a second time.'

'3. DATA PROCESSING

.The,question as to how the ut eran es should be processed was

decided in favour of the*Dulay/Burt techpique' (cf. Burt and Dulay

1980), in spite of the fact that it has Tately met with some well-

groended criticism (Wode et al. 1978). In an (admittedly unsatisfactory)

manner, data collected at one point in'time can and very often do

. mirror developmental stages of language acquisition, especially. if f

largeinumbers'of subjects contribUte to the (error) pool (cf. Jung 1980)..

1n our case; only grammatical morphemes in obligatory position

were counted.JIt may be added in parentheses tliat the number of

morphemes supplied'in non-obligatory-positions was negligible). From

the raw data group scores were then computed and converted into

learning curves (See FigureS 1 and 2).

4. RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 summarize the results of the t tests administered

in 1979 and in 1980Irespectively, The,two sets of 1- earning. curves dis,,
.

play a fair amount of similarity, even parallelism. Some differences,

. however, are worth mentioning:

I.' The early, learning curves are-not as steep as the later ones.

This may be due to a relatively high degree 'of overledrnfffg

'by the students acipss all grammar pointS before the first`
,, ....

.'
test was administerted. .

%.

..
,

2. The 'steepness as slAch is. the result of a "clash" in learning

.).
Curve No 2 btWeen three grammar points with a high, degree of

stabilization (copula sing.,; personal pr.; article) and two

others (dd-periphrasis and plural) which one would,not consider

properly acquired yet. ,.

3.I The early curves always.show the imqrant children performing

below the 'standards set by their German classmates, Whereas in

the later curves the immigrants can be*seen to outperform the
.

_Germans on two counts; - .

,

r UnfortunatelytheAnformartests yielg more than five

processable,grammatical Morphemes..What is.more, the'te4tauthors did

not constrec their tests with cOmparaBility.ininlind, They had the -'
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grammar points included in their test instruments dictated to them by

the units it the teaching Materials. The plural of.nouns, however is

represented in both tests, and it promises to be of interest tithe

discussion centering onlanguage acquisition phenomena which may or

may not suface in foreign-language teaching oontexts: The rest of

tgis paper will therefore be devoted to a discussion of this problem.

5. DISCUSSION

The plural of English nouns poses serious problems to these

children both at first and at second testing.'As a matter of fact,

the group score for peakat at the time of test twa is below thaftf

test one. Other than'the poomaive pronoun or the coputa (sing.), which .

could be stabilized at a high performance level, the plural of nouns

has dropped below its previous mark. This finding is surprising, because

the concept of plurality and how it materializes in English was intro-

duced as early as Unit 1. The very first grammatical rule taught is

concerned with pluraltzation

A year and a half after this event and with many an opportunity

to practice the plural formation of English nouns, not only the German

group, but the immigrants in a like manner still balked at this gram-

matical phenomenon. This should be taken as a possible pointer.to the

minor role source languages play in the acquisition of a target Ian-.

guage.

5.1. NATURALISTIC ACQUISITION OF ENGLISH NOUN PLURALS

According to.Wode (1981), the sequence of allomoiThs in the

naturalistic L2 acquisition of English is /-s/, /-z/ and /az /,. as

evidenced by'his four children who acquired,English in an American

setting. But he also noticed that his subjects sometimes left the

stems uninflected. They reverted to theluse of zero morphemes when

they were confronted with unfamiliar lexical items or unfamiliar tasks,

such as tests, and he speculates that this is a "nom-language specific,

non-age dependent universal strategy which is followed in cases of un-

certainty" (Wode 1981:266). As to language-specific differences, Wodt

1
The teaching materials can be ordered from: Hessisches Institut
fur Bildungsplanung and Schulentwicklung (HIBS), Viktoriastrasse
35p 0-6200'Wiesbadet,.Federal Republic of Germany.
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observes that his children were late in incorporating stems in -en.

1-d-37 and /0/. This might well be a consequence of their Ll German;

an argument might be made out in favour of the contrastive hypothesis,

German. nouns ending ins -ea (Matten., Rittek,'Neitteit, Gem-ate/1., etc.)

do not normally4.take a flexive, but either from the plural via Umlaut

or leave, the stem uninflected. Kari. Sajavaara, who has'also recommended

that "second language .studies must be replicated with foreign- language

lear"ners" (Sajavaara 1982:151) is probably right when he says that the

"value of CA (ie. contrastive analysis) is small or ail in environments

of optimal acquisition, but it grows in correlation with the distance

to such a situation..." (Sajavaara 1982:154). We should therefore take

a closer look at our classroom data to see if a Germari-English.strbc-

eural contrast can be said to lie at the base of part of our learning
.

curves.

5.2. CONTRASTIVE HYPOTHESIS VERSUS LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

There were at least five occasions in the communicative part of.

the second informal test where one would expect the students to use

plural forms (see Table 1).

JA closer look at, the students' responses is likely to reveal

whether their linguistic behaviour is uniform across all.five instances

or whether there are significant differences between, say,utterances

No 1 and No-4. Table 2 gives the'details. As ours was a writteh test, .

Table 2 foresees only three possibilities: The plural marker (6) is

either present or absent; in addition, students may attempt to get

around the problem by al/aiding the use ofnouns in the plural. Utterance

4 is.a case in point. 'The majority of the studentsutt down At 12.12

.11,1,4, to avoid the longer At twelve minutes past twege

Even a superficial tns.pection of Table.4.2reveals that the overall

differences between the two groups are minimal. Large differences can
.

be found, however, between the cells. Utterapce.No 1, which contains

-a noun to be pluralized ending in -eA,.differs'Aost prominently from

the rest, in that 73.1 per Cent of the Serman§ and 60.0 per cent of

the Immigrants do what Wode's children,Asedtto do when they were un-,

certain:,they revert to the use of zerohnorphemes. A difference of

(73.1 - 60.0 = 13.1 per cent points exists here between German and immigrant

student 14icating the possibility that German-language influence,on

. o ,
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-TABLE 1. The five occasions in the communicative .part of the second test where the use of
plural forms was expected.

Number of utterance.
.

Initiator
.

-Expected Response

(1

(2)

(3)

(4)

()

..

A sagt, dass er Hamster mag.
(A says he likes hamsters)

B sagt, dass es genau 4 I4inuten vor
acht 1st.
(B says that.it is exactly four
minutes to eight) ;

Li wiederholt die Uhrzeit
(B repeats time)

R.Q. (= Railway Officer) sagt:
Um 12.12 Uhr.
(R.O. says: Pit 12.12)

..-

Lady: (.verlangt zwei Fahrkarten

nach Dover)

(Lady: asks for two tickets to
Dover .

.
. .

e

.

I like hamstera. /--,..

,

1t is exaspy four minutea to eight.

.

It is four minutea to eight.

At twelve minutea past twelve.

-'

. Two ticketa to Dover, please.

.1' 190
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TABLE 2. The students' responses to the test ifems:mhere-the use of-the plural

'was expected.
Germans (N 26) Immigrants (N = 25)

Number of
Utterance

percentage

0 morph

percentage
s-morph

percentage
avoidance

percentage

0 morph

percentage
s-morph

_percentage
avoidance

1

.

73.1 3.8 23.1 ¢0.0 . 16.0 24.0

2 11.5 80..1

.

7.7 1.610 80.0 41.0

3 11.5

N,

80.1 7.7 j 12.0 84.0

s

4.0

4 3.8

.

34.6 61.6. 0

.

-20.0

.

80.0

34.6 50.0 15.3 44.0 56.0

Means 26.9 49.7 23.1

lib

26.4 51.2 22.4
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:student PerfOrmantts--Stronger in the case of. the natives.1:At the *aale:Y

time, it must be said:that:.0?Iligli:perc,entageofzero Morphemesin;

the .case of- hamatek-is Called'interf4tenbe7oranSfer; such interferencel,H

is most probably due WO° "base language,: G.erm004.:-.0p,.tb-e'AfidnIS.:17

`Various mother tongues (cf.: alsti C4andraSekhar:1974).
,
TheAisefofqVreturns, albeit less prominently, in utterance No 5:

While the high percentage of correct-plural USage:inutterances No 2 and

-H0'3 (itself" a repetition of-N0.2) could be dismisseci.gs fixed expressions

learned as wholes, the fifty-odd Per cent correct responSeS tO'uteranCe

initiator No 5 would have to be taken as proof thaethe studentS, 'ir-

respective *of their linguistic or cultural_ background are still only

half-way between startInid-finish after nearly two years of inStruction.

Henning Wode, it will be remembered, found that the "use of 0 pervades

the LI data in much the same way as it does the L2 material" (Wode 1981:

244,It seems to encompass-foreign-language teaching and learning

proceits, too.

To sum up then,.it can be said that although our data were re-

stricted to a few written utterances, which did not allow us to establish,

the sequenceof plural allomorphs in a foreign-language teaching environ7

ment, the phenomena observed by Wode in a second - language' acquisition

context are not without parallel in the foreign,language classroom.

They can be language-specific, as in the case of nouns ending in -en

or universal. In the former instance, it is the base language, which

determines the linguistic behaviour of the students.

As far as the natural order of morphemes is concerned and the

question of whether this order surfaces again in the foreign - language

classroom, the available evidence does not enable us to give - ,definite

answers. But the fact that after two yeaes of teaching the plural of

English nouhs still' poses serious problems to natives and janigrants

alike, suggests that success or failure in foreign - 'language learning is

not simply a matter of teachers teaching and of students learning the .

foreign idiom, but the result of an interplay of the former with a

1
Apart from an indication of the country of origin no further linguistic
or socioeconomic information was available on theimmigrant children

or their parents. Thus it can only be said that their performance in

German as a second language must have been adequate to cope for two
consecutive years with an ordinary German secondary-school curriculum.
There were fewer drop-outs in the immigrant than in the German, group.
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third party, an autonomas language acquisition system, which has its

own way of going about the job. It will be our task in future years

to reconcile the system's means and ways to th se of teachers and

learners.
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UNDERS'iANDING IDIOMS IN FIRST AND SECOND' LAXUAGE ACQUISITION:

A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

Edna Aphek and Yishai Tobin

JewiA Theotogicat Semulaity, Ben-Guit,i.on Univerus4ty o6 the Negev,

.10644atem Be' en Sheva

INTRODUCTION

The notion of what are generally and loosely referred to as .

'idioms' or 'formulaic expressions' has always been a problematic

element both in language description and explanation in general

(Chafe 1970:41-49, Kooij 1965, Lees 1963, Lyons 1968:177-178,

Marchand 1965, 1969; Matthews )974:33-36) as well as in the fields of_

first and second language acquisition in particular.(Paivo and Begg .

19114.2-43, Lindfors 1980:54 -55). The same holds true for the study

of the definition and the acquisition of modern Hebrew compounds and,.

idioms as well (Berman 1978:234-237,.265, 271, 275 fn. 7,, 426, Kadda4'

1969 Levi 1976, Nir 1967, 1971, 1975, 1980).. The rol4lof idACms
.

most linguistics studies is usually relegated to a:sub,category of the -..

llexicon,\an\additional kind of sentence tylie,'or a deviant pr'special-,

kind of e*pression or compound lexiCal item ini need of special semantic ..

Gibbon (1081, 1982) presents a most thorough summary of the

linguistic dojnain of idiomaticity and ops connection to language form,`?

use and variation as well ks the significance of idiom's violation of

Frege's principle and their place in the field of contrastive semantics. .

Various sYntactic terms used to describe, ididMs'include 'Stereotypy',

'ColloCational stability', 'frozenness', and 'fossilization' (Makkai

1972). Hockett'(1958) proposed-a hierarchy of idioms from the morphemic . .

' level to the level of discourse. Firth (1968) also studied., idioms

from the highest discourse revels as well. The phonological level of

idioms was studied by Smith (1925) and Bolinger (1950). Katz and

Postal ,(1963) preSented a more formal morphological description of

idioms and Newme9er (1974) and Weinreich (1966) have studied unambiguous

'phrasal' idioms, Malkiel (19501, Makkai (1'972) and Fraser (1970) have

discussed the notion of clausal level idioms from varipus'theoretical

pointsIf view. This.hierWrchy of linguistic levels has also not failed
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. to reach schola'rs' deal4ng with 'speech acts', eg Bublitz (1978),

Sadock (1974), Searle (1976). On the suprasentential or 'pragmatic'

level, idioms have been discussed by Burger (1973) and GUlich and

Henke (1980).. All of the above studieS, and many more, agree that the

common denominator of all idiomatic-like expressions is the fact that

they represent linguistic utterances (on all levels) that cannot

(unlike Frege's principle) be reduced to the sum of their component

parts (semantically, or phonologically, or syntactically, or morpholo- .

or,from the point of view of'prosody or pragmatics).

(a) DefinitiOns of idioms on the sentence or utterance levels from a

syntactil; and semantic point of view:

According to Lyons (1968:177): At this point we should
perhap5 mention a further category of utterances or parts
of utterances which resemble 'incomplete''sentences in
that tlit do not correspond,44rectly to sentences generated
by the grammar, but differ from theM in that theirde-.
scriptiondoes not involve the application of the rules
established. to accoUnt for the vast mass of more 'normal'
utterances. These are what de Saussure has called 'ready
made utterances' ('locutions toutes faites'): expressions
which are learned as unanalysable wholes and employed
on particular,occasions by native speakers...

From a strictly grammatical point of view such, utterances
(eq. proverbs E.A. & Y.T.) are not properly regarded Jas
sentences, even though they are distributionally independent
and thus satisfy the definition of the sentencedi Their
internal structure, unlike that of genuine sentences, is
not accounted for by means of rules which specify the
permiss,ible combinations of words. However, in a total

descriTtion of the language, which brings together the
phonological and the grammatical analysis, they might be
classified as --(grammatically unstructured) sentences,
since th4 bear the same intonation contour as sentences
generated by the grammar.. 'Apart from this fact, they
are to be accounted for simply by listing them in the
dictionary with ah indication of the situations in which
they are used and their meaning.

There are two further points to be made about socially-
. prescribed utterances as flow do you do?. They tend to be

'ready made., in the sense that they are learned by native
speakers as unanalysed wholes"and are clearly hot constructed
afresh on each occassion on which they are used in what,
following Firth, we may refer to as 'typical repetitive
events in the social process'. Since they have this
character, it would be Ossible to account for them in
a 'behaviouristic framework': the utterances in question
could reasonably be described as 'conditioned responses'
to the situations in which they occur. This fict should

not be overlooked.by the semanticists. Thpre.is a 9ood
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deal of our everyday use of language which is quite
properly described in 'behaviourist' terms, and can be
attributed to our 'acting out' of particular 'roles'
in the maintenance of socially-prescribed, 'ritualistic'
patterns of behavibur. With regard to this aspect of
their use of language, human beings behave like many
animals, whose 'systems of communication' are made up
of a set of 'ready -made utterances''which are used in
particular situattons, The more typically human aspects
of language-behavior, whithdepend upon the generative
properties of language and also upon the semantic
notions of having meaning, reference and sense, are
not plausibly accounted for by extending to them
the 'behaviourist' notions of 'stimulus' and 'response'.
It is nevertheless true that human language includes
a 'behavioural cpmponent...
(Lyons 1968:417)

Thus, it should be readily evident that any study dealing with

idioms or the acquisition of idioms goes right to the heart of the

complexity and difficulty of defining language, the concepts or

notions of sentence, utterance, and prosody on the one hand and is

further, embroiled in the cognitive-mentalistic psycholinguistic and

behavioural-associative dichotombus approaches of first and second

language acquisition.

(b) Definition of idioms on the 'word' level:

On the 'word' or 'morphological level idioms, Matthews

(1974:33-34) presents the problem in the following way:

A quite different discrepancy-arises betweerv'the
lexeme as considered from the grammarian's viewpoint,
and a 'lexeme' which might be posited on strictly
'lexical' grounds. In the phrase a btoch ob ice the
ice belongs to the lexeme LCE, and in a jug of cAecun
the word oceam belongs to the lexeme CREAM. But what
of ice-otorm in I want 4ome'ice-ckeam?..10
This meaning.cannot be predicted from those of
ICE and CREAM as such,, and the'dictionary writer
must therefore give it in a separate entry (as
in the OED) or in a special subentry under 'ice'

or Ickeam' or both. 'Ice-ckeam', that is' to say,
is a distinct unit from the semantic'or the lexico-
graphical view-point.'

It is in such 0 case that somg writers have found
the term 'lexeme' particularly appropriate. Although

. in one sense or at one, level ice -cream remains, at
first sight, ice plus oteaM, nevertheless in another

,sense or at another levp1 ft is simply one more
OM inthe 1 exica-1-4fAntory=of-thlanguage,
ICE-CREAM we can say., is a compound lexeme related
by a process of 'composition' or 'compounding' td...
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to the simple lexemes ICE and CREAM...

It is also evident that the question of idioms or 'compounds' or_

' lexemes' and their prosodic, lexicW, and grammatical implications in

their acquisition is equally as thorny an issue on the word level as

well as on the sentence or utterance level.

Paivo and Begg '(1981:42-43) discuss the metaphorical-semantic

element of compounds and idiomatic expressions from the point of view

of the language learner: - 1

...Such compounds (bigWig, aattlitowea, E.A., Y.T.) are
actually idioms, whose meanings are only metaphorically
related to the meanings of the component words, and the
person learning English has no alternative but to learn..
the compounds essentially as separate units. This is
less true of other compounds such as Longbow, di6hpan
and wad-itowei whose meanings are more or less predict-
able from their lexical components...

The idiomatic expression or phrase, like the idiomatic
compound word, is another kind of complex structure whose
meaning is metaphorical, nott, predictable directly from

the meanings of the individual words. Such common

examples are kngek down a ,Sthaaman, 6.0 the coop, and
kit the back. Su'b idiomatic phrases create an unusually
difficult problem for the language learner, not only
because-their meanings are idiosyncratic, but also
because they are usually open to plausible although
inappropriate literal interpretations...

Besides the metaphorical use of idioms which allows the speaker

to achieve original means of expression beyond
1

the ordinary or pre-

scribed language he has learned, many idioms represent the collective

cultural memory of a nation and its civilization, (eg. in Hebrew the'

use of the name Benjamin to signify the youngest of man's sons, etc.).

With regard to Hebrew idioms in particular, many of those idioms

prevalent in everyday usage represent classical biblical and post-

bjblical origins (eg. the idiom ;Adubim ye to ya'ait (lit: neither

bears nor forests) meaning a 'cock-and-bull-story') as well as loan

words and.calques which have been introduced into the language as a

result of the various immigrations to Israel by clews from Europe and

North and South America as well as Africa, Asia and the Near East (eg.

ata e,Lnl ('my eye') from the Arabic or na'aza U xolex baseyhabil ('my

eyes grew black') from the Yiddish, meaning horrified)'. It is parti-

o note that both kiii&iirlaTioiriis,INE-TITerary-

-cultural as well as the loan word-calque have become part and parcel
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of idiomatiC modern Hebrew and can be found in all the spoken, including

slang, and written registers of the language
!

However, we would like to note that despite the fact that i

.4n
certain

cases literary-historical idioms may be used in ironic and/or absurd

contexts, the difference between literary and cultural idioms and slang

idioms is fundamental. The former conserve the cultural and collective

memory of the nation as well as archaic structural patterns of the

language and serve to embellish and adorn both spoken,and written

Hebrew.. The latter serve as catalysts, perhaps, foil- syntactic change

(Aphek-Kahnman 1982), and usually fill in semantic voids for contemporary

everyday phenomena.

In 1967, Nir conducted a comprehensive study of the active and

passive agcuisition and use of idioms of old Hebraic sources and loan

translation by native Hebrew-speaking high school students,'in Israeli

in two language skills: reading and writing. This was. done by examining

student compositions as well as administering a series of multiple

choice examinations, two of which tested the student's comprehension.

of idioms while the third investigated the student's ability to re-

0

1

As an example of this we would like to present parallel examples of
the idiomatic usage of a similar phrase found in a sketch presented
by Israel's most popular satirical-comedy team (lia-3aahash Ha-Hivek)
andin a poem by Natan Zaoh, one ofilsrael's leading poets, a pro -.
fessor of Hebrew literature at Haifa University and the recipient of
some of Israel's most prestigious literary awards and prizes. Both
sources employ the idiomatic-metaphoric use of the words ealia,
('lip, language, border, edge, shore, bank'):

(a) 66at ha-em selo ze anglit aval hu kol ha-yom be-6at

His native Onguage (66at ha-em, literally 'the language
of the mother') is English but he's on the beach latiat ha-
yam, literally 'the shore of the sea') the whole day. -

This particular example is taken from an anthology of the sketches of.
the group entitled: The Golden Book o6 the Gaoha4h Ha-Hivek, 1974,
The translation is ours.

(b) ani yoSev al 66at ha- n.ehov u mabit ba anasim

'I sit'on the 'street bank' (qat ha-/Lehou literally the
edgeof the street' as well as 'street language' or 'slang').

This particular example is taken from An anthoiogy of Zach's poems
entitled: Se,..eeteipoe,.t_ti61950*11:el Aviv: Aleph pbblishqrs. The

----''71-7--MdrTiTaTicin is ours.
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construct the idioms of the first two tests when given a part of the

idiom as a stimulus.

Nir (A967:6-9) discusses the notion of idiom or 'idiomacy' in

modern Hebrew and develops criteria by which idioms may be distinguished

from expressions, proverbs and other 'stable compoundso:

'idiomacy is a significant quality by which idioms

can be identified. The degree of idiomacy of a given
combination is determined by the number of phrases in

which one of its components serves In the special
meaning it has in the idiom (in its 'idiomatic' sense).
A combination will be considered as possessing a high
degree of idiomacy if the other combinations, in
which One (or more) of its components serves in its
special sense, do not exceed two. Such a compound

will be defined as a idiom. If one of the components

of an idiom is an obsolete word, it will be considered
to have no'normal' meaning (outside the combination)
and consequeri,tly to possess a high degree of idiomacy

(on the synchronic level, of coyrse, as in an earlier
period it may have been e.commdn word)...

Besides the quality of idiomacy, another important
criterion exists, whereby one can tell an idiom from

a free compound. This characteristic we shall call
'stability'.. The stability of a given combination is
assessed according to the degree of certainty by which
its complete structure can be predicted if a part of

it is given.

Most idioms possess both qualities idiomacy and

stability. but in order to decide whether a given
phrase is an idiom, it,is enough if it meets one of

these criteria.

In certain languages (such as English; for example)
there are many idiogis with a grammatital structure
deviating from the accepted norm., In these languages
grammatical divergencies in combinations may serve as

an additional criterion to identify an idiom. In

Hebrew these instances are very rare; and thus this
quality cannot be considered as typical of Hebrew idioms.

Many Hebrew phrases, which in other languages would take

the form of a compound word, are not regarded as 'nivim'
(Heb. idioms) (E.A. & Y.T.) although they possess both
or one of these qualities (idiomacy and stability). These
'set phrases' constitute a marginal group between the

single word and'the idiom.

r

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between a set
phrase and an idiom, especially when dealing-with nomina-

tive compounds...

,-----------------7±f+tsrntao4-toever4saice-Jaftencanfuspd in Hebrew textbooks.

Both of them are frequently brought unceTilTeTiaTETUT--7-7-------
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'nivim'. The reason appears to be that both the idiom and
the proverb are conceiped as self-contained independent
semantic units. In order to avoid such an erroneous atti-
tude, one has to'keep in mind that an idiom is basically
a lexical unit, whereas a proverb is a saying expressing
a general With which is applicible to many specific
instances...I

The definition of the Hebrew idiom will be as follows:
A 'niv' is a combination of lexical units possessing a
high degree of both idiomacy and stability or a high
degree of either of these qualities, without being a
set phrase or a proverb.

METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION

We have chosen to examine the perception and reception of idioms

in younger age groups of native Hebrew speakers in kindergarten and

elementary school, as well as to compare their performance with older

learners of Hebrew as a second language whose native language is

English.

He have compiled a list of 21 idioms or expressions which commonly

appear in the Israeli media (radio and television) journalistic prose,

colloquial language, slang, as well as familiar idioms and expressions

whose origin is from the Bible or traditional sources which appear in

all registers of spoken and written Hebrew.

We chose to test the subjeCts' perception of idioms by presenting

idioms from the media, standard'language and slang, in sentences in

context and asking the subjects.(91 in number, either orally or in

writing depending on the age of the subjects) to explain the idiom in

their own words or by paraphrase. We also presented our subjects with

1

The specific role of proverbs or what we have referred to as 'two-
bit philosophy' in the use of the language used by Hebrew-speaking
fortune tellers has been discussed in More detail in Aphek and Tobin
(1981a, b, c, d.).

2
Hebrew is made up of three main historical strata. The first being
Biblical Hebrew;--Spaen up.to the 6th century B.C., the second
Mishnaic Hebrew, so called after the Mishna, an authoritative collection
of religious laws compiled around 200 A.D., spoken up to the 3rd
Century A.D., and modern Hebrew from the middle of the 19th century
on.. Each of these "languages" has a dictionary and a grammar of its
own. Yet, Mishnaic Hebrew draws on Biblical Hebrew and modern Hebrew
on both Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew. Wellfguld like to point out,
however, that many of the "traditional" id Aims appear quite frequently

"

in colloquial'conversation.and are perceived as being "modern", as
many of the "standard" idioms have traditional" So



Transliterated
Idiom

IA. Now the
Md(a

Table 1. The Idioms USed

Literal Meaning

1. vc Shahan "and their essentials

txita the beginning"

2. saxek ota

3. tee mt ze

"play it"

"get out of it"

II. Standard
ldioiws Found im

Both Spoken and
(0:i.tten Hebkew

1. he xvodo u

ve atmlo

2. It'o('t x) be

oh vahod

"in his honor and in (by)

himself"

Idiomatic Meaning

Said at the beginning of
the radio news

The name of a television
program: "it's your turn,"
"hurry up"

The name of a television
program': "solve the prob-
lem'

"(to see x) in pink light"

"He himself, in pehson"

"in rose - colored. glasses"

Oie en hone"

r

GrammatiCal Analysi's5

conjunction-declined noun
(3rd person, feminine)-noun

Sentence unmarked impera-
tive declined prep (3rd
person, fem.)

Sentence-unmarked impera-
tive -preposition- dem.
pronoun (masc. sg.)

Semantic Analysis

neutral-neither posi-
tive nor negative '

positive connotation
as appears in media,
negative connotation
possible in actual
conversation.

positive connotation,
encouragement to
overcome difficulty

prep.-declined noun (3rd
person, masc., sg.)-conj.

-declined noun (3rd pers
masc., sg,) 'frozen' pho-
nological forms- be l.0 -ve

Sentence-(Verb
tive-k) prep. no n-adj..

(both masc

203

neutral, can also be
used ironically

positive connotation,
(usually) negative
connotation possible
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bk.neina to
ven atomexiflu

1110

4. deux agav

III. Stang

l kid mimeni

2. (feted toy

yekuAhaeayim

,

3. taavod atai

4. keno óhawi

IB. Bibtiedt oh,

fik6toti.eat

. Expte,s6iun6

1. to (6.1),i.m ve

to yaah

2. bait ve ain ha

ahe4

"between us and between
ourselves"

f incident"

mO

"get down from me"

"good boy of Jerusalem"

"to work on me"

"like a'clock"

"strictly between ourselves"
"speaking among ourselves"
"between you and me-and the
gate post"

enPte noun
.

1
4

"by the way," a pupya,
"incidentally"

$

"get tiff my back", "leave
me be" "get ff my case"

"a goody -goo ", "an overly
well-behaved and mannerly
child"

"to deceive me", "to lie te
me"; "to fool me"

"like clockwork"

-"no bears and no forest",
"neither bears nor foresti"

"illiterate, ignoramus
and inhabitants"

"nothing of the 4ind ", im-

possible tale, complete.fab-
rication, cock and bull .'

story

"boorish, "common people",
"hoi polloi"

n A

declined prep. (1st persdn,
pl.) -prep.-prep. declined
noun (1st person, pl.)
'frozen' phonological

form- ty-v

noun-(masc.&fem,) -prep.

neutral pre supposed

inference the exclu-
sion of others,''
pragmatic effect in
discourse bringing
speaker and hearer
closer

neutral

Sentence - imperative- dec-

lined prep. (1st person°,sg)

noun-adj.-(both masc., sg.)
-noun

Sentencel-Verb-declined
prep. (1st person, sg.)
often appears in negative
imperatives)

prep.-noun (masc.,' sg.)

negative connotation

negative connotation
based on (a surfeit)
of positive qualities

negative connotation

positive connotation

Sentence-neg. marker- noun
(masc,, pl.) vnj.-neg.
marker-noun (masc., sg.) .

(0 copularn 'present
tense').

noun-(masc., sg:)- conj.-

noun masc,, sg.)- def.art;
noun (fem., sg.)1

negative connotation

,negative connotation
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Table 1. The Idioms Used (cont.)

Transliterdted Literal Moaning.

Idiom

3. hatex ea 6Iu

4. yatsa be alien

va ay.in

5. h-igiu ma ybil
ad naAe6h

6. ayin taxat
Tufa .-

7. aetistaha
ba.kankan...

8. ataxat Kama
ve xama

9, tsaPia Lava

lb. sec yaAd ee

61 dant()

"going and returning"
*continuous"

"got out with tooth and
eye"

"the waters have arrived
onto the soul"

"eye rider/instead of eye"

, "don't look at the jar"

"one one how many and how'
many" -

good morning (Aramai.04-

"(he) didn't go down to
the end of his idea"

Idiomatic Meaning

"to and fro",
forth" "round

back and

trip"

"to lose much", "suffer
serious losses" (originally)
"to be freed" (said of a
slave whose master caused
the loss of a tooth or eye)

"my troubles have reached
their climax" 'the situa-
tion is unbearable", "I can
lake no more"

"an rye for,an eye"

"don't judge a book by its
cover", "all that glitters_
is not gold"

"the nore-so", "how. much

(more)", -a ektioni, let
alone °

"good morning"

h(he) didn't grasp his

meaning completele.; "(he)

didn't get it" '

Grammatical Analysis
5

4-

adverbial phrase-inf-conj.
inf. ('frozen' phon.

-form va.)
( .

sentence-verb-prep.-noun-
(fem., sg.) (body part)'
- conj.-noun-(fem., sg.)

(body part)('frozen' phon.

form va)t
. .

sentence-verb (3rd person,
masc., pl.)-noun (masc.,
pl.)-prep.-noun (fem., sg.)
('frozen phon.form nafesh)

noun (fem., sg.)(body art)
-prep:-noun (fem., sg,)"'
(body part) '

.sentence-neg.!imp.prep.
noun(masc., sg.) .

prep-fem. numeral-adv.-
conj.-adv.('frozen! phon.
form ve-x)

noun -adj.. OAramaic)

sentence-neg. marker-verb-
prep.-noun- declined noun
(3rd, person masc., sg.)

Semantic Analysis

neutral' connotation

negative connotation
presupposition 'suf-
fered great loss'

negative Connotation

negative presupposi-
tion also used legally
in the financial sense

negative pre-
supposition

neutral connotation
pragmatic function
of intensifying

neutral greeting

negative connotation

20o
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the list'of the idioms taken from sources (113),' including an idiom in

Aramaic1. ._
/.

We asked the subjects.to.choose the most suitable &diom to coMplete

asennnce whichprovided a meaningful context upon which he could

base his choice. This task.wasdOne in writing by our older subjects.

We asked our younger subjects orally if they had ever heard these

idioms' and asked them to/NRpjain What the,} think they meanafterkpre-

senkng them in their appropriate context.: In addition,swe asked our

native-speaker subjects to provide us with a Tist of their favorite

idioms orexpressions, their meanings, and 'their reasons for liking

them._

The ididMs which we selected appear in Table 1, the Idioms Used.

It containsthe transliterated Hebrelt idiom's, their literal meanings,

their idiomailic meanings as they appear in the Algalay Hebrew English .

dictionary, and,morphological-syntactic and:Semantic analysis of these

idioms. We would like to point out again that because of the

particular historfor-the Hebrew language which has affected both its

phoneti6, phonological, morphological, syntactnd semantic' structure,

"traditional" or "historical idioms" appear in all registers, spoken

and wrifteo, ofmodern Hebrew. An English transTtion of the question-

mire used will appear in an Appendix at the end of this article.

We would like to note that not all the idioms on our-list appeared'

in all standard dittipnaries and/or in the slang dictionary. For,

example, thc.idioms 12 saxeh-ota.and 13 .tae mize: which are newly

coined television idioms (ie., the names of teleOsion game programs),

did not appear in any dictionary,,na- did the idang idiom 44 limo

Aheon.
'

.
.

Idiom IBS Wok vaahou is typical of the sh4t that some archaic
...., .

l °

idioms undergo. This idiom appears in the Alcaldy (1965) dictidha

only in the Meanirrg of .'to and'fro' or 'a. return \

*
ticket', whereas its
i

original meaning from Gene'sis.8:3, the story of the Flood, is

'returned continually'. ,Thus, many Hebrew speake s still use the

idiom in both i,ts meanings, though many, and spe jally the yOung

0
ones, use it only in its modern more literal mean ng and tomprehend..

. .

1

Accoiding to Rubin .lo'dae:153, Aramaic'resembles Hebrew °
to about the extent. that German resembles Englih. +It came an
international language during the Persian Empir (539-331 15:C.) and

subsequently displaced'Hebrew and other Near Ea tern languages in
spoken use. .

I % 206
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this idiom as being comp(Aed of two verbs, one being hmtox 'go: and

the other (va) ahoy 'land', 'return', whereas to its original meaning

(Lox served as an auxiliary, indicating the continual return of the

water. .

We administered our preliminary questionnaire to kindergarten age

children (5-6 years old), second grade children (7.5-9 years old),

and sixth grade children (11,5-13 years old), all of whom were native

speakers of Hebrew and attenlied regular, ie., secular (not religious),

state supported Israeli public schools in two Israeli cities Jerusalem

and Be'er She4k.

We a'ko administered our preliminary questionnaire to adult learners

of Hebrew asa second langulge (all native English speakers) who are

currently living. in Jerusalem and studying Hebrew in an academic frame-,...

work In beginning, intermediate and advanced Hebrew language classes.

We will'compare these results to those of our Qative speaking inforMants

We would like to point out that the children in the kindergarten

and primary and jyritor high schools chosen are representative of the

various oriental and western segments (Sephardi and Ashkenazi) of. the
1

Israeli population and are representative of a cross section of urban

youth.

The results of our preliminary study of idiom comprehension app6r,

in Table 2, IOComparative Table of Results for. Native Speakers, and

Table 3, A Comparative Table of Results for Adult Second Language

Learners.

We will first present the results of our native.Hebrew speaking

informants beginning with the kindergarten age group followed by the

2nd and 6th grades, In all cases, we. considered a paraphrase or ex-

planation of
.

the idiomatic meaning as a correct response, a close

approximation or part of the idiomatic meaning as a partially correct

response and a literal word-for-word rendering of the literal meaning..

As an incorrect response: Each child was interviewed individually.

The interviewer.spoke with the child,atking him if he had everheard-

.
anyone say the idiom, presented.it in context and then asked the child

to guess the meaning. An examination of our Kindergarten age grbup

..revealt that the children we interviewed iiad a sporadic knowledge of a _ff

very limited number of idioms (the boys being slightly more knowledge

able than the girls) with slang idioms prevailing as well as the more

concrete idioms, hatox va4hov anrcrve ihanan tx4tai whose literal.meanings

are close to their idiomatic use. For the idioms which are used as the

207
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Table 2. A Comparative table of Results for Native Speakers

Idiom /# Kindergarten nd grade 0th grade

-----
. -n 15 -4

4 pi, -12 5 0.ko

1) .2 02
-I/' -15 -lb' :I [Lk

3) .S
25 .

.11
-IP -IS -It,

;, 2 p.k 3 o.k

li
11 1). .2 .25

1

.1
l b

-11

.2.p.k i 2 p.k

2)
.---

.23
-17 -15 . -12 .

1 p.k I p.k

3) , 1 qt.!

-15 .3

..

/
p.k

.1 .3 11.
-17 -11 / p.i. .1.

.2 .9III 1) 4_11

-14 -7

il1 p.k I p.k 2 p.k

2) .
-,

.12
-17 -13 ° -18

__,,_ __, 4 p.li

--i-
6 p.k

3.1
.3

.)
-a

+33

-3 1

,-14 2 p.k.

4)
o

o -17 .5 +31

-12 ;-..5

-1/ -15 +75
I p.6 -II

2) .1 -16 .25
-16 .1 -11

._--
.5 .7 .3431

-12 -15 -4-

-4) +32
-17 -17 -4

5) ' .72
-17 I7 -.14

b) .30

-17 FM -17 -6

i) 43 .11

-15

11) n 26
-17 -17 .-10%.

9) . 0)) '
-5/ I/

) 42S0
..

-;17 -17
-.,

-II

p.k partial knowledge
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.14

-/

-19
1.. .....)

1 p.k 1

8

-10 1

.15

1 p.k

-4 13
-1

I0

.10
-11

I0
-10

+10
-II

-14
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Gro

-3

4'

lable J. A Lompwatiye fable of Results for Second Language Learners

tp I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Rabbinical
Literature
Class

.2

-1

-I

.1

t4 05

-4

.
ye' fkarsn txila

3 -2 -3 -4 saxek ota

3 -4

1.5

-2
.

.1

-8
tse mi ze

3 -7 .1 fl. .6 1.5 be xvodo u Ve atSmO
. i 1.5 1.5 -3 -22 .

l

3 -1 .1 .3 t5 lirot x) be or varod
.1 1..5 -1 -4 varod

.3 .1 .4 .9 beineinu re yen
2 0 -1 atsmeinu

.1 .1 ..3 .9

-2 -1 1.5
derex agay

1 -3 2 .4 .7 a

t -2
red mimeni

/ g .1 .1 .1 .5 yeled toy
I -2 -1 .-2 -4 yerushalayim

3 1.5 -1 .4/-4/1.5
2 .1 0 laavod alai

'0- +2/1.51 -.4 0/1.5 .5/4.5 keno shaon -,

-2 .1 :r .1 .4 .3/ -6 lo dubim ye lo yaar.

.3 .7 .4 .8 -1 bur ye am ha arets

-2 .1 -1 /.1 .4 .3 -6 halox ya shoy

.2 .4 -5 .4 yatsa be Shen va ayln

3 -2 .4 .3 6 higiU nsaylm ad nefesh

-3 .2 .3/ -1 .4 -5 : at tistakel ba.

kankan...

.1 alaxat Rama ye
-2/0 -1 .4 .5 -4 xamm

4 -2 .4 .5/-4 tsafra taro

-3 .1/0 .t4 .2/-7 lo yarad le sof
daato

BEST Cik
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names of the two televisiongawelatms.sakek ota and .tae mize, the

children merely described the televis,.oripowe. themselves or mentioned

the prizes that the winners receive% ,

We would like.to,point out that OneOrthe female informants aged
-

6 appeared to understand the idioms but,oliimed that she did not knOw

them, implying that she could not expldi theMiin herown words. Some

of the incorrect responses were usually Weiror-word .1-epetitions of
..

the idiom itself or a response to the liter' eapingeg., "like

clockwdrk" means "an electric wdtch",-Or "tiCk44igl'....' None of the

217%

.
children in this group volunteered any idioms:oe:eXpressions of their

own.

The second group tested was from a second grade cass in a local

school in a middle class Jerusalem neighborhood. Our. t7. informpts'

(6 males and 11 females from the ages of 7-8.6 years old', wereInt0-

viewed orally. An examination Qf the data culled froWo6r-,second grade

group reveals that the children responded most.to idioms\.from the media

and slang, boys and girls performing similarly. Like the Younger group,

most of the "fficorre t" interpretations of idioms were basedon the
. .

fact that they perce ved the literal meanings of the idioms:11n\pink .

being perceiv as "he-has pink eyes", "a good boy OrJerusalem"

Wing perceived as "he's as good as Jerusalem", "JerusaleM:Ahe:best

city, in the.country, he s the best."

The children produced everal idioms of4their own including:

mazat toy (good luck, congratulations, said wheq a glass i4roken

referring to the traditional wedding ceremony), 6eud4 meta4M'(feast

for Kings, a sumptuous meal), 4(1, .006- ozen .6114.*im

(.'elephant's ear', we ourselves are unfamiliar with this idiO), on.

Ahet piZ ('elephant's skin', 'a tough-skinned person who' does 4oOnsult

easily'), e4hagea. piton ('to make elephants crazy& - 'to dri4people

very crazy'), kokktaviln ('dogs' cold', 'very, very cold), and:;lekex

eke14 ('the way of the land' - meaning 'very good manners, politeness').

It is interesting to note that the idioms produced were of two:Major

types: those related to the historical-cultural level and slangydioms, .

which show a marked affinity towards animal imagery and metaphoiliC,in

their use of language.

The third group consisted of thirty -six 6th grade students (19

males, 17 females) from a 1001 elementary school in Beier Sheva..

The subjects were between 11.6 and 13 years of age, le., approximately

at the. "critical age" of puberty with regard to language acquisition.
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The subjects Were,given a written guestion'naire, which was also read

to them out ldud before they were asked to fill it out. The number of

correct responses from thfs'group is significantly greater than for the

younger groups and the distribution with regard to the sex of the

subjects doernot appear to be a potent-Cal variable. These subjects,

responded particularly well to idioms of the standard,-slang and

Biblical-historical types. The mistakes made in idiom interpretation

are, as for the younger groups, rejated to literal,-word-for-word

interpretations, eg., 'in pink light', 'sees everything like pink _

flowers.'

Some of the subjects paraphrased the idioms with similar idioms

of their own, eg., 'a good boy of Jerusalem' - friar - 'push over' or

'Yoram' a regular boy's name associated with Ashkenazi middle class

values -often used pejoratively to mean 'a good boy'. The idioms they

provided for us included 13 idioms in the register of slang with Arab

loan words (xantaAish 'worthless', bababa 'good' used similarly to the

American expression 'cool' in the fifties); proverbg in sentenbe'length

expressions on the literary level (eg.,1-'one coin in a jar makes elot

of noise') one hybrid fromArabic (yam autt, yom baeme - yaum 'day' in

Arabic 'a day of honey, a day of onion') and slang utterances (ze

yetze L mi ha -as 'This thing is coming out of my nose' meaning 'I am

fed up with it').
.

We will now present our data for the adult learners of Hebrew as

second language. The data were culled from 21 students 'at the Jewish

Theological Seminary at the Neve Shechter campus ill Jerusalem. Twelve

out of the 21) students (7 males and 5 females) were studying in a \
/

program entWed.Midreshet Yerushalayim (The Jerusalem Seminary, J.S.),

which inVolves living in Israel on a twelve -month program and is open

1
both high school and college graduates. The students took intro-

ctory courses in Judaic studies as well as Hebrew language courses
, -

on various levels. Their agers ranged from 18-35. The remaining 9

students were regular students of the Jewish Theological Seminary (JTS)

and plan to become rabbis. They had a strong background in biblical

--- '-and historical sources and were currently spending a year in Jerusalem

studying Hebrew literature as part of their third year of rabbinical

school. Both sets of students lived in.dormitory conditions at the

Neve Shechter campus. On the one hand, they lived together in an English

speaking enclave and, on the other, they had a television set at the

2:11
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k
dormitory and all had radios in their rooms, and were free to associate

with native Hebrew speakers.

The J.S. students studying HebreOlfor a year are sharply divided

with regard to their language proficiency level. Save for our first%

subject in the lowest class who performed consistently well, the first'

. two classes of Hebrew learners showed a spOradic knowledge of idioms

from the standard language, the biblical historical level and, to a.

lesser extent, slang. All the subjects performed the most poorly with

the media expressions. The most advanced J.S. students as well as the

rabbinical students predictably performed better, except subject No. 2,

whose results were consistently poor on the Biblical-historical level

and the .mediaexamples.

CONCLUSION

An analysis of our preliminary findings reveals:

(a) The distribution with regard to the sex'of the subjects does, not

appear to be a potential variable.

(b) All subjects, both the native speakers and the learners of Hebrew

as a second language, performed poorly on the media expressions.

(c) The youngest native speakers, ie. kindergarten and 2nd graders,

showed sporadic knowledge of slang idioms and the more concrete,

literal idioms such as hatox vaAhou, Mo.st of the incorrect inter-

pretations of the idioms occurred because they perceived the

literal meanings of the idioms. None of the children interviewed

could eliCit idioms of. their own, which may mean that they do not

have the concept of idiom as a full-fledged category at this stage

of language acquisition bearing out the Semantic Feature Hypothesis

scussed in Clark (1973). Our preliminary research in idiom

acq ition seems to support Clark's notions that when children

first beg o use identifiable words (or expressions, E.A. & Y.T.)

they do not ha their full (adult) meanings,'but may represent

only partial entri in their lexicon. It also appears that

children can be familia with many expressions used idiomatically

without being aware of th 'r idiomatic or extended use and perceive

them only in their literal, rd-for-word meanings. The second

graders, however, showed some radic knowledge of media idioms

and historical-cultural ones, e elder native speakers, sixth

graders, did fairly well on all pars of the questionnaire, parti-
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cularly with slang and historical-cultural idioms.

,(d) The first two classes of learners of Hebrew as a second langilage

showed some sporadic knowledge of standard idioms, and of histo-

rical-cultural ones and of the slang idioms, to a_lesstr extent,

and did very poorly on media idioms.

The students in the higher classes' of Hebrew as a second language

and in the literature class performed best on the historical-cultural

idioms.
Itt #

As a result of our preliminary findings we feel that the data of

the adult learners of Hebrew as a second language that we have at the:

moment is less sufficient than the data we have for the native speakers.

One must bear' in mind that this particular group of learners of4ebrew

as a second language is text- and reading-oriented.

In his thorough and extensive study Nir (1967) found out that

religious high school students who are Hebrew native speakers showed

better comprehension and higher degrJO of usage of idioms from the

sources than their peers in regular high schools, the reason probably

being, as in the case of our group of adult learners of Hebrew, that

the religious high school students are text-oriented end study the

sources a great deal.

We will be able to` arrive .at more definitive conclusions after

we broaden our informant population to urban schools in both the

religious and non-religious streams, rural schools in the kibbutzim
1

and mOshavim, as well as various frampworks of the study of Hebrew as

a second language.
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APPENDIX

Queationnaiu 'Idimn Acquion'

I. What does it mean? Explain the following underlined idiom.

A.1. Here is the news and their essentials at the beginning.

2. You all must be familiar with the T.V. show, 'Play It'?
What does the name mean? When would you use the expression
'play it'?

3. What does the name of T.V.6'e shoii 'Get Out of It' mean?

B.1. Look who's here, the Prime Minister, 'In his honor and by
himself'.

2. Shoshana is smiling, that's because she sees everything
'in a pink li9ht'.

3. After the roaring argument in class, Rafi said to Joseph:
'between us'and between ourselves' you weren't right.

4. We talked about political problems but 'by way of incident'
I also raised the problems of education in Israel..
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C.1. Listen, .aq down from me', you've simply gotten on my nerves.

2. We don't accept him because he's 'a good boy of Jerusalem'.

3. What do you'think, that I was bor pm:irk41r

4. Don't worry, I'll do it 'like a clock'.

II. Idioms from the Sources

Write the appOopriate expression from the list in the space pro-.

vided at the end of the sentence.

1. It's impossible to talk to Joseph about a movie or a book
because he's a real ---- 'ignoramus')

2. Don't believe a thing he tells you ---- ('neither bears
nor forests')

3. I can't take this house anymore ---- ('the waters have
arrived unto the soul') .

4. Anybody who looks at Zehava could think she's a 'tramp'
brut ---- ('don't look atOthe jar')

5. Look at that poor cat, after the fight ---- (he) got
out with 'tooth and eye'.

6. Joseph was so nervous that he paced the whole night - - --

'back and forth'.

7. He believes in the method of ---- 'eye instead of eye' - - --
and that's why he hit me back.

8. If Micha deserves to be punished then Asnat ('on one

how many and how many (more)')

'9. It's a pity that he's trying to explain (it) to him,
it doesen't matter ---- 'he didn't go down to the end
of his idea'.

10. He always uses strange expressions, that's why when he met
me he said ---- Good Morning (in Aramaic)...

4
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THE LEARNING OF CONVENTIONAL SYNTAGMS BY
FINNISH COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL PUPILS -

Liisa Seppanen

, UniveuLty o 6 Jyydaytd.

tr

Not until the last few years have language teaching methodolo-,

gists begun to pay attention to the problems of vocabulary learning

in the planning of foreign language curricula. In his article

'ForeigrOocabulary Learning as Problem No 1 of Language Teaching at

the Advanced Level" Marton. (1977) discussed a special problem of the

field: the learning of conventional .syntagms. The term is-so new that

it has not so far been explicitly defined. The present paper has two

main aims: (1) to give the term a linguistic definition, for which

Marton's description of conventional syntagm will be used as a starting

point, and (2) to disctiss the learning of conventional syntagms on the

basis of the results of an experiment carried out among Fnni,sh compre-

hensive school pupils.

1. The Concept of Conventional Syntagm

1.1. Martom's diption of conventional syntagm

Marton (19771:40.41) *does- not give an explicit definition for the

term 'conventional syntagm' but characterizes it in rather practical

,terms:

conventional syntagm is any phrase or longer syntactic unit
which is formed in accordance with the rules of lexical co-
occurrence of a given language and which has a certain func--
tionai value for its users, i.e. is frequently used and is
not a .nonce. construction.. In other words, jt is a certain.
lexical combination of a stereotypic nature... But the notion
of conventional syntagm finds its full'dimension only when ;.

it is considered contrastively.,.these syntagms...are, com-
paratively peaking, lexically non-congruent.... ...there
is nokdirec1 translational. equivalence between their cgrre-
sponding el meets. -.
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. . .

To illustrate the description, Marton gives only.few ekamples.

A apuitt but.is a conventional syntagm,' while a ZugubAioub octO)ou4rtit

not, because the latter is not !of'stereotypic nature'. One of Marton's

contrastive,examples'is the English expression watch hans,lwhich is, -

.expre.ssed in Polish watch swathe.
. ,

Aecordingly, on the basis of Marton's description, the following

two'assumptions:Can-be made about the concept:

yv (4) A conventional syntagm means a Co-:occurrence of lexical items which

are used in everyday language: The co-occurrence is so frequent

1

that the expression has become stereotyptC11.1 nature;

- (2). A conventional syntagm is not acondept to be discussed in terms of

one language only; it is particularly a concept of contrastive lin-

guistics. It is recognized only. w expressions of two or more

`.. langu are compared with eac other. A praCtical cue for the

ognition of oconventional. yntagm,is the fact that a conven-

tional syntagm is easy to and rstand'tor.a foreigner but causes

difficulties of production, ich Marton explains by the phenomenon

of native language .influence.

The shortcoming of Marton's description for conventionalsyntagm.

is mainly in that it does not define the relationship of the. concept

with two other concepts which are closely related to it, namely the

concepts of.collocation and idiom. The following two paragraphs will
P

e devoted for this purpose.

P

1.2. Conventional syntagm vs. collocation

The term 'collocation' is usually defined as a habitual co-occurrence

of two or more lexical item, finr example, the co-occurrence of the

items g;teen and guat, daith and night (Hartmann et al. 1973: 41). Firth,

the pioneer of collocational studies, talked about collocation in this

. meaning (see.fe.g., Firth 1957; 181, 196; 1951: 195).' In this sense the

term collocation is almost synonymous with the term conventional syntagm:

However, in a wider sense of the term, collocation may refer to any co-

occurrence of two items'. Thus, according 040he frequency of occurrence

4'
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of One item with certain other:item, a collocation can pe called

'casual' (infrequent) or 'significant' (frequent) (see Halliday 19664'

156; Sinclair 1966: 418).

. Ivir (1976) was the first linguist to discuss the concept of col-.

location in terms of contrastive linguistics4. He paid attention to the

differences beUmen languages in forming collocations. Ivir (1976: 26-

27) claimed that collocations have a great contrastive significance

betause (1). 'different languages choose to focus upon different aspects

of'reality' and (2) 'different languages- organize their lexical material

differently in relatioh.to the same semantic content'. Ivir gives

examples of different focusing comparing English and Serbo-Croatian

collocational compounds: the English 6eatu.&e 6i.tm has the equivalent

'artistic film' in Serbo-Croatian; the equivalent of depittment atone

is 'goods house'. In the former example the difference in focusing it

m anifested in one element only;,in the latter the whole collocation is

differently fOcused.-

As for the differences in 'organizing lexical material, Ivir gives

examples of adjectives and verbs, in which two languages have different

degrees of. specificity in the items. The English daAk is used in cyl-

locations dank mood, doChk.ha.in. In Serbo - Croatian two adjectives

(mhaZno and tamna) are needed to form these collocations. The English

make is use in a number of different collocations; in Serbo-Croatian

there are anitier.of verbs, more specific in meaning than Mahe, which

are used as its translational equivalents.

. As can be seen in the exaipples- given above, Ivir's concept of col-

location has much the same content as Marton's conventional syritagm.

The only difference is that the former includes collOcational compounds,

,while the latter does not. What has beenssaid able about the relation-

ship between the concepts:collocat' d 'conveNiapal syntagm' is

illustrated by Table 1.

-

COLLOCATION .

.

casual

collocation

,

frequent
collocation

.

stereotypic
collocation

conventional
syntagm

collocational
compound'

Tablet. The description of conventional syntagm in relation to collo.,
cation.
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1.3. Cbnventional syntagm vs. dibm

The same conceptual .vagueness as is characteristic of collocation

appliesa*so to the concept of idiom. Idiom is usually considered to

.. be.
t_

a group of words which has a special connotation not usually
equal to the sum of the meaning of the individual words, and .

whiCh us'ually cannot be translated litefally into mother
language without the special meaning being lost (Ha mann et
al. j973: 106).

°

Accordingly, idiom, like conventional syntagm, is a group of words

(or linguistic items). Both'of the concepts include language-specific

collocations, i,e. the way of grouping the words is characteristic of the

given nglage only. Because of these features which are common to both

of the concepts it. is often very difficult to make a distinction Between

them.

There is,-however, one feature in idiom which makes the differenta-

tion possible, and that is the semantic dhange which nil-idiom has under,

-gone but a conventional syntagm has not. If the items comprising an

idiom are separated, the sum of the meanings of the'items is not the same

as the meaning of the whole. Accordingly, the items comprising an idiom

do not have an independent meaning .of their own. For example, the idiom

putt 4oineone16 .eeg does not mean the physical action to which its separate

lexical items refer. The same can be said'about the idiom kick the bucket

(see Langacker 1967: 79-80; Ridout et al. 1970: 158). Chafe'(1970: 40-42)

calls the phenomenon that has taken placein the items a semantic change.

After the change, the elements of the surface structure are no longer

'semantic' but 'postsemantic":" The Oostsemantic elements together form

a new, single semantic unit. Therefore, a foreigner does not understand

the meaning of an idiom if he knowsonlythe Meaning of the items compris-

ing-it. Thisjs not the case with the conventionalsyntagm. The items

comprising a conventional ;syntagm have an independent meaning: eggs are

eggs no matter how "Idled' or 'fresh' they are;a watch is a watch inde-

pendent of whether it 'runs' or 'walks'.

There is one lAblem which has Ao bey discussed concerning the differ -;

ence"between conventional syntagm and idiom. This is where Marton's de-

;Cription of conventional syntagm is the most inadequate. Marton (.1977:

40-411) gives examples of conventional syntagms which Palmer (1976: 98-99)

calls. 'partial. idioms' (watch nart6 we-et) and examples which Kellerman

(1977: 114-115) calls 'language neutral' Woms (liottoWLthepath od.Leae.t

2.21
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neariAtancv.). Yet Marton, in the same article, maintains that conven-

tional syntagm has to be kept separate from the' concept idiom. The

confusion is caused by the lack of a rInguistic definition for the former

`term. , .0

1.4. A linguistic definition for the concept of conventional syntagm

The conventional syntagm includes-
(1) spch languagespecific collocations (non-idiomsk-which do not

have direct translational equivalents in the other language with

which the cpmparl,son is made, eg.E coon quitity vs. Fi 'weak'

quality; E have a.cap o6 coWe vs, Fi 'drink' a cup of coffee;

4

(2) partial idioms which can be understood on the basis of the seplrate

words comprising them but are expressed in totally different words

in the other language, for example:

E little details escape the eye vs. Fi 'little details
remain uffoticed';

k return someone's kindness vs. Fi 'Show a similar kind-
ness';

(3) language-neutral idioms in which the difference between the two

languages is so small that it does not affect the understandalaility

of the expression, for example:

E walk the middle path vs. Fi 'go' the middle 'way'.'



Tab1 2. The description of conventional syntagm in relation to collocation and. idiom.

COLLOCATION

casual

collocation
.

(no contrast-
ive signifi-
cance)

-frequent
collocation

.

(language-
neutral)

CONVENTIONAL SYNTAGM

language-
specific
idiom

.

(totally
language-

specific)'

ItO

collocational
Icompound

(language-

specific)

.stereotxpic
collocation

(language-
, specific)

partial
idiom

(partially
language-
specific)

language-
neutral

idiom

(some

language-
specificity)

IDIOM

y,1
4..)
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2. The experiment

I
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2.1. The subjects

The'test was presented to 84 Finnish ninth-gradiLcomprehensive-

school$upils'wtohadostudied English as their- firstloreign language,

at school for seven years. The4pupils belonged to two different course-

levels: 5t of them to the advanced course (the' more competent of the

two,groups) and 33 to yr general course. The reason'for this kind of

choice was the aim to compare the knowledge of conventional syntagmS

with the competence of Criglish in general.

2.2. The test

The test consisted of two types of tasks: those requirihg compre-
al
hension and those requiring production. The items requiring production

consisted of sentence - completion tasks, in which the pupils were asked

to translate a word or a collocation from Finnish into English in the

context of a sentence, for example:

John .his teeth every morning.
pesee ('washes')

The ins requiring comprehension consisted of multiple-choice-
, /-7

items 0 rich the pupils had to choose the,rIght Finnish alterbative

for the given English sentence or word.

The test items were collected from the textbook gay it in EngtiAlt,.

which Vie pupils. had studied at school. The main principle in the

constrdction of the test was,thot the pupils had been exposed to all the

syntagms WI they were required.to either comprehend or produce in the

test. Furthermore,.those syntagms that had occurred most frequently in

the textbook were presented as items requiring production, and those
0

with a 144 frequency of occurrence as items requiring comprehension only

(see Table5). .

224
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2.3. The analysis of the responses

2.3.1. The definition of error

Since the main-foreut-of the study was on semantics rather than

grammar, only.semantic errors were, counted. Accordingly, the responses

.which contained grammatical or spelling deviations'only'were counted as

correct if the semantic content was correct.

0

2.3.2. The ,classification..of the responses

The classification of the responses an be seen in Tables 3 and 4.

Errors due to the native >pips (NL) refer to responses in which 0

direct translation from one language into the other has been used, for

example: 'Auh' teeth instead of bitu4h teeth. Errors due to intralin-

gual (L2) semantic generalization refer to.responses in which the gap

has been filled with a word belonging to the right semantic field but

is unsuitable for the context, egg

Have you ever vibit to China?

Errors due to L
3
refer to responses in which a Swedish expresSion

has been used instead of an English one; for example:

Vad eik ktochan? instead of Whats4 the time?

Table 3. The relative distribution of the responses,into-six
classes.

Correct

Errors due to NL

Intral. errors

Errdrs due to L3

Random

ADVANCED COURSE GENERAL COURSE

Prod..items Rec, items Prod. items Rec. items

scores % scorers % scores %
4--

280 32.3 ,710 92.8 34 6.1

387 44.6 28 3.7 211 37.6

39 4.5 0 0.0 ,2 . 0.4

0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.5

--32- -3.7- -24- --- 51 90
55 6X 0 0.0 236 42.1'.

N Prod.

861

N Rec.

. 765

225:

N Prod.
m 561

scores %

256 .51.9

46 9.3.
0 0.0

0 db.0

168 33,9

26 5.3

N Rec..
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Table 4. The relative distribution of theresponses to the test items.
Abbrevations: NL infl = errors due to NL influence; Other
errors due to other sources; Ra & Om . random responses and
omissions;'AC = advanced course; GC = general course.
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Correct '',',

AC GC

.NL infl. cA;

AC GC

Other 1 -\,
AC GC

Ra & Om '/..

AC . GC

ITEMS FOR PRODUCTION .

brush teeth 21.5 0.0 76.539.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 60.6

go to bed 56.9 18.2 43.1 63.6. 0.0 3.0 0.0 15.2

have been-to sw. 9.8 0.0 29.4 36.5 49.0 30.2 - 11.8 33.3

have a cup of coffee 7.8 0.0 90.2 84.9 2.0 3.0 0.0 12.1

ride a bicycle

go to see somebody

21.6 3.0

54.9 33.4

78.4 78.8

37.3 42.5

0.0 6.0,,

4.0 5.9

0.0 12.2

3.8 18.2

take a shower 43.1 12.1 49.0 45.5 2.0 0.0 5.9 42.4

like best 6.0' 0.0 80.4 9.0 9.6 15.2 4.0 75.8

do the shopping 21.6 3.0 68.6 36.4 2.0 9.1 7.8'51.5

fill teeth 7.8 0.0 39.2 18.2 0.0 0.0 S3.0 81.&

stay over night 15.7 0.0 74.5 48.5 3.9 3.0 5.9 48.5

find sg.on the map 31.3 0.0 41.2 3.0 0.0 0.0 27.5 97.0

last night .

take the' temperature

tell the time

49.0 9.1

35.3 '0.0,

31.3 0.0

29.4 9.1

5.9 0.0

56.9 30.3

5.9 0.0.

0.0 0.0

5.9 18.2

15. 81.8

'58.8 100

5.9 51.5

poor knowledge 62.7 24.2 15.7 9.1 0.0 0.0 21.6 66.7

tell the way 66.6 0.0 17.7 3.0 13.7 3.0- 2.0 94.0

ITEM FOR,COMPREHENSION
.

take a bus '' 100 75.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 0.0 15.1

when is the train 56.8 33.3 35.3 45.5 0.0 0.0 7.9 21.2

a bad noise 94.0 39.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 60,6

heavy beard 100 .60.0 0.0 15.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 24.2

poor job 78.4 36.3 11.8 21.2 0.0 0.0 - 9.8 42.5

hurt badly 96.1 66.7 3.9 18.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.1

nose is, running 100 72.7 0.0 0.0' 0.0 0.3 0.0 27.0

lose one's life 100 66.6 0.0 0.0 ,0.0 0.0 0.0 33.4

make a bad noise 94.0 39.4 0.0 ,0.0 0.0. 0.0 6..0 60.6

low supplies,

be happy about sg

86.3 30.3

98.0 66.6

0.O 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0- 0.0

13.7 69.7

' 2.0 33.4

hot meal 100 57.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 42.2

rain heavily 98.0 45.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 54.5

--15A-75::4.:arvi=ol -with-noney-- -94.024;2- 04- 0.0' .0-,, Mr--

pooi. quality 94.1 60.6 0.0 0.0 . ,0.0 0.0 5;9 39:4
. -.. .
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2.4. The results

2.4.1. The success in comprehension vs. production

The present study confirmed Marton's (1977) hypOthesis that compre-

hension of conventional syntagms is easier than their production. The

same tendency is to be seen in both of the informant groups (see Table 3).

The first conclusion that can be drawn from the test results is that

the required items'in the test were most probably conventional syntagms

(and not idioms, for example).

The question why conventional sintagms are much easier to comprehend

than to produce needs to be discussed here. Tarone's (1974: 230) claim

that'underttanding of an utterance is made easier by the prediction of the

message may give 4 partial explanation. However, it does not apply if,

for example, the alternatives of a multiple-choice task are equally pro-

bable, as is the case when a multiple-choic# task is well constructed.

Extralinguistic cues, which are supposed to help understanding (see

Tarone 1974: 231-232), do not play any part in a written test like the

one in question.

' Marton's {1977: 48-49) explanation for the difficulty of producing

conventional syntagms and for the case of.understanding them seems rather

believable. The reason for the failure of producing Conventional syntagms

is, according to him, that *conventional syntagms look very simple when they

are to be understood only; the learner regards himself 'knowledgeable'

althodgh he is not (cf. Kellerman 1977: 74-75.).. Not until theL learner

has to. produce the syntagm does he notice the difficulty, ie. the different

way of forming the collocations in the two languages.. If the learner
. ,

does not see the difference then, he Will make an error due to NL; excep-

tions will be learners who have, 'acquired' the syntagm as'a

2.4.2. The influence of the native language

The sec d hypothesis of the present study - also based on Marton)

(1977) experiment was that (a) the learner's native language has a strong

influence on the learning of conventional syntagms; and (b) NL influence

is especially strong in the items that have to be produced. This hypothesis

was confirmed (see Tables 3 and 4). The .frequency of errors due to intra-

lirigual semantic generalization and errors due to L3 (i.e. Swedish) was very.

Toli-tn-compartyan-with-tho of NL-traceable-errors.---:

227
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A Krashen's (1978) theory of 'acquisition and 'learning; might give

some e lanation for the phenomenon of NL influence. Since only few .

Finnis omprehensive school pupils have any chance to 'acquire'-con-

vention 1 syhtagms in meaningful communication, they have to resort

to mere ning'. The Consequence is that separate lexical.items

are stored in long-term memory, which leads .to the tendenty of trans-

"lating expressions word-for-word from the NL into the foreign language.

Marton (1977: 54-56)-holds aAifferent view of the internalization

of conventional syntagms. HOOtggests that rote learning.is the only

efficient way of avoiding the tendency to use unidiomatic NL- traceable

collocations. The, lack of conscious effort in L
2

learning, even when

the learner is exposed to natural language, necessarily leads to the

use of NL models in forming collocations. That the phenomenon:which

Marton calls 'frozen competence' gets under Way as early as the primary

stages of L2 learning can be concluded on the basis of the pres'ent

Study.

2.4.3. Competence in Englishand mastery 4t conventional syntagml,

The third hypothesis, based on the views of Swain et al. (1974)

and Kellerman (1977, was confirmed by the present study. As was

expected, the pupils of the advanced course were far more succesful

than the general course pupils in both comprehending end producing

conventional syntagms (see Table 3). This is due to the fact that the

better pupils have an ability to grasp the meanlos of entire expressions

without knowing the exact meaning of every item. The tendency to associate

each foreign language item with One single native language item is es=

pecially strong with the less able pupils.

However, the test results did n'ot show convincingly that, the less

able pupils make more errors due to NL than the better, pupils. Tbis

was probably dug to the fact that the test was too difficult for the

general-course pupils. Therefore, they gave a high percentage of

random responses and omissions, while the advanced course pupils left

hardly any gaps, and the responses given were for the most part reason-
,

able. Yet many advanced course pupils failed-to remember the collocationr

as wholes; the direct translation led.to errors due to NL.

On the other hand, the general course pupils' strong-tendency to

4228
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Word-for-word translations can be seen in the responses given to the

items in wIfich the required word was very common, for example:

'drink' a cup of coffee (instead of have)

`drive' a bicycle (instead of tide)

go to 'sleip' (instead'of bed) (see
Table 4)

A
An even more convincing piece of evidence'is that the general

course pupils made far more NL-traceable errors than the advanced course

pupils in the items requiring comprehension only. Thus, a general

tendenty of general course pupils was to translate the verb be in the

sentence When ce the next tuin to London? with.the Finnish verb aid

'be' instead of the idiomatic Finnish expression with the verb :Milted

'depart'.

r

2.4.4'. The relationship between occurrence in textbook and production

The fourth hypothesis of the study was based on the generally known

assumption "the more repetition, the better learning result". This

hypothesis was not confirmed by the present study. The conclusion can

be made by comparing the frequency of occurrence of each item in the
r -41

textbook (Table 5) and the minter of correct responses given td them

(Table 4); compare, for example, the occurrence and Aroduction of the

syntagms pawl knowtedge and have a cup o6 co66ee.

The result may be partly due to.the fact that the time between the

learning of thesyntagms and the test may have been several months, even

several years. The pupils, had not been informed of the content of the

test in advance; therefore they did not have any chance for revision:

When the time between the exposure to a syntagm and its production is ,

long, the 'retroactive inhibition' (see Marton 197.7: 53) of the NL is

strong. Moreoyer, conventional syntagms have flow semantic power' (see

Hatch 1974: 15), that is, they do not have any striking features which

woUlq4facilitate learning - like, for example,'idioms have. Therefore,

recurrent exposure to, even production of, a conventional syntagm does

not guarantee its acquisition.

4
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Table 5. The frequency of the occurrence of the conventional syntagms in the
textbook on the lower and upper level.

Advanced course General course Sum total

lower upper lower upper Rec. + Prod.

Rec Pr Rec Pr Rec Pr Rec Pr AC GC

brush teeth 11 5 1 11 5 7 3 17 26

go to bed 18 6 6 3 18 6 9 1 33 34

have been to sW. 18 11 23 15 29 38

have a cup of coffee 16 4 14 4 .16 4 9 6 38 35

ride a bicycle 23 8 9 3 23 8 4 2 43 37

go to see sb. 18 4 15 2 14 2 39 31

take a shower 9 1 11 1 9 1 13 '6 22 29

likR best 11 . 3 1 9 4 7 19°' 20

do the shopping 3 8 1 3 5 12 . 8

fill teeth

stay over night

11

6

3

22

4,

5

11

6

2

, 2

18

33

13

8

find sg on the map 10 5 . 1 10 1 1 16 12

last night 1 3 1 5 4 6

take the temperature 3 3 3 1 6 4

tell the time 2 2 2 2

poor knowledge" 2 . 2 2 2

tell the way 1 2 1 2

take a bus 6 4' 5 6 9

when is the train 1 . 2 6 1,
s

8

bad noise

heavy beard

poor job

1

2

1

hurt badly 2 1 3

nose is running 3 4 1 1 8 3

lose one's life 5 2 5 2

make a bad noise 1 4 1 1 1 1 6 .1 3

low supplies 1 1

be happy about sg ..
1 2 1 1 3

hot meal 1 1 . 2

rain heavily 1 4 1 4 os

careful with money 6 4 4_7.

poor quality '2

2.30,
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3. The discussion

The results of the present study show that the Finnish pupils who

are leaving comprehensive school have rather few conventional syntagms

in their productive repertoire. The influence of the native language

in producing the syntagms is strong, while the interference of Swedish.

is of.lUtle significance. I

k

There are, naturally, numerous reasons for the present state of

affairs. Ont of the most important is b)gteaching groups (up to 34

pupils in one groups-), in'which individual pupils have little chance for

productive use of the foreign language during lessons. It is impossible .

. for the teacher to 'correct every ill-formed collocation' (see Marton

1977: 54-56), because he never gets to know every pupil's mistakes.

Another reason is that the motivation for learning a foreign language

is very low with many less able pupils. This concerns- especially the

learning of grammar. Therefore, it Might.be better to restrict the role

of grammar in the syllabus and fill the gap with vocabulary exercises,

which also seem to be more motivating.

The most interesting result of the study was that even recurrent

productive practising of conventional syntagms does hornecessartly lead

to their internalization.. Theie aretwo basic ways of internalizing

conventional syntagms: acquisition in meaningful communication and over-

learning through repetition and exercises. It can be supposed that neither

of these ways has been in active u e in Finnish comprehensive school.

However, on the basis of the pres study,'it might be poissible to draw

the following conclusion: the cha e to use a syntagm as a means of ex-

pressing one's needs, and the concrete associations that arise in the

.situation help the recall of the syntagm better than learning separate

syntagms in isolation from the context that they belong to.

Very. few pupils have a chance to talk to or listen to a native

speaker; similaii0 the chance to talk to the foreign language teacher

during lesions is also restricted. ilierefore,. the 'traditional' way of

'learning' has to be developed and made more interesting. If the written

or oral vocabulary exercises Were clearly linked with the kind of natural

language that the pupils listen tlon_tapei_the-pp1-1s-touldi-earrv-perhaps-

--everr LiraCCI sliniag;s,---sothat they. could not only comprehend but also

produce'theM. This presuppose& that syllabus-planners, textbook-writers,

and language Leachers realize the significance of contrastive analysis in

foreign language teacking. .
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ON SIMPLIFICATION: SIMPLE AND SIMPLIFIED LANGUAGE IN EXAMINATION PAPERS

.1

Irma Sorvali

Univeuity 06 Outu ,

Introduction

,In this paper aimpti4catiovw1111)e.discussed'as a linguistic phenomenqn.

4er- the-pa-fier--examinatilanpaperswrttten--byFintii-o1iun-i-vrei-t-ystudents

in Swedish and in Finnish have been studied to discuss the results of

a supposed simplification process. In addition, the students have answered.

a number of questions' which deal with ygriouO subjects such Os.phoneOcs,,

linguistics, grammar literature,' etc. The answers have been-slOdied,tto

see whether there arei.any differences. between the answers to some of

these subjects, or Atween the textbooks and the answers. Do all answers

reflect results of simplification? The errors made-by the students in

their supposed simplified/simple versiolo in native language and target

language will also be studied. The study also incorporates a longitudinal

approach to see if the supposed simplified/simple features show any

changes longitudinall, Some features in the "content" of the answers

will also be examined. How can weimeasure the content of the onslers?-

How do the students master the-facts in the textbooks? Can we measure

it? In some cases the students have used two languages Swedish (L2) and

Finnish (L1), in the same examination. The productions in LI 'and in L2

by the same individual§ will be studied.

1. Simplification

The term aimptikication can be used to refer to a' number of -phenomena

(cf. Widdowson 1979,'Tommala 198D, Corder 1981). Here.simplification

will be discussed as a result of the learning process.

A distinction can be made between.the use of a structurally'

simpler grammar or code and the simplif ied Use of a fully complex

code (Corder 1981:108). This will be studied.by means of' wri4ten.

versions in Swedish (IL) by Finnish (NL) uniyersity students. The
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Finnish students are also compared witfi Swedish-speaking students

1
. writing their mother tongue. It has been suggested that every native,

speaker is able to simplity his code and that there may be generel,

perhaps universal, rules for.doingso (Corder '1981:109). De native-
/.

speaking students use a structurally simpler language? Do they shift

'from their "normal" complex language'to something simpler? Is' it'the

target language system that is simplified or is itthat,of the mother

tongue? When writing their examination papers, students must save time.

How do they write if they try.to produce theiranswers. in an .economic

way? Or is it 1inguistic economy, not .simplification? Nickel (1981:10)

states that linguistic economy of a certain kind is not necessarily the

same thing as simplificatiom-frarthe-psychelogical point of view.

ey must analyse the content. They

actually write a synthesis of the books when they answer the questions.

This can be shown graphically in the following way:

-6

ft.

READING WRITI G

I
I

analysis synthesis

Is the language in the answers influenced by the language in the text-

books? Are the answers simple or simplified? In a L2 production the

grammatical means are restricted but when producing their answers

students use universal structures such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and

main and subordinate clauses.

Meisel (1980) mikes an attempt to demonstnate that simplification

in foreigner talk and' foreign workers' speech shows the same characteris-

tics to a large extent. Are there similarities between a NL production and

a TL production in. the present material? Only some of the criteria of

simplificity can however be used and 'the process of simplification can

be explained only partly in what.follows.
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It iswelll-knOwn that certain forms and structures may be less frequent

or completely absent in a simple/simplified text. The use is simplified,

not the code. But such simplification presupposes the existance of a

more complex form of the language, as Krzqzowski (1981:74), among others,

points out.. If students do not use a certain linguistic feature,. ie.

they avoid it, they master that feature. "Avoidance presupposes choice.

Thus, to be able to avoid some linguistic feature, one must be able to

choose or to avoid it, ie. to use it" (Kleinmann 1978:158), Stu'deints

capnot simplified what they do not possess (c.f. Corder 1981:110; Wode

1981:55). We can talce it for granted tha4 native speaking Students (the

Finnish-speaking students writing their answers in Finnish and the

Swedish-speaking students writing in Swedish, used as a control group)

fully po$sess the system of their native language. Second language.

learners have already learnt one language, Finnish in this case. What

kind of differences are there between,productions in Swedish as a TL

and Swedish as a NL and further, between Swedish and Finnish, when both

of the languages are used as NL
s'
? Can we talk about more or less simple

versions or atioUt more or less. complex versions?

2. The Material

The material for the.study reported here consitts of essay-type examination

papers written by Finnish university.students at the university of Hel-

sinki and at the university of Joensuu in 1974 and 1979. Tie students

could answer either in Finnish (L1) or Swedish (L2). The control group

was a group of Swedish-speakimg'studenit who took part in the same

examinations. The. examination usually takes place at the end of the first

academic year. The Finnish-speak-big students had studied Swedish.6-10

years before enrolling at the university. The material consists of about
to

1200 answrs by 200 students. 'The students Were divided in4 the following

\groups:

(1) students writing in Finnish Ll (70 students)
(2) students writing in Swedish L2 (62 students)
(3) students writing in Swedish Ll (27 students)
(4) students writing partly in Finnish Li (39 students)
(5) students writing. partly in Swedish L2 (39 students)
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he students writing their answers in.finnish_or in-S4dish used

different techniques. Mostly,.they wrote essays (about 80 % of the

-answers),but sometimes also lists 9f facts (about' 7 %) or sometimes

they miixeci these tft.types (12 %). The answers were actually rewritten

versions of the textbooks.

'3. .Special. subjects._

As has been pointed out elsewhere (Sorvali 1982), a specific language

variant is used'in examination papers. The syntactic Complexity (the

ratio between..main and subordinate clauses) is (very) low; the (sometimes

very) simple syntax makes answers look Like lists of pieces of informa-
.

tion. The lexical density (the type-t ken ratio) is very high. The

high lexical density is at least partly due to the test situation;

"unnecessar " word

has often been reduced.

Below some frequencies for all the material are first givbn and

then the answers dealing with special subjects are dealt within more

detail. A textbook of_phoneticsAB. Malmb.erg,,Sven4k-lionettk, 1971,

pp. 76-79) and those of linguistics (I. Ahlgren, Sp/Oka oeh 4hotan-,

1975, pp. 31 -37, 66-72,and B. Malmberg, Sp/Oka meh mdnni,4han,t)972,

pp. 78-86) are also compared for their answers. It is to be remembered

that groups 4 and 5 include the same individuals, who write partly in

Finnish, partly.in-Swedish (see chapter 7, where the productions in Ll

and L2 by the same students are discussed).

The syntactic complexity and the lexical dtnsity.(LD) inall the

groups are as follows;____

Language Finnish LI Swedish L2 Swedish.L1 'Finnish LI
f

Swedish L2

Group '1 2 3 4 5

Complexity 4.1 .-c 3.6 2.5 4.1 3.0

LDensity 68.7 53.7 54.5 60.4 49.1

In their own versions (answers) the students use.a very simple syntax,

as was pointed out above. The relation between the main clauses and the

subordinate clauses in the answers is higher, ie. the complexity is

lower, than ;in:Swedish literary prose, where syntactic complexity is

1- 237
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about 2.0 (Gullberg 1939:171) and in texts written by Swedish pupils in

Sweden, where the syntactic complexity is 1.3.(Hultman and Westman 1977:

. The complexity in the answers could thus be.calles aimpticit

The syntax in the answers is much simpler than in the textbooks. This

can be shown by means of the comparisons between tile textbooks of .

phonetics and of linguistics ZDSI the answers had nn therm

expected that the studetts transfer the Swedish contentin the textbooks

to their,answers. The syntactic complexity for groups 2 (Swedish L2)

and 3 (Swedish 1,1) was compared with the textbooks nd the syntax Was,

as expected,'simpler in L2 than in L1Jn eery case the syntax is
.

simpler in the answers than in the teXtbooks:

Complexity

Textbooks GroOp 2 Gup 3

linguistics l.9 ft 5:0 4.8

-16-4

.3
.The 164 complexity in ;the textbook of phonetics can_bezexplained_bit tb4,

nature of the topic. The text of the book very often consists of states-'

ments of the following kincL2../plis...24ablal.___v_o_ic.eless_stop
Ihe_.studtats.,_0

often use the same model, on the students' syntax does..not differ from

the syntax in the textbook of phonetics asemuch as it differs from other )

types of material.'- --

As a whole, the syntax is simple in all the groups. The students

obviously want to save time; the content is the most important thing,

not the language, its correctness anariation. The Swedish native

speakers (grou0113) have simplified theirsyntax by using rather simpl,e

statenents: Moreover, the syntactic simplicity is quite obvious in

the Finnish native grow) (group 1). The native speakers.posses the.

syntax.in their mother t gue, but they now use a more simpTifiedcOde.

This is partly due to the examination, situation where the students feel

nervous. The shortcomings in_the.maktering of the textbooks can also

cause the deviations in .th productioq of language. The Finnish students

writing in 50ediSh L2 (group 2) use s4mpler syntax in their interTanguage.

Their syntax is,'however,..not simplified, because they do not possess

the fully complex code. They Cannot simplify what they do not possess.

Their syntax is just simple. Gales (1980:514 came to the following

.coriC14.ion: "thell..non-natives,..performed far below adult native speaker

let

\23
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norms; the syntactic complexity of their rewritten paragraphs was

_conparable to that of seventh grade age native, speakers."
.

The Clauses and sentences. in the answers are relatively short,

___shorter than-in the material used as comparison (Sprvali 1982). The

dominance of main clauses and the shortness of the Clauses and sentences------------

. can be considered as features of- simplification.

The LDis rather high in all answers, as indicated by the figure

above. e i e I . ; . : : i4 a iii 1 1976:24-X11"U! .

(43 %). Comparis of the LD in the answers (grow) 2 and 3) with the

. LD in the textbo ks phonetics, linguistics) gives.the following results:

Lexical density

Textbooks Grou 2 Group 3

phonetics
linguistics

60.5 58 61.1 '

49.8 52.6 60.1

1 1. 1.1 dish is 'with

the exception of the answers in phonetics for group 3, higher than in

the original texts written in Swedi-s.h+thegreateat_difference is2-i-nrth-61

answers in linguistics forogroup 3. i

-----__AP!_Umsequent121 it isObviousthat the syntax in the answers in the

NL and the TL ii.not.as complex as that in the textbooks, and that

--tit) -in-the answers_is_higher than that in the textbooks. The 12. answers

------th-sty.listics "canalsoke mentioned here. The complexity in those answers

is 3.8 as against 2.8 in the textbOok. The LD in the answers i- s.58.8,

while in the textbook it is 52.3. There are no Ll answers in stylistics

in the present material.
.

The correlation between the syntax and the LD is statistically.

\\significant; the syntacttc§1*TitTIPkidlthe high LD depen4 on each

" \Other. This'has been calculated by means of SURVO 76 (Mustonen) by J. .

_ __Nyblom. TOgether.with the:simple syntax, .a high LD_ can' characterize the

procOs of simplification.
.0,

Lt has been maintained that, in vocabulary simplification, technical

terminolOgy is often replaced by more/ common words. This is not the case

kin the present material. The studentshave.very-often omitted "unnecessary"

words, an they use special terms more frequent than the books; the
.

special to s amount to. 28 per cent of all the orthographic words in the%m
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students' texts, but only to 12-per cent in the books. The students

want toshow that they master the facts in the textbook's. The phenome-

non could be called linguistic economy:

Finally, an example of Ve answers is given. The answer in guestiOn

with a word which functions as the subject

words of all the clauses are ordered below

I ese open

in the clause. The initial

according dto the schema of

Ost,hos verkligheten ipublicerades

Den 4r

Anders bor

s

Han

Hans far 4r.

Familjen bor

och tag 4r-

qatimet 4r

modern 4r

fadern 4r \

Aners 6r

Ar

Hans mormor dqr

han

Han

Men efter henries ddd kan

Anders ville

I slutet ay. roman n tr4ffar

Boken 4r skriVen

P4r Lagerkvist anv4nder

Hela tiden v4xlar

Par Lagerkvist var

och det I syns

The choice of. the finite verb does not show Orly great variation;

the verb vau 'to'be'. is often repeated. This copula occurs 9 times.

JI

2 4 Of
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4, Errors

Widdowson (1979:192) says that error Analysis "should provide LIS with

some Clear and adequate definition of the.-process of simplifleation".

We can talk about simplification strategy, and Widdowson (1979:193)

suggests "that in general error analysis is a partial account of basic

simplifying procedures which lie pt theheart of communicative competence

and which are not restricted'to-peop+e-eftgaged in the learning of a second

language system". He (1.979:196) continues: "I want to define simplification,

as the process wh eby.a language user adjusts his language behaviour in

the interests of c imunicativeeffectaxenesshas" given:_reas*to___

study erro-rs- in both L1 and L2 production. All the students want to

communicate, even though this communication has-only one direction:jrom

student to teacher.

The error analysis here deals with errors, mistakes and laps

--ktf-r-erier-+.9,1-31.F3649441-e441-to) is used regarrdss
- .

of type. The errors are devided into orthographic, grammatical and

(-stylistic). The averag number of errorsby a stu nt is 8.2

(Finnish NL), 8.7 (Swedish N and 33.7-TSwedish TL). The ave age numbeT-

__ ..... .....41Lerrors-inArs/UPLAI.... 3 is as follows:

Error/Student

Gro Group 2_ Group ,,,,,3
'___

orWp-h-1-
grammatical.

lexical(-stY).)

total

1.9

1.6

8.2

15.4

10.7

33.7

4.4
2.3

2.0

8.7
......

ih Fe-are striking slmfldi ales t weerr-the-nat-i-ve-rafiguage-users, iP

the Finnish-speaking students writing in/Finnish (L1) and the Swedish-

speaking students writing in Swedish (L1). The Swedish L2 productions

by the Finnish studees' have much more errors, which is not unexpected.
.

. When writing in their mother tongue, the students make errors-of the

same type,,regardless of the language, but the detailed features of the
1)

errors are necessarily identical. The relatiptshOof the three types

of errors to all errors is shown as follows:
- .

;
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Group 1
-

. Group 2 Gjoup 3

50-

27

23

.._

.
.

orthographic
grammatical
lexical(-styl.)

57

'23
, 20

46

32

100 % 100 % 100 %

ame distribution can bey demonstrated graphically:-

earners eying eren m'

errors (41f. Corder 1981:89). This might perhaps be regarded as evidence'

fie -peat:111.1; I 1 I

Val' Viol

Ri It zA .4.."11FIL

r111

there are common errors in different langualges-(cf.iliddowson 1979).

success,and not of, failure, as Widdowson (1979:197ff.) points lout. The

students writing under a time pressure and they can feel nervos and

tired; this may be--a-partfai-exi4enet-i-en-to_the_errors 'in. the NL. BUt

do the students avoid errors when they are writing ina %imple.way

file TL? If they do-, the actual'number 2f-errors-could perhaps be greater:

At the same timeLa_low-frequency of errors does not mean a non-existence

--of-Tdarning difficulties.

The students commit errors, both in the NL and in the TL, even though

they avoid some constructions, eg. subordinate clausei: The'Nt. students

write simplified versions, the TL students simple versions. Many' of-the

errors, espeCially the frequent orthographic errors in'the TL productions,

are due to the examination situation. The errors are connected with the

simplificatiodeprocess. The students make errors in spite of the fact

that they master the language. To save time; they write quickly, and

,

they" try. to ompress the'content of the textbooks. In doing so, they
0

make errors n'the language. They write in akind of telegraphese.

242
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It cannot a ys be taken for granted that the studentstts-Yr-th-e-given--________

facts of the langtageeven if u.ke no errors. It is possible for

.them to avoid constructions whichthey feel to be difficult, whic is

usual ill' free written production. In translation, for example, they

, cannot avoid difficulties on the same wayi translation is error:provo ing

(see Corder 1974:126; Sorvali 1982).

7-----7.T'10rCgiE-dr-s-,Ina ttRty

0
It has been maintained that interlanguage is r. I. e. A longitudi-

examine.the L2 versions written* thewill be c

same individuals on different occations. The final examination for the

approbatur is the lowest of three grades. And the students go on for

the final examination for the two' higher levels which are cal 1e cum
_

laude and aus ur, ittert-eiga-:,-there_aent only two

students who have taken their examinations for the lowest and hi'hes

grade in Swedish. There is an interval of etween the

examinations. It is i. in this context a rather, reserved

WI have to be taken towards such individual longitudinal

studies. There are some special problems: the interval between the

.examinations could be shorter; there ttught.-tot.Clirodthe.
. -

lumummtipie-51udentsf-wh-&-iake:AKe-exaiiiination for the highest grade

-------11--rather small.

As to the comple , 6d-error dens

,11

esu is are as.follows:

The-TOMitU4inal Study

ongitudlinal study,

\G--- )v Complexity
--1

LD Errors

Interval Student .__ r -.

5 years A .1.9 - 2.6 47.5 - 53.8 2.4 - 2.1

6 years B , 2.4 - 2.0 49.1 - 48:2 1:3 - 1.6

1E1 2.2 - 2.3 48.3 51.0 1.9 - 1.9

It can be noticed that the error density in the later. versions is the

same as in the earlier'versions by A and B. There is a weak tendency to

:syntactic simplicity in the productions by the student A, and a tendency

to complexity in the productions by B, whereas the LD has risen in A's
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texts, and fallen in B's texts. For A and B both tflesyniMrx-is-a___

somewhat simpler, the LD higher-in the versions written,by the same

persons' after some years. How can this be result be explained? Is it a

mere chance? there are always individual differences, and a limited

material like this cannot always be relied on. A larger materal would

make is possible to find better explanations. The two versions written

5 to 6 years later show, however, that the features which have\ been

considered as simple do,pot become more complex with more .advahced

studies. On the contrary, they become more strongly marked. Thi, simple

features can thus be regarded as resistant features.

6. "Content"

--The-students-must-show-what they master .and how-they master the facts

re eve uated after the examination.

The same criteria are used by evaluators regard14's of the langOage

chosen. The students pie given marks from 0 to 6, and the mark given

can be considered as a measure of 'content'. The correlation'betWeen

the mark and the errors in language is negative, which means that the

errors in language are of.no significance for the mark. If the Mark is

a measure of kn6wledge, and the error density of competence

--(-ter.--abi-rityo-fproducing an understandable correct second language),

the focts_which-the-ttuderit-VUOW-W-E2iie different from their Ompe-

tence of this language, or these two things, need not necessarily Mean

the same. When the teacher gives the final mark after the examination,

he should give the mark on the basis of two criteria: one is the
1

(theoretical) knoWledge of the language, the other the (practical)1

competence. These two are natur lly compleMentary to each other.

The Swedish-speaking st .ents have better marks; ie. 3.9 than the

Finnish - speaking P'. I. who have 3.7 both in Swedish L2 and in Finnish

L1..The mark i the Swedish answers can be co4ared with other qualitica-

tionS in the fallowing way: .m

roue 3
Sw dish LI

Group 2
Swedish L2

Urbup 5 (mixed)
Swedish L2

3. 7 3.7 I

.Co plexity 2.5 3.6 3.0
LD 54.5 53.7 49.1
ErrOrs 0.6 3.0 3.3
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Only'the Swedish answers are included. The students in group 3 possess

the full system of Swedish,. and they are only ones who can read the 41' ---- ---
, ...--___--

textbeeks-in-thetr-native language. Both group 2 and groupj_rewesent
. . _ .

interlanguage. Tberg'it--6-tadenry-from-the-lmtliTiel to the..'negative'
.

as reflected in native rou .1. ge groups 2 and 5.

ive' qualities, ie. the.mark, the complexity, and the 1.0, are

diminished and the 'negative' features, ie. the error density, become

greater. (For content in text, see Ullgren 1979.)

7. Subjectswith answers in the NL and the TL

There were.39 persons who wrote partly in Finnish (NL) and partly in

Swedish (TL

a

eg. by Linnarud (1979:222) that there is pa correlation bgt enkbe

.productions in the NL and the TL by the same individdal. This can be

explained by similarities between the languages (NL and 11)1 the struc-'

tqral differences between Swedish and Finnish must not therefore be

disregarded. According, to a statistical analysis, there are very few

/--3correlations between the features analysed here in the NL and.TL

I_______productionp in theyresentmaterta17-A-c-or-reltion_matrix has _been
I

calculated by means of SURV0 76 (Mustonen) by J. Nyblom: I

Correlation matrix I

S = Swedish
F = Finnish

S

S LD 0.145
S Errors
S Mark 0.541

It is only the mark that,shows a correlation between the productions'

in the NL and in the TL. As was stated above, the requirements. in the

examination are the same.in afl the cases;-the answers are evaluated by the

the same criterieregardlest of the choice of the NL or the TL. Other-

wise, there are no internal correlations between the complexity, LD, 040.

error density...One reason can be foundson therstructural differences

between the NL and.the IL. When writing in their NL, the students

4.impt4 liy the code which they fully possess; they Write4imptitfied

versionsin their mother tongue. They want to communicate, and they

F Compl.

0.284

F LD F Errors F Mak
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want. to show what they master, and they produce'the text rather quickly

to save fiiie:The-16-§Wese-Shuutd-havi-as -good a -c-ofiteift-as-RossibTe,

--is-a-l-so!--thraim_iers. But when tifsiting in the TL, .

the students do not fully possess the code, and tliti-crs-e---a--i-afigua-ge.

which is simpt4: they write aimpte versions in the target language. They

too want t9 communicate and make themselves' understood. The time restric-

tions in an cause greater problems for TL.

writing than for NL writing; something;ie. the language anFTEssrr-dEllTro;----

must be sacrificed for something else, ie. the content.

8. Discussion

Meisel (1980:37) writes about restrictive simplification, where a

grammatiCal system is reduced, and elaborative simplification, which

means An extension of-an-eahler-5ysteM, a Step towards` the target

----'711)711377:-tte-poirit-r-etit, . inction between these two is not

,clear. RestNctive simplification'is predominant at ear y s

later on it is replaced by elaborative simplifica

4
ion. Jhe native

language groups in the present material could he onsidered to'repr

restrictive simplification, which is, according to Meisel, alMostiden ical

to simplification in a native speaker's simplifieiregisters. The simpli-

fication found in the interlanguage groups in the present thaterial.can

_repres_ent an elaboration of the grammaNal system. THe answers by the

groups show results of the simplification process; the_answers_in the
.._.

NL are simplified, While the answers in the TL are simple. All the grObps

have at least one aim which is the same despite the language: to save

-time in writing to show the mastering of the facts. ipr thispurpose,

the students write iii a special non-normal way. They/lave learn'

facts (analysis),.and they write their answers (synthesis). They mostly

. try to express themselves in as compact a way as possible. They try to - .

r'.,

shorten the text by avoiding 'unnecessary' wards. This has often reSulted

in .values for LD and in low values for syntactic complexity.

The answers are reduced and /or rewritten versions of passagesin

...-

the textbooks. Students could be given some training in how to answer

in examinations. They could use more rewritten articles,. texts, etc.. for
.

their training. A very important thing must further be kept in mind: the4
textbooks and their qua ity, erhaps what Boli4ger (977:296) has said

is true: " The ideal textbook w ever be written,and therefore
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cannot be described..." The,textbooksiboth their content and, their
7

language, afways play d decisive role in the learning process. What

.kind of facts the students recall and'what kind of language they use
easb

when they reproduce them are questions which have been diScmssed above

only partly. In the futurt, atleast one question ought to be added to' :

the problems of simplification: What do the students feave.out when

they write theWanswerS in the final examinations?
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